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IT'S 2012 AND A TIME OF
CHANGE. ONE OF THE MOST NOTABLY AS FAR AS THE CLUB IS
CONCERNED IS THE NEW SOFF
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Jim Simpson
President/Habitat
John Storfold
Vice President/Fly Tying Chair
Lucky Leavitt
Treasurer

Board Members

Three club members have stepped forward to become new members of the
2012 SOFF Board of Directors. They are Rich Steed, Jay Prouty and Jerry
Keeling. Other changes are Jim Simpson elected President and Jay Grosjacques becomes Im mediate Past President. The remainder of the board,
John Storfold, Lucky Leavitt, Tom Morris and Duane Chebul stay in their
same positions.

David Grosjacques
Immediate Past President/Habitat

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718

Rich Steed
Secretary

Jerry Keeling
SOFF Wear
Tom Morris
Member at Large
Jay Prouty
Raffle Chair
Duane Chebul
Newsletter Editor/Web Master
E-Mail. dchebul@terragon.com

SPECIAL MENTION
Rich Hosley:
Ed Morphis:
Gary Miller
John Storfold:
David Haight:
Sue Keeling
Redge Heth

Membership
Fly Tying Instructor
Programs
Auction Chair
Outings Chair
SOFF Wear
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FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
by
Jim Simpson
hope everyone has enjoyed a
safe holiday season with their
friends and families. The club
is going into a new year with a new
President and I'm happy to take on the
challenge. Past President Dave Grosjacques has truly gone above and beyond
the expectations of a club President.
For the new members Dave has been
at the helm of this fine club for three
consecutive years. I'm pretty sure my
wife and my work schedule will limit
me to one term. Dave you truly are
to being commended for all that you
have done for SOFF. Not only as the
President, but also for handling the duties as Habitat chair at the same time.
Dave and I met with our club Treasurer
Lucky Leavitt and VP John Storfold
for early Saturday budget meeting. We
spent a few hours covering every line
item of the clubs budget and came up
with some proposed changes. We will
have those printed out and available at
the club meeting for the membership to
review. After the meeting Dave sat me
down and gave me one heck of pep talk
about all the things a club President has
to look forward to.
I wish to thank the SOFF Board
for nominating and electing me for the
Presidents chair. They are a group of
dedicated members willing to sacrifice
their time to ensure everyone enjoys
the monthly meeting as well as the
other benefits that come with being a
SOFF member. I have been a member

I

for a few years now and one thing that that The Ditch Riders cover the calls
really stands out is that the members of that may come in for small water isthis club are always willing to answer sues. For those of you that do not know
the questions of the newcomers. I have I am the Field Supervisor for the Talthe luxury of having club member Brad ent Irrigation District and oversee the
VanErt living right next door; therefore maintenance and hydrographics of the
he has had to answer MANY questions district. There is a chance I will get a
on fly tying and fishing. For retention call during a meeting and no matter if
purposes the key (as I later found out) I am at the podium or sitting down for
is to have these detailed conversations one of those fine meals that we enjoy I
prior to cocktail hour. There is such a will have to answer it. If it is a queswealth of information available to those tion I can answer over the phone than
just starting out. With not only expe- I will. Ifwe have lost a canal or somerienced members willing to share, but thing else bad then I will immediately
also the video library that Vice President leave the meeting to respond. VP John
John
will then take
St orover
the
f o 1d
meeting and
e x keep things
pertly
running
mansmoothly. I
ages.
hope
that
There
never comes
is also
to pass, we
a book
have
great
library
meetings
availwith excellent
able to
programs.
memThat should
bers
do it for my
at The
first installRogue Jim Simpson and his wife selling raffle tickets at the re- ment in the
F I y cent auction meeting. Jim has been the raffle chair the newsletter,
Shop. last three years and will be giving up the position to take it only gets
over the presidency of the club.
Then
easier from
there is
here right?
the internet with its endless supply of fly
See you at the meeting.
fishing data and contacts. Our monthly
newsletter also provides excellent and
printable information with a new fly evATTENTION!
ery month. I guess what I'm getting
Board Meeting
at is that SOFF is a great club for both
The
Board
of Directors meet in
veterans and newbies.
the conference room of the
By the time this has been published
Bank of the Cascades at 6th
we will have had the Holy Water outing and Chili feed. I do want to make
and Savage, Grants Pass.
as many of these outings as I can, acThe next meeting is scheduled:
tually I believe I have already put that
Jan. 5th, 6:00pm or
in the form of a New Year's resolution.
the second Thursday
Unfortunately my work schedule is such
of the month
that I am on call 24/7 from the end of
All members welcome
October until the first of April. After
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Feb. 16th
Mar.15th
Apr.19th
May 17th
Jun. 21st
Jul. 19th
Jul. 28th
Aug 16th

Kelly Galloup
Mikey Weir
Fly Tyers Night
Michael Williams
Marlon Ram PY
No Meeting
Wine Meeting
No Meeting

WHEN:

TIMES:

WHERE:

Jan. 19,2012

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30PM
Dinner and Program

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

James Shaughnessy - Baja Fly Fishing
Editor's Notes Cont. From Pg. 8
The Senility Prayer.
God grant me the senility to forget
those people I never liked anyway, the
good fortune to run into the ones I do,
and the eyesight to tell the difference.
Amen
May each and every one of you
have a healthy, prosperous and fish
filled New Year.

I didn't receive a bio or photo from James Shaughnessy in time to be included
in the newsletter, so a search of his website produced this about him.
He is the owner of Beulah Fly Rods with his shop being located in Medford.
Beulah Rods produce several types of rods including regular trout, switch and
spey.
When he is not involved with his rods, he spends a great deal of time guiding
fly anglers in Baja with one of his favorite fish being the pez gallo or rooster fish.
Shaughnessy's presentation will be on Baja Fly Fishing.

The Editor

2012 Dues Are Now Due
If you haven't already paid your
2012 dues as of January 1st, then you're
too late for a chance to win a Gary Anderson fly rod.
Although you may have missed the
rod , don't despair as you can still pay
you're 2012 dues and remain a bonafide member of this august group of fly
fishing enthusiasts. By doing this now,
you'll incur the gratitude of our Membership Chairman, Rich Hosley and
avoid a serious face to face with him at
a later time.
It's easy; just send a check along
with any changes in your personal information (address, telephone number,
email address) to the club mailbox at:

SOFF
PO Box 1144
Grants Pass, OR 97528
Individual memberships are $35.00
Family memberships are $45.00

Have you ever been fly fishing and lost a fly to a fish, a tree or an errant cast?
Did you bemoan the fact that it'll cost you $1.80 to $2.25 to replace that fly? Have
you ever watch somebody tying flies and thought how great it would be if you only
could do that? Well you're in luck as the SOFF is presenting a 10 week course in
beginning fly tying.
The classes begins Wednesday, January 11th and continues each Wednesday
through March 14th. All classes will be instructed by Master Fly Tyer, Ed Morphis,
assisted by several talented club members and will be conducted at the Grants Pass
High School.
If you or another family member or you have a friend who is interested in
learning the art of fly tying, then please contact the City of Grants Pass' Recreation
Department and register.
If you need any additional information about the class, you can contact Ed
Morphis at 541 471-0086 or email him at edm@clearwire.net.
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CASTING ABOUT
My Montana Adventure
By Duane 'The Editor' Chebul

tration set in and so when the next rise
came, 1 yelled out set the damn hook.
I only related this story as 1 can
imagine how the guide felt every time
he saw fish rise to the ant and I did nothing. Set the hook started softly enough
at the beginning, but as the afternoon
wore on they became more intense as
those fish rose to the ant. Every now
and again a fish would rise to the Baetis
and I hooked and landed it. Even that
ant caught a few fish, but all of those
fish had something In common - none
of them were over 12 inches.
During our 14 mile drift we did
catch a lot of fish, albeit not any real
big ones, but what they lacked in quality, they more than made up for in
quantity.
I had occasion to ask the guide
about the lack of size of the fish
we were catching· and ·he said that
he has seen that all season Jong, a
lot of fish, but not much in size. I
guess that's a mixed blessing - a
lot of small fish that can grow to
be large fish in the seasons ahead.
The rest of the trip would
be wading different spots on the
Madison outside and inside the
park. One of the places I like to
fish is that piece of the Madison
though the cabin looked great,
Duane with his biggest fish of the trip, about a 15
it was set in a residential area of inch brown.
between Hebgen and Quake Lakes.
West Yellowstone surrounded by
I worked that stretch a couple a
some rundown apartments and
times and I managed to pick a few
houses. Oh well, I'm only going to be tion could I see it. Despite not seeing a rainbows both on dries and nymphs,
here for a week.
lot rises for naturals, the fish were rising but nothing to write home about. As
After a good dinner and a night's to my flies, particularly to the ant.
this stretch leads into Quake Lake I
rest I was ready for the next mornI have been an instructor before for walked down to where the lake begins.
ing's guided trip on the Madison River.
newbies who were casting dries and The closer I got to the lake the slower
My fishing partner, Terry, and I met watched repeatedly as fish after fish the water flowed. I could look down in
our guide Rick Welle at the Madison
rose to fly with the student oblivious to several deep holes and see large trout
River Outfitters and then drove where
it. I can remember an incident in which finning on the bottom. Nothing I threw
we would launch on the Madison. We l was fishing with this guy and saw at drew any interest either nymph or dry.
started out using two nymph rigs and
least 10 fish rise to his dry. After each What was needed was a full sinkstarted hooking and landing the ever rise I would ask the student if he saw the
ing line along with a large streamer
popular whitefish with a trout thrown fish only to be told that he didn't. After of some sort to really dredge the botin for good measure. It was during this a dozen times of missing the fish, frusContinued on Pg. 5
fter a 10 day trip to Kodiak Island in Alaska and
the sheer numbers and size
of the fish caught makes a 10 day trip
to Montana somewhat pale in comparison. Still fishing is fishing and after being home only five days, I repacked and
set sail, as to speak, for the Valhalla of
fly fishing - West Yellowstone, Montana and its surrounding rivers.
This was my annual trip with a
group that I having been fishing with
for over twenty-five years and one that
l look forward to with anticipation each
year. This year however, the trip was
to be bitter-sweet as one our group of
six passed away two months before the
trip.
As is our custom, we rent a
house or cabin for the duration of
the trip. Pictures sent by a group
leader showed a rustic cabin that
could sleep at least eight, all in
separate bedrooms, to say that
this was overkill was an understatement. This place looked
great; I imagined that it was set
in some type of forest setting with
abundant wildlife around it. Talk
about a disappointment when I
finally arrived and found that al-

A

period that I landed my largest fish, as it
would turn out, a 15" brown.
Shortly before noon, the guide decided that we ought to fish dries; although I probably saw one or maybe
two rises he re-rigged us with two dry
flies each. I can usually see most dry
flies without too much of a problem, but
add a second fly and it becomes a different matter. The first fly was some type
of parachute Baetis which I didn't have
too much difficulty seeing, but then he
added on a flying ant which l probably
saw every tenth cast if that.
I would cast out and then try to look
down the tippet 12 or more inches to see
that damn ant, but only with rare excep-
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
Coastal Winning Steelhead Outing
or those of us that enjoy pursuing steelhead with a fly,
January in the Rog ue Valley can be a slow month. Our summer
steelhead are getting ready to spawn and
w inter steelhead generally don't reach
the
middle
Rogue until
late in the
month.
On
the coast, it
is a different
story--January
steelhead i ng can
be excellent.
If you have
the urge to
feel a big,
bright steelhead tugging on your line (or
at least enjoy spending a day on a beautiful river anticipating such a tug), plan
to attend the club's outing on January 14
to the Southern Oregon Coast.
We will meet for breakfast at 8:00
am in the Apple Peddler Restaurant in
the town of Harbor. It is located on the
west side of Hwy 101 south of the Chetco River. Those not wanting to eat there
should join us by 9:00 am, when we will
head for the water.
There are many good winter steelhead streams on the south coast, ranging
from smal I creeks where fly anglers can
effectively work the pockets and small
pools by dead-drifting weighted flies

F

2012 Outings
Jan 1
Jan 14
Feb 10-11
Mar17
Apr21
May 19
Jun 23

Annual Chili Feed
with the Rogue Club
Coastal Steelhead
Cow Creek
Applegate Steelhead
Copeland's Pond

TBA
TBA

with a single-handed rod to large rivers
well suited to sw inging big flies through
broad runs with a two-handed rod. We
w ill decide wh ich stream (or streams) to
fish based on the conditions, and on the
size and desires of our
group. The
Chetco and
lower Rogue
Rivers offer plenty of
good bank
access ,
and
there
are several
good drifts
for
boaters. These
are big rivers
during the
winter and are well suited for spey rods.
The smaller streams have more limited
access, but provide opportunities for
individuals or small groups looking for
a more intimate setting. Because these
coastal streams can produces some large
steelhead, heavier rods are desirable--8
or 9 weights are ideal. Leech, shrimp,
marabou, spey, intruder, and traditional
steelhead patterns in sizes 4 to 210 are
all good choices for swinging, while
egg, shrimp, and nymph patterns are
suitable for dead-drifting. If conditions
are right, a floating line can be used with
weighted flies , but having sink-tip lines
and/or shooting heads in various densities will help you cover the water more
effectively. Be sure to bring your lunch,
waders, and rain gear.
Due to the uncertainty of winter
conditions it may be necessary to make
changes or postpone this outing. Be
sure to check the club's web site for updates prior to leaving for the coast. If
you have questions, contact me at tmdrhaight@infostructure.net.
David Haight, Outings Chair

Montana Adventure Cont. From Pg. 4

tom and even that was no guarantee as
I watched a couple of guys doing just
that without any luck.
A couple of my fishin g partners
brought along float tubes and floated
Quake and caught nothing there. In fact
they even fished Hebgen out of tube
and were skunked again even though
they saw the gulpers that the lake is famous for.
My last foray to the Madison outside the park was to a place called Three
Dollar Bridge. If you have ever fished
there, you ' ll have noted that there are
two distinct sides to the river. One is
fairly level and the other is fairly steep.
Well you know which side I fished on the wrong side. As I was driving with
someone else I should have known
something was amiss as we were the
only car on that side of the river, while
across the bridge, the parking lot contained a dozen or more cars.
As l said before, we were on the
wrong side. My partner went down
river and I went up. I thought l saw a
trail, but it must have been a figment
of my imagination as I started down
it I suddenly realized that it was game
trail, but by that time it was too late
as I was already committed. Not only
was the trail steep and practically nonexistent, the water table was about one
inch under the surface and there were
numerous sumps that sucked me up to
the knee with each step. It goes without
saying that after numerous falls, I was
cover in mud as I made my way down
to river. At this point, my only consolation was that I didn't break my rod. Finally at the rivers edge l started fishing.
Figuring that it was early afternoon, I'd
fish dries. I walked upriver several hundred yards casting as I went, but alas
there was no one home. After maybe a
quarter of a mile, I came to fence that
someone had stretched out to almost
the center of the river. 1 thought anglers
had the right to bank access, but that's
Continued on Pg. 7
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FLY TYING CORNER
Stewart's Black Spider

Hook:
Thread:
Body:
Hackle:

Daiichi 1640 or TMC 50 l (2X Short Straight Eye Dry),
Size 12-16
Black 8/0.
Black Thread.
Starling.

Tying Instructions:
Smash the barb and start the thread one headspace behind the eye. Strip the fluff from the butt of the hackle. Tie in the
hackle by the butt, shiny side down on the top of the hook with the tip extending in front of the eye. Wrap the thread, one wrap
r ight next to the other, back (that is, toward the bend) to the mid point of the hook, and cut off the excess quill of the hackle.
Continue wrapping back to just above where the barb was, and then wrap the thread forward , one wrap right next to the other,
back to the midpoint of the hook shank. Leave the thread hanging there. Palmer the hackle back to where the thread is hanging. Secure hackle with two tight wraps and wrap the thread forward through the hackle to the headspace. Tie a small head
and whip finish. Finally, trim off the tip of the hackle and apply head cement.
This fly was originated by James Baillie, a gillie in Scotland around 1850, and was made famous by W.C . Stewart, a noted
writer at the time. Stewart used Baillie as a guide on several occasions.
In the 1850's, this fly was tied with brown Pearsall's silk that was heavily waxed with cobbler's wax. The reason for this
was that the dyeing process weakened the black silk, making it too fragile. Black silk was only used for ribbing.

Tied by Dave Hamilton

John Storfold

r

-

-

Fly Tying Chair

Ph.660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

- - - ,

-

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

D
D
D
D
D
D

Regular.......................................... $35.00
Family............................................ $45.00
Youth .............................................. $10.00
Contributing.................................. $50.00
Lifetime (lndividual) ................... $350.00
Lifetime (Couple) ......................... $450.00

Name(~: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - - - - Zip: _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ __ _ __
State: _ __ __
,___ _ _ Work: (
Phone: Home (
E m a i l - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Personal interests:
Renewal: _____ New: _____ _

L-----

.J
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS
1-1

1-10

1-11
1-14
1-19

2-2
2-10-11
2-14

2-16

Club Outing - Chili Feed
with the Rogue Club
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Fly Tying Class Starts
Club Outing - Coastal Steel
head
Club Meeting - James
Shaughnessy
Board Meeting
Club Outing - Cow Creek
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting with Kelly
Gallo up.

Montana Adventure Cont. From Pg. 5
what I get for thinking. Not wanting
to wade out to the center of the river, I
took the time to clean the mud from my
waders and jacket, climbed back to top
of the hill and walked back to the car
and had a cool adult beverage while I
waited for my partner, who incidentally
caught nothing down river.
The rest of my Madison River adventures were in the park. The first day
I was to fish in the park, there was some
type of bicycle event going on in the
park and there were bicycles stacked almost solid from the West Yellowstone
gate to Madison Junction. If you have
ever driven this road you know there
is barely enough room for two cars to
pass each other, now add a solid line of
bicycles and you have gridlock of the
worst magnitude. Add another dimension, wildlife off the road and you end
up with a big parking lot with no one
moving.
Fortunately, there are a lot of turnouts and it seems that I stop at every
one of them. I'd stop, check the river
and then move on. I finally came to one
that seemed to have pretty decent water.
As I watch it, I could see a Baetis hatch
coming off, followed by numerous rises. I rigged up and put on a blue-wing
olive parachute. After several casts, I

enough. I drove to downtown West Yelhooked a fish, not much of a fish, I'll adlowstone to look for and purchase soumit, but nevertheless a fish. I landed sevvenirs. This is a ritual I do each year for
eral more fish; unfortunately, none were
my wife, to guarantee my availability
bigger than 7-8 inches. Although I tried
for when the clarion calls to once again
several more spots on that day and the
get together the next year. I'm sure that
next, I had the same result either no fish
my wife is looking for at-shirt that says
or fish 6-7 inches.
l even tried the Gibbons River. I he went to Alaska and to Montana and
all I got was
found sevthis
stinkeral deep
ing t-shirt.
runs
that
r know one
just
had
thing if I
to contain
ever see her
fish. I ran
wearing
a
nymph
such a shirt,
through the
I'm in such
bottom and
big trouble.
on the way
T h e
back cast
group
had
a dry over
one
final
the top and
duty to pernothing, so
form before
much
for
the
Gib- Here the guide holds Duane's second biggest fish - a we all left
our separate
bons. I have nice 14" rainbow
ways.
Beto say that
fore our last dinner, we all met on the
over the last two years the park has done
a lot ofroad building as the upper reach- Madison where it crosses the road to the
es of the Gibbons is all again different Gallatin Canyon. After walking down a
hundred yards from the road, we toastthan when I fished it several years ago.
The rest of the trip I fished Hebgen ed our departed brethren with a generous shot of Maker's Mark and one to the
Lake. Driving the perimeter of the lake,
river for him, then deposited a third of
I found a paved turnoff that took me
his ashes into river. The remaining twoto the water's edge. I saw several rises
along with several fish that I could see thirds would be scattered on the Green
swimming by. I could see Baetis com- River in Utah and the East Walker Riving off and assumed that the fish were er in California his three favorite rivers
rising to that fly. The first day I struck to fish. While were about our business,
out and caught nothing. The next day I a person approached and after witnesswent back and met another member of ing what we were doing a conversation
ensued. The gist of the matter was that
the group there. Once again I saw the
there are numerous cremains in the river
Baetis coming off and nothing. I was
using a blue-wing parachute again and and in fact this person's own father had
couldn't get a look. My partner put on a been so scattered. I guess this gives a
blue-wing with a traditional wing, size new dimension to the old adage of 'you
12 and landed at least 6-7 fish in the 14 never know who might watching you'
inch range. As I don't usually fish with when you're out fishing.
All in all I had a great time, a lot
anything this large, I had nothing bigger
of fish; unfortunately, none were big
to use. My friend had two flies this size
in size, the camaraderie of a group of
and lost the first one on a fish - so much
like minded souls and the send off of a
for bumming a fly.
As this was the last fishing day, I friend to his heavenly reward.
packed it in and decided that I had had
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NON PROFIT ORG
U.SPOSTAGE

PAID
PERMIT NO. 420
Medford, OR

P.O. Box 1144
Grants Pass, Oregon

97528
E-Mail: www.soff.org

OR CURRENT RESIDENT
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1*1 *******************3-DIGIT 975
REDGINALD HETH
171 ANITA DRIVE
GRANTS PASS OR 97526-7735
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Editor's Notebook
certain sense of melancholy always comes
over me as one year ends
and a New Year begins. I guess it's
a time of self-reflection over what the
last year has brought; a sense of happiness or fulfillment for the things
that brought me pleasure or satisfaction and a sense of sadness for all the
things that I didn't do or for family or
friend s that I lost over the year.
In the pleasure or satisfaction column, three standouts were my trips
to Alaska, to Montana and taking my
son on his first float trip on the Rogue.
Also the many other fishing excursions that I did over the year - some
successful while others required the
'skunk flag' to fly.
I'm thankful that the health of
my family and me remains good, and
that as I get older, I still have the mental adroitness and ability to produce
the club's newsletter amongst other

A

things.
I'm thankful my family and me
are all employed or retired and for the
most part want for very I ittle.
I'm thankful that I have friends
that will stand-by me should the need
ever anse.
I'm thankful that I live in a free
country; a country not beset with the
problems plaguing Europe and the
Middle East. I'm thankful that the
war in Iraq has ended and that all our
military personnel will be returning
home.
On the other side of the ledger, I
think of all the people that I have lost
over the past year; my mother who
passed away in December and all my
fishing partners and friends that have
passed away. I should have tal.ked to
and interacted more with them before
their passing, but didn't and now berate for not doing it.
I think of the many things over the

past year that I didn't do or accomplish
mostly out of procrastination or apathy. The things around the house that
should have been done and wasn't.
The impatience I felt when bothered
by some trivial thing that may have
been important to someone else. And
the many other things that blur in my
mind's eye.
I am consoled by the knowledge
that one of the benefits of starting a
New Year is that we have the ability to
do a 'do over'. Those things or omissions that didn't get done, I can rectify. Although I have no way to bring
back those who have passed, I can
continue to remember them fondly,
and for those who remain I can make
every effort to reach out, interact,
learn from and love them.
I end this piece now with this little prayer:
Continur
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IT’S 2012 AND A TIME TO PLAN
FOR YOUR FLYFISHING ADVENTURES. JUDGING BY THE SIZE
OF SOME OF THE FISH IN THE
WOOD RIVER, A TRIP THERE
NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Jim Simpson
President/Habitat
John Storfold
Vice President/Fly Tying Chair
Lucky Leavitt
Treasurer
Rich Steed
Secretary

Board Members
David Grosjacques
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Jerry Keeling
SOFF Wear
Tom Morris
Member at Large
Jay Prouty
Raffle Chair
Duane Chebul
Newsletter Editor/Web Master
E-Mail. dchebul@terragon.com

There are fish and then there are FISH. In this instance this is a FISH
just check out the shoulders on this fine specimen of a rainbow taken
last summer by Josh White on a busman’s holiday on the Wood River.
Often you hear of shoulders on a fish, but you don’t see them too often.

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718

SPECIAL MENTION
Rich Hosley: 		
Ed Morphis:		
Gary Miller		
John Storfold:
David Haight:		
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FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

by
Jim Simpson
o far so good! I made it
through not only my first
Board Meeting, but also my
first general meeting. It was actually
pretty painless even though my stress
levels felt as though they were about
to peak a couple of times. What really
helps is that SOFF is full of good people
willing to help out if needed and offer
words of encouragement. When I said
I was proud to be the President of this
fine organization I really meant it. I
just wish that I had the time to do more
for the club, something I need to work
on. Once I am a full-fledged member
of the retired community I will have to
give it another try.
I have only been fly fishing for
about five years now and it has really
been a great experience. It seems like
every fishing trip is a new adventure
full of trials and tribulations. If I were
able to go all the time it may get to be
routine, but I just could not imagine
feeling like that. It’s a combination of
so many things, planning the trip, gearing up and then meeting with those that
I will be fishing with.
I remember the early drive out and
telling stories of other past outings and
the good times that were had.
Once there, trying to pull on your
waders without looking like a rookie, and stumbling into the side of the
truck.
Then assembling the sleek fragile rod only to discover you missed an
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eye, and finally trying to decide which
Suddenly I realized that they were
fly might produce that wonderful tug of being nice by not actually rolling on
success. Then the drive home and the the floor with laughter. Brad produced
stories of the ones that were landed and a fine Sage rod and reel and we went
that big smart one that eluded the net outside where I was introduced to the
and unceremoniously tossed your fly “Art” of fly casting. I was truly imback at you.
pressed with how they both could make
These are memories I hope I never the line glide so gracefully through the
forget, and with the entries put into a jour- air, delivering the fly to the designated
nal I can always flip through the pages point in the yard without spilling a sinfor a good laugh or just smile and reflect gle drop of their beer.
on good
I
t
times
seems like
w i t h
the
days
g o o d
of
night
people.
crawlers
That is
and Power
one thing
Bait
are
you can
100 years
g uaranago. I have
tee as an
i m me r se d
active
myself and
member
my
walof SOFF,
let (have I
you will
mentioned
m a k e
my unders o m e
standing
g o o d Jim Simpson presides over his first club meeting as presi- wife?) into
dent of the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers.
memowhat has
ries and
become
some good friends. I have been on more one great experience after another. I
trips where the fish weren’t biting, but I hope to someday be able to introduce
still had a great time.
this fine sport to someone else and
If you fish strictly for the bragging watch them grow as I have. The only
rights of landing the biggest fish than problem I am left with now is what the
you are missing out on so much this hell do I do with all this damn Power
sport and club have to offer.
Bait? See you at the meeting!
For years I enjoyed tying on a brown
Rooster Tail or for a sure “hook-up” a
spinner and night crawler always did the
ATTENTION!
trick. Then I learned about the smelly
Board
Meeting
stuff called Power Bait. You could fish
The Board of Directors meet in
for a whole day and only use half a jar!
the conference room of the
The range of colors could just overBank of the Cascades at 6th
whelm you and some has sparkles in it!
Then I met Dave McKeen and
and Savage, Grants Pass.
neighbor Brad VanErt. They asked if I
The next meeting is scheduled:
had ever fly fished? Well as a matter of
Feb. 2nd, 6:00pm or
fact I had on a few occasions. You see,
the second Thursday
I had these weighted clear plastic bobof the month
bers and some flies that were $2.00 for
All members welcome
a (5) pack.
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Mar. 15th
Apr. 19th
May 17th
Jun. 21st
Jul. 19th
Jul. 28th
Aug 16th
Sep 20th

Mikey Weir
Fly Tyers Night
Michael Williams
Marlon Rampy
No Meeting
Wine Meeting
No Meeting
TBA

Rod For Sale

WHEN:

Feb. 16, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Kelly Galloup - Streamer Tactics For Trout

Rogue Rod, 2pc, 9’ 7wt. Nice
maple burl reel seat. $80.00 Great
back-up rod, easy load.
Teresa 862-2086
“the tug is the drug”

2012 Dues Are Now Due

If you haven’t already paid your
2012 dues as of January 1st, then you’re
too late for a chance to win a Gary Anderson fly rod.
Although you may have missed the
rod, don’t despair as you can still pay
you’re 2012 dues and remain a bonafide member of this august group of fly
fishing enthusiasts. By doing this now,
you’ll incur the gratitude of our Membership Chairman, Rich Hosley and
avoid a serious face to face with him at
a later time.
It’s easy; just send a check along
with any changes in your personal information (address, telephone number,
email address) to the club mailbox at:

SOFF
PO Box 1144
Grants Pass, OR 97528

Individual memberships are $35.00
Family memberships are $45.00

Kelly started his fly fishing career at the age of 13, tying flies for the
local tackle shop. He started guiding at the age of 16 and is still guiding to
this day some, well lots of, years later. He owned the Troutsman fly shop in
Northern Michigan for 20 years. He sold the Troutsman and moved to Montana where he and his wife Penny bought the Slide Inn lodge on the banks
of the Madison River. Kelly has written two books “Modern Streamers for
Trophy Trout” and “Cripples and Spinners”, and has numerous DVD’s on
tying and fishing. He has over fifty nationally recognized fly patterns that
are sold world wide. He is also a rod and line designer for St Croix rods and
Scientific Anglers. Kelly has been published in nearly every major fly fishing
periodical in the country and is one of the Editors of a large Fly Fisherman
magazine. Kelly is also the host of Fly Fish TV with Kelly Galloup on the
VS’s Network. Kelly is one of the most sought after speakers in the country
and spends much of his winter months speaking for clubs and Sports shows.
In 2003 Kelly received the living legend award from the FFF, and in 2007
the Charles E Brooks memorial life award.
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The Oregon Council Federation of Fly Fishers welcomes you to the 24th Annual

Northwest Fly Tying & Fly
Fishing Expo
March 9th & 10th, 2012
Located at the Linn County Expo
Center (Google Map), Albany, Oregon

The NW Expo has been heralded as the “largest fly tying event west of the Mississippi”. Come to the Expo and be part of
the crowd of fly tyers and fly fishers building their knowledge and seeing old friends. At the Expo you will have the opportunity
to:
•

Learn from 187 Fly Tyers

•

Explore 50 Exhibitors

•

Observe Daily Casting Demonstrations

•

Choose from 90 Classes on Tying, Casting, & Fly Fishing

•

Attend the Daily FREE Fly Fishing Education Program

•

Participate in Raffles & Silent Auctions daily

•

Attend the Banquet & Auction Saturday night

Admission:
General Admission: $5.00
FFF Members, Veterans and Youth 18 & Under: FREE
Parking is also FREE (See About>>Lodging for RV parking and fees)
March 9th: 10am - 5pm
March 10th: 8am - 5pm
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Cow Creek Steelhead Outing

he club outing for February will on Cow Creek, which is about 15 miles
be on
downstream
Friday the 10th
from Glendale
and Saturday
toward Riddle.
the 11th. The
It is catch and
usual date for
release
for
outings is the
steelhead on
Saturday after
Cow Creek, the
the
month’s
run consists of
general meetall wild fish.
ing, but the
The
average
host had a consize is 7 to 10
flict on that
pounds, with
weekend. As
some
larger
a result, the
fish in the 15
Dave Grosjacques passing out his super secret
printed version maps of all the hot holes on Cow Creek
pound range.
of the newsletSingle handed
ter might get
7 or 8-weight
to some of you after the outing. I hope rods, or medium to heavy Spey rods
most members see
will work. A floating
the on-line verline with a leader
sion in time!
to match depth
This is the
and a weighted fly
fourth year we
with or without an
have done this
indicator will get
club outing. Cow
your offering to
Creek is a large
the fish.
tributary of the
The stream is
South Umpqua,
close to the size of
entering that rivthe Applegate, and
er near Canyonwe will be fishing
ville. We will
from the bank.
meet at Glendale Does Dave know what he’s talking about, Dave Grosjacques
High School at you bet he does as evidenced by the nice will be handing
8:00 AM both steelhead he took on last year’s outing.
out super-secret
days. We will
maps
showing
car pool from
some of the runs
there to the upper deadline for steelhead that hold fish and are accessible from
the road. Last year we got one good
fish, three years ago the water was perfect and two large fish over 10 pounds
Feb 10-11
Cow Creek
were hooked. Because of the gradient of
Mar 17
Applegate Steelhead
the stream and access, the part of Cow
Apr 21
Copeland’s Pond
Creek we will be fishing is not usually
May 19*
Yamsi Ranch/Hyde
fished from a boat. It would be best to
		
Lake
have waders and studded boots, a life
Jun 1-3
Lemolo Lake
jacket and a wading staff for the type of
Jun 11 *
Pronghorn Lake
fishing we will be doing. Make sure that
Jun 22-24
Cascade Lakes
Dave has your email address and phone
* Tentative
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number in case we get a storm and have
to postpone the outing.
Dave Grosjacques

Clinic Proposal
The board would like to develop
a series of clinics to be offered to club
members. These clinics would be offered every 2-3 months and would cover
various topics of interest. Our club has
a wealth of knowledge and information. We would like to tap this knowledge base and offer to our club members
(and perhaps others outside the club) opportunities to share and learn from each
other. What I need is some ideas on possible clinic topics - what would you like
to learn more about (anything from intermediate and advanced fly tying, casting, fishing techniques, where to fish local bodies of water, etc.). Please email
me at jerrykeeling@msn.com with your
ideas.
Thanks,
Jerry Keeling

Proposed By-Law Amendment Change
ARTICLE II
Membership and Dues

Sec. 2 - Membership Classifications
(e) Lifetime Membership - for those
individuals who pay $350 or families
who pay $450, they shall be lifetime
members and shall receive a plaque to
designate this membership.
Proposed change:
(e) Lifetime Membership - for those
individuals who pay $350 or families
who pay $450, they shall be lifetime
members.
Continued on Pg. 7
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Tungsten Salvation Green

Hook: 		
Bead:		
Thread:
Tail: 		
Rib:		
Rear Body:
		
Thorax:
Wing Case:
		

Dai-Riki #135, Scud Hook Size, 6, 8 or 10.
Tungsten or Gold 3/16” or 4mm (For #6 Hook).
Black.
Pheasant Tail.
Wine Colored Ultra Wire.
Bright Green or Sparkle Green Dubbing, with 1/8” 		
Clear Plastic Strip Over Pheasant Tail .
Dark Peacock Dubbing.
Strip of Large Flashabou over a 1/8” Strip of Black 		
Bodi-Stretch or Scudback

Tying Instructions:
Start by putting on the bead. I tie on a short piece of fly line backing and do 4 tight wraps up into and under the bead to
help secure it and build up some bulk. Then trim the backing and wrap back to the halfway point of the short shank and mark
it with some extra thread wraps.
Wrap a thread base back around the bend of the scud hook to where the thread is at a point where the shank is almost at 90
degrees from the top of the hook. Tie in the wire rib and take it back to the end of the thread, then lay it back out of the way.
Use the bright green dubbing to dub the rear half only, putting one wrap of dubbing behind the wire before starting forward
and ending at the halfway point.
Tie in 7 or 8 strands of pheasant at the halfway point for the tail, making sure they are long enough to go around over the
shank and down so that they will extend beyond the rear end of the dubbing by a distance equal to the hook gap. Tie the 1/8”
clear plastic strip over the pheasant tail at the halfway point, making sure that it centers right over the pheasant.
Pull down the pheasant tail and the clear strip right over the top center of the dubbing and counter-wrap the wire over
them tightly. Wrap forward with evenly spaced wraps of the wire and tie off at the halfway point. Clip off the excess part of
the clear strip just behind the last wire wrap.
Tie in one wide strand of Flashabou at the halfway point so that it lays back centered over the rear half of the fly. Next tie
in a strip of Bodi-Stretch and center it and lay it back the same way.
Continued on Page 7

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
)
Email:
Personal interests:				
Renewal:_____New:______
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

2-2
2-10-11
2-14
2-16
		
3-1
3-9-10
		
3-13
3-15
3-17
		

Board Meeting
Club Outing - Cow Creek
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting with Kelly
Galloup.
Board Meeting
NW Fly Tyer & Fly Fishing
Expo.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting with Mikey
Wier.
Club Outing - Applegate
Steelhead.

Editor’s Notes Cont. from Pg. 8

trying, along with some adult words
and phrases and the generous usage of
some adult beverages, used to soothe
my troubled soul, the job was done.
Unfortunately, a few programs due to
their age could not be transferred over,
so I had to part company with them,
but will remain ever vigil to one day
find a replacement for them.
Now the programs are all in, but
what about my data, pictures and
other files. Just thinking about it hurt
my head; it had to be done. By some
stoke of good fortune, I had heard of
a thing called a transfer cable. This is
a special cable that you plug into the
old computer and into the new one and
the data transfers. At this point with
the previous problems, one might call
me cynical, but I purchased the cable,
installed it on both machines and after
two hours of running all my data, pictures, settings and other files had migrated perfectly from the old machine
to the new one.
Well it is done. I can now sit back
and chuckle at all of the problems I had
and realize that they weren’t quite as
serious as I initially thought. I only
wish that I had known that then.
So as I end my piece I’ll leave you
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with these thoughts – make sure you Tungston Salvation Cont. From Pg. 6
Dub the thorax with dark peacock
always keep the original copies of your
programs in a safe place. If you ever so that it is thicker than the back half of
download programs over the internet, al- the fly, going all the way up to the bead,
ways request a hard copy. Always make then coming back halfway on the thosure you write down and store any serial rax with the thread. Make a few wraps
numbers that come with your programs. through the dubbing at this point for a
And finally buy a transfer cable for your base for the legs.
Tie in the legs, one pair on each side
data. Do all these things and adding a
of the thorax. Dub over the tie-in point
new computer will be a piece of cake.
And now onto other things. Kelly for the legs and back up to the bead.
Galloup will be presenting an interest- Pull the Flashabou and Bodi-Stretch
ing show at the next club meeting. His over the top of the thorax tightly and tie
program “Streamer Tactics for Trophy down just behind the bead. Whip finish
Trout” is understood to be an outstand- and cement the head. A layer of Harding program, one that delves into an As-Nails or Loon UV Knot Sense glue
area that is probably under used by the over the top of the thorax will make the
average fly fisher.
fly more durable.
Most fly fishers have heard that fishThis is a new fly from the Rogue
ing with streamers can catch not only a Fly Shop. I plan to use it nymphing,
lot of fish, but also really big ones in or swinging it as a dropper to a heavy
whatever stream or river or lake you are stonefly nymph or weighted rubber legs
on. We probably all use streamers of one fly. It can also be tied in dark brown,
type or another that generally range in with a bit of sparkle mixed into the
size from two to three inches particu- dubbing.
larly when we fish still waters, but are
we doing it correctly?
Fly Tied By Dave Grosjacques
Galloup will show us how to best
use streamers wherever we want. He’ll
show us in-depth and systematic ap- By Laws Cont. From Page 5
proaches for this very effective means
of fly fishing in a wide variety of situaARTICLE VII
tions. We’ll learn how to read the water,
Amendments
how to select the best colors and types
of flies, the best line retrieves and wad- These By-Laws may be amended by a
ing versus drift boat tactics. After you two-thirds vote of the members preshave seen his program, streamer fishing ent at a general meeting. Before any
will no longer be hard to understand, amendments shall be considered it must
or complicated, or only for occasions be presented at the general meeting of
when you can’t figure out anything else the club, prior to being voted upon, or
to throw at the fish.
said amendment must be published in
One thing I want to know for sure is the Club bulletin and distributed prior
how you throw a fly that’s 6-7 inches or to the meeting said amendment is voted
longer without ending up wearing one upon.
or more of its hooks? I’ll look forward
to that answer!
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Editor’s Notebook

ast December as I, coincidently was writing the
newsletter, I endured yet another crash of my computer. You know
the kind of crash, the ‘blue screen of
death’. Unfortunately for me this was
a relatively common occurrence, having occurred many times over the past
several months.
Well this is the last one; I can’t
take it anymore. A new computer is indeed needed. And so a call to Hewlett
– Packard, a hefty hit to my wallet and
a new computer was in route.
Unfortunately, personal problems
and the holiday season, prevented me
from setting up the new computer immediately upon its arrival, but as I continue to sit at the old computer, I gazed
longingly at the two boxes containing the new computer and monitor. It
would be only a matter of time before
I would be doing great things with the
new computer.

Well several weeks passed before
I could finally got down to setting the
new computer up. I gingerly removed
the unit from its cocoon of plastic foam
and other packing materials and admired its black countenance. You just
had to know that beneath its surface,
there beat a heart of power and might.
Next came the monitor. It was almost
twice as big as my old one; so big in
fact that as I stared at it, I needed my
peripheral vision to see its sides. This
was going to great! I could hardly wait
to get my fingers on that fire breather’s
keyboard.
Why is it that the best laid plans of
mice and men always turn into something with unintended consequences?
Right from the start, I had problems.
I thought just put the disks of my old
programs into the new machine and
that would be that about that. Wrong!
The new computer had a new operating system that wasn’t quite the same

as the old one meaning incompatibility. As I added each program, a stop
was necessary to contact the producers of the program to see if updates,
new drivers and a host of other things
were available to allow those programs to run on the new machine. As
if this wasn’t bad enough, all the programs that I had downloaded over the
internet on my old machine had to be
reinstalled without any back-up disks.
It was during this period that I realized that company support ‘sucked’. I
really think that they put that support
page on their web sites as some type of
sick joke. Good luck in trying to find
a phone number to call a support tech!
About the best you can get is clicking
on a list of frequently asked questions
(FAQ). If your question hasn’t been
asked before and a response given,
then you’re dead in the water.
Well after hours of trying and reContinued on Pg. 7
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AMONG THE MANY THINGS
OFFERED TO SOFF MEMBERS
ARE THE MONTHLY OUTINGS
TO VARIOUS AND DIVERSE LOCALES.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Jim Simpson
President/Habitat
John Storfold
Vice President/Fly Tying Chair
Lucky Leavitt
Treasurer

Board Members

Here’s the Friday group from Dave Grosjacques’s recent annual two day
steelhead outing to Cow Creek. There were four fish hooked on Friday,
1 on Saturday; unfortunately, none were landed. Although no fish were
landed this time, all the participants received Dave’s super secret map of
Cow Creek and look forward to returning again.

David Grosjacques
Immediate Past President/Habitat

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718

Rich Steed
Secretary

Jerry Keeling
SOFF Wear
Tom Morris
Member at Large
Jay Prouty
Raffle Chair
Duane Chebul
Newsletter Editor/Web Master
E-Mail. dchebul@terragon.com

SPECIAL MENTION
Rich Hosley: 		
Ed Morphis:		
Gary Miller		
John Storfold:
David Haight:		
Sue Keeling
Redge Heth		

Membership
Fly Tying Instructor
Programs
Auction Chair
Outings Chair
SOFF Wear
Historian
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was something I really wanted to do, I
started with a fairly inexpensive rod and
reel just to try things out. Although my
brother-in-law was encouraging, he was
not a very good instructor. He would
just shake his head at my casting and
then give some mild praise when I actually got it right. In the beginning there
was not much of that praise going on, as
my casting left of lot to be desired; however, I did know how to fish. Among
the ways that I fished was from a float
tube and almost immediately I saw its
advantages. Though my casting was
lacking, I could still manage a short cast
and then fin away from my line and with
that I was fishing again, maybe not fly
casting, but fly fishing never-the-less.
I remember the one day that kind of
sealed the deal for me. We were fishing
at Lake Amador in California, on a cold
January day. I noticed some rising fish
next to the shore and thought that they
were feeding. By this time I could make
a good 40 to 50 foot cast without chasing all the fish away. I was using a sink
tip and every body’s friend, the wooly
bugger and a prince nymph dropper and
to say that I had a great day would be
an understatement. I landed seven trout
over 17 inches and two in the 20 inch
bracket and lost one of those. I also
learned a valuable fact that day and that
was when fishing from a tube a long
handled net is a necessity. So now, if
my math is correct, I have been fly fishing for 17 years and have enjoyed almost
every minute. Well most every minute.
I digress from the original point, but
my experiences weigh heavily on why
I am a club member. Once I figured
out that I wanted to fly fish, there were
new concerns. Ok now I can fly fish
but where, how, with what equipment,
what techniques and strategies do I use
to catch these fish, what flies do I use
how do I present them? The questions
were streaming from my head now that
I had convinced myself I wanted to do
this; although there were a lot of question, I was short on answers. Where am
I going to gain all this knowledge with-

out having to read a ton of stuff that
may or may not be the best response to
my questions? The answer was obvious join a club where likeminded folks
who love the sport gather to share experiences, share knowledge and meet
new friends that have the same passion
for fishing. Southern Oregon Fly Fishers is actually my third club. My first
was the E.C. Powell Fly Fishers, named
after E.C. Powell the fly rod builder.
The club was small, but not lacking in
knowledge to share and enthusiasm in
its members. We met once a month in
the local school cafeteria and shared
ideas and talked about where the next
outing was going to be. We would then
talk about where the next fly tying session was going to be. Once a month
someone would lead a tying session on
the fly that would work on the next outing. We would only do the one fly that
seemed to be the most productive based
on our local knowledge. We normally
had an outing once a month about 10
times a year.
Then I actually moved to Grants
Pass but wound up working in the Bay
Area and coming home on occasion, it
was there that I joined the San Jose Fly
Fishers a club of over 500 members.
While a member there, I took casting
lessons (shooting head class), fly tying
lessons, and enjoyed outings.
After 4 years I finally said enough
of this rat race and the traffic and moved
full time to Grants Pass. Here I visited

FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

by
Jim Simpson
Due to a major health problem,
President Jim will be stepping down
temporarily while regainig his health.
In the interim, Vice-President John
Storfold will fill in for him.
The Editor

I

n Jim Simpson’s absence I am
writing this month’s President’s Message. I thought of
what I should write about and
I came up with membership and what
being a member of this club means to
me. So why do we belong to a club
like Southern Oregon Fly Fishers? Is it
knowledge, friendship, companionship,
or maybe a sense of belonging? What
was your reason for joining? Was it all
the above or something totally different?
I was born the son of a commercial
fisherman so I guess fishing is in my
blood. I grew up enjoying fishing; although, in the early days it was a spin
fishing affair with my share of good
fortune. My journey into the fly fishing
world started in 1995, the result of fishing with my brother-in-law. I noticed
that I might out fish him on occasion
but when the fishing really got tough,
he would always find a way to get some
fish to hand. Guess what, he was fly
fishing. So, I thought that maybe there
is something to this fly fishing and I
might as well give it a try and went out
and purchased my first fly rod combo.
In order to determine if fly fishing

Continued on Pg. 3

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Bank of the Cascades at 6th
and Savage, Grants Pass.
The next meeting is scheduled:
Mar. 1st, 6:00pm or
the first Thursday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Apr. 19th
May 17th
Jun. 21st
Jul. 19th
Jul. 28th
Aug 16th
Sep 20th
Oct 18th

Fly Tyers Night
Michael Williams
Marlon Rampy
No Meeting
Wine Meeting
No Meeting
TBA
Kirk Deeter

President’s Message Cont. From Pg. 2

the fly shops and met Bob Roberts who
introduced me to the Southern Oregon
Fly Fishers. After joining, I continued
to enjoy the things that I had with the
other clubs, but with a few differences. The degree of involvement of the
club member was higher, the programs
were superior, the outings were more
frequent, and the fly tyers were outstanding. So here I have not only found
a club that met my needs to further my
knowledge of fly fishing but have far
exceeded my expectations. I have also
made more friends and have enjoyed
my fishing by 10 fold.
So one might ask why am I so involved with the club and my answer
is that it is my way of giving back to
those who have given me the tools and
the camaraderie to enjoy fly fishing to
the fullest. My hope is that the club
can continue to provide a venue for
the membership and those that join the
club to enjoy themselves as much as I
have and continue to, as Dave Grosjacques would say, “to enjoy the art, the
science, and joy of fly fishing.”
As I write this Presidents Message
I pray that our President Jim Simpson
and his wife’s health issues make positive headway and in short order Jim
will be holding forth as club president
once again. Let us all hold them in our
prayers.
Tight lines everyone.
John

WHEN:

Mar. 15, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Mikey Weir -Fishing the Truckee River Watershed

Michael Wier, whose friends call him Mikey was born in Leaston, New Zealand on March 6 1977. When he was 2 years old he moved to California. Growing
up in a very rural area of the Sierra Nevada foothills, called Amador County, and
helped him gain a love and respect for the outdoors.
After graduating form Amador High School, he attended Columbia Jr. College
near Sonora CA. The following summer he moved to Lake Tahoe to finish school,
snowboard and trout fish. He worked at several locations selling fishing gear, but
realized that he had more of an aptitude for guiding and attended Clear Water guide
school with Dick Galland and became a certified guide. By 2000, he had worked
his way up to being one of the top guides at Tahoe Fly Fishing Outfitters.
One of his other passions in life is traveling. By the late 90’s, he had already
fished in Canada, Mexico, Costa Rica, the Virgin Islands, and all over the western
United States and as a result, he was hooked on travel and fishing.
In 2000, he decided that he wanted to start making fly fishing videos. He
bought a nice camera and started filming his friends on their days off of guiding.
That’s how Burl Productions came to be. He decided that he would start with a
video magazine. By 04, after completing several editions, he wanted to do something different and more exotic than California locations. That’s when he met
the Angling Exploration group. They had already been planning a Expedition to
Patagonia. He showed them his work and talked them into letting him tag along
and film the trip. After the trip, they constructed a fast paced, Travel Adventure,
Entertainment based video called the “Trout Bum Diaries”.
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The Oregon Council Federation of Fly Fishers welcomes you to the 24th Annual

Northwest Fly Tying & Fly
Fishing Expo
March 9th & 10th, 2012
Located at the Linn County Expo
Center (Google Map), Albany, Oregon

The NW Expo has been heralded as the “largest fly tying event west of the Mississippi”. Come to the Expo and be part of
the crowd of fly tyers and fly fishers building their knowledge and seeing old friends. At the Expo you will have the opportunity
to:
•

Learn from 187 Fly Tyers

•

Explore 50 Exhibitors

•

Observe Daily Casting Demonstrations

•

Choose from 90 Classes on Tying, Casting, & Fly Fishing

•

Attend the Daily FREE Fly Fishing Education Program

•

Participate in Raffles & Silent Auctions daily

•

Attend the Banquet & Auction Saturday night

Admission:
General Admission: $5.00
FFF Members, Veterans and Youth 18 & Under: FREE
Parking is also FREE (See About>>Lodging for RV parking and fees)
March 9th: 10am - 5pm
March 10th: 8am - 5pm
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
Applegate Winter Steelhead Outing

O

n March 17, Jeff Fox will
We will meet for breakfast at Shari’s
host an outing on the Ap- Restaurant, on the corner of Agness Avplegate River. This outing enue and the Grants Pass Parkway. Plan
has become an annual event for the to be there at 8:00 AM if you want to
Southern Oregon Fly Fishers, and it have breakfast. Be there by 9:00 AM
is always one of the most popular out- if you don’t want to eat. We will caraings each year.
van to the river
There are two
from there.
excellent reaB r i n g
sons for this: 1)
your
fishing
The Applegate
gear, waders,
is a smaller
rain
jacket,
river with walunch, and water that is easy
ter. Seven and
to read and
e ig h t-we ig h t
fish, and it gets
rods work well
a good run of
for the Applewinter
steelgate River, as
head toward the
do switch and
end of the seasmaller spey
son. This makes Jeff Fox gives the participants at a previous rods. Pack your
Applegate outing a little advice on how to fish
the Applegate
floating
and
the Applegate.
River during
sink-tip lines,
March one of
and bring a vathe best places in the state to catch win- riety of nymphs and standard steelhead
ter steelhead on a fly. 2) Jeff Fox is a patterns. For those that prefer, there are
top, local, fly-fishing guide with exten- places you can swing flies, but the Apsive experience on the Applegate Riv- plegate is very well suited to nymphing
er. Jeff will teach you how and where techniques. An effective setup is to use a
to effectively fish the Applegate River. large, heavy nymph, such as a salmonfly
In addition, Jeff devotes a significant nymph, with a size 8 or 10 A. P. nymph,
amount of time to teaching skills that hare’s ear, prince nymph, or similar fly
will make you a more successful fly on a dropper.
fisher no matter where you fish. He will
If you want to learn more about the
demonstrate the techniques--including Applegate River and this fantastic fishthose small details--that can make the ery right in our back yard, or you want
difference between catching fish and to improve your fly fishing skills, this is
just enjoying a day on the river.
an outing you won’t want to miss.

2012 Outings
Mar 17
Apr 14
Apr 21
May 19*
		
Jun 1-3
Jun 11 *
Jun 22-24
* Tentative

Applegate Steelhead
North Umpqua River
Copeland’s Pond
Yamsi Ranch/Hyde
Lake
Lemolo Lake
Pronghorn Lake
Cascade Lakes

David Haight, Outings Chair

North Umpqua Outing
On April 14, I will be leading an
outing for the Rogue Flyfishers to the
North Umpqua River, and members of
the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers are invited to attend as well. The North Um-
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pqua is famous among fly fishers for
its summer steelhead fishery, but it is
a great destination for winter steelhead
too. It is a beautiful river, and its steelhead tend to be larger and more challenging than those on the Rogue.
We will meet at Swiftwater Park
(just a little below Rock Creek and the
lower boundary of the fly water) at 9:00
AM. After a brief discussion about the
river and how to fish it, we will tour
access points and fishing holes in the
lower half of the fly water. We will
then spread out along the river to fish.
At that time, I will be happy to help
anyone looking for additional instruction about fishing the North Umpqua or
about steelhead fishing in general.
During the winter season, spey
rods can be an asset on the North Umpqua, but single-handed rods of about
8-weight will also work. Sink-tip lines
or shooting heads will help you get your
flies down to the fish. A wide variety
of flies will work--from the traditional
steelhead patterns to large intruderstyle flies. The North Umpqua can be
difficult to wade, so bring your waders, wading boots with good traction,
a wading belt, and a wading staff. Be
sure to pack your rain jacket, polarized
glasses, sun screen, food, water, and
the rest of your normal fishing accessories.
Unfortunately, most of the Forest
Service and BLM campgrounds will
still be closed for the season. The Dogwood Motel (dogwoodmotel.com, 541496-3403), located near the lower end
of the fly water, is a decent place to stay
at a reasonable price. The Steamboat
Inn (thesteamboatinn.com, 800-8408825) is a great place to stay, and it
overlooks some of the best water on the
river; however, it is not cheap. There
are also numerous lodging and dining
options in Roseburg.

David Haight, Outings Chair
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Fish Lake Woolly Bugger

Hook: 		
Thread:
Optional:
Tail: 		
Hackle:
Body:		
		

Mustad 9671 Size 6 or 9672 Size 8.
Black 6/0.
Lead Wire or Substitute Weight (Eight Wraps).
Black Marabou (Length of Hook Shank).
Dun Saddle Hackkle Small.
Jay Fair Red Glimmer Short Shuck or Spirit River Olive
UV Estaz (Joe Uses this Fly Tied in Both Colors).

Tying Instructions:
If you decide to use weight, secure eight wraps 1/8 inch behind the eye of the hook. Wrap thread back to above the barb
of the hook and tie in your Marabou. Tie in the hackle. If you use the Red Glimmer, fasten material in front of the lead wire.
Wrap it back to above the barb, then wrap it back forward and tie it off in front of the lead. When winding Estaz keep teasing
fibers up. Wrap hackle in even turns to the front of the hook. Tie off and whip finish.
Fishing Fish Lake: Joe says, “I use a four foot length of 4x leader material attached to my fly line. I use the loop knot to
attach the fly. Water temperature determines how much of my number 4 sinking line I have in the water. In warmer water,
75-80 percent of my line is in the water. Occasionally, I will add on a 6-7 foot lead core head to go deeper. When trolling,
my electric motor is set on 2 or 3, depending on the strength of the wind.”
Joe also told me that he will use these flies in tandem.
The fly depicted here is the one with the Jay Fair Red Glimmer short shuck.
Lets go fishing!

Fly Tied By: Joe Holzen

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
)
Email:
Personal interests:				
Renewal:_____New:______
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

3-9-10
		
3-13
3-15
3-17
		
4-4
4-10
4-14
4-19

NW Fly Tyer & Fly Fishing
Expo.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting with Mikey
Wier.
Club Outing - Applegate
Steelhead.
Board Meeting
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Outing - North		
Unpqua River.
Club Meeting Annual Fly
Tyers Night.

Editor’s Notes Cont. from Pg. 8

And finally this month I want to
say a few words about Club President
Jim Simpson. If you weren’t at last
month’s meeting, you didn’t hear that
Jim is suffering from a major health
problem. His problem was discovered
when his wife slipped on some ice and
broke her ankle. While in the hospital attending to her, he passed out and
after being examined by the hospital
staff as well as his own doctor it was
determined that he had a large tumor
growing in his chest next to his heart.
Jim is scheduled to undergo surgery
the middle of March to remove it and
I’m sure that he would appreciate your
thoughts and prayers for the successful
removal of the tumor. Get well Jim and
we’ll see you back at the helm as soon
as possible.

Club Members Receive
An Award

On January 13th, club members
Tony Brauner, Teresa Kasza and Dick
Butler were asked to come out to the
VA’s Domiciliary in White City to receive something special...........and this
was it. It was a plaque naming the
three of them on one side and on the

reverse it had a story of the recent outing for Project Healing Waters as it took
place in one of the boats, in this case,
Tom Morris’ boat.

Dick Butler, Tony Brauner and Teresa
Kasza receive an award from Stan Poletski of the VA Vets.

The vet who presented it to us,
Stan Poletski got choked up when he
told them that one of the things that really meant a lot to the vets was when
they said (as they always do at the beginning of the class) that they’re offering the class as a thank you to them for
their service to this country and that
no thanks are necessary from vets to
them. Of course, when Poletski choked
up, that choked them up also. The three
of them agreed that of all the awards,
certificates, etc that they’ve received for
different things over the years, this one
probably meant more to each of them
than any of others.
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2012 Membership
Dues

For those of you who have still not
paid your 2012 membership dues, they
are now 60 days past due. This is the
stage of the dues renewal process where
I need to track you down with emails,
phone calls, home and office visits, etc.
I tend to run out of time and energy and
have been known to get cranky. Won’t
you please help me out by mailing your
check to the club post office box today?

PO Box 1144
Grants Pass, OR 97528
The 2012 edition of the club membership directory will be going to print
Monday, April 2 and your dues will
need to be paid in order to be included.
Don’t be late!
Thank you,

Rich Hosley
Membership Chairman

Casting For Recovery

Casting for Recovery is hosting a
Golf Tournament at Eagle Point Golf
course on Saturday June 30, 2012 to
The plague read – Presented in Rec- raise money to send breast cancer survivors to the Southern Oregon retreat to
ognition of
learn how to fly fish. We are looking
for tee sponsors. Tee signs advertisDick Butler
Tony Brauner
ing your business cost $100.00 each or
Teresa Kasza
two for $150.00. We also are looking
for golfers to participate in the tourna   And all the members of Southern
ment. The cost to participate is $100.00
Oregon Fly Fishers who participated                    per golfer and includes green fees, a
in the Project Healing Waters Program             cart, and lunch. Prizes will be awarded
during the Fall 2011
for the top three teams, longest drive,
and closest tee shot to the pin. Plus
   		
Thank You
a new Mercedes will be awarded for a
  From the Veterans of
hole in one. There will also be a silent
        VA SORCC, White City, Oregon
auction and raffle. If you would like to
purchase a tee sign or are interested in
participating in the tournament, please
contact Tanya Haight at: tmdrhaight@
infostructure.net
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Editor’s Notebook

s I sit here writing this
month’s Editor’s Notebook, I’m watching the
snowflakes softly falling; although
not enough to make much of a difference on the valley floor, hopefully the
mountains will be more blessed. This
water year for lack of a better term has
been drought plagued. With most of
the wet season rapidly slipping by, it
doesn’t exactly bode well for the summer and fall seasons. The lack of rain
and snow this year could put a crimp
in the steelhead fishing for years to
come. Steelhead will be affected not so
much this year, but rather succeeding
year classes of fish two to four years
hence. If low water effects spawning
this year, where will the future steelhead come from? I’m sure Mother Nature has seen this scenario played out
before and dealt with it then and will
deal with once again, but it still will
weigh heavily on the minds of Steel-

headers hoping for a chance to hook
a silver rocket in future seasons. You
know things are bad when even the
gear and bait guys complaining about
a lack of fish.
Well if you can’t catch a steelhead,
you might as well avail yourselves of
the means of catching one. And where
better to learn that then at the 2012
Northwest Fly Tying and Fly Fishing
Expo, at the Linn County Expo in Albany on March 9th and 10th. If fly tying
is your thing, you’ll have the opportunity of watching 150 tyers over two
days tying their favorite patterns for
trout, steelhead, salmon, warm water
species as well a salt water patterns. If
you can’t find a fly pattern there that
will put a big one at the end of your
line, then dynamite is your only other
answer.
If your casting is a little rusty or
maybe you’d like to learn some new
casting techniques, then I’m sure you

could benefit from one of the many
classes on casting traditional rods as
well as spey rods.
How about different venues to
fish? There will be classes and seminars giving you the opportunity to
learn about new areas to fish as well
as the flies that will be most productive.
If you have a hankering to purchase some new equipment, such as
rods, reels, personal floating devices
such as pontoon boats, drift boats and
the like as well fly tying equipment
and materials; then you’ll have to visit
the many vendors that take part in the
show.
If all of the above reasons don’t
excite you, then you might want to attend for no other reason than to enjoy
the camaraderie of being in the company of likeminded individuals who
enjoy the art and joy of flyfishing.
Continued on Pg. 7
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It Goes Without Saying That There Is
Great Fishing Here In The USA, But
SOFF’ERS Are Finding Out That
Other Countries Such As Argentina
Are Not To Be Overlooked.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Jim Simpson
President/Habitat
John Storfold
Vice President/Fly Tying Chair
Lucky Leavitt
Treasurer

Board Members

If a ocean run rainbow is called a steelhead, what then would an ocean
run brown trout be called? Whatever they’re called, Rich Hosley proudly
holds up a prime example of a sea run brown taken on his recent trip to
Argentina where he fished the Rio Grande River in Tierra del Fuego. For
more about his Argentine adventures, see his article on Page 4.

David Grosjacques
Immediate Past President/Habitat

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718

Rich Steed
Secretary

Jerry Keeling
SOFF Wear
Tom Morris
Member at Large
Jay Prouty
Raffle Chair
Duane Chebul
Newsletter Editor/Web Master
E-Mail. dchebul@terragon.com

SPECIAL MENTION
Rich Hosley: 		
Ed Morphis:		
Gary Miller		
John Storfold:
David Haight:		
Sue Keeling
Redge Heth		

Membership
Fly Tying Instructor
Programs
Auction Chair
Outings Chair
SOFF Wear
Historian
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FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by
Jim Simpson

President Jim is on the mend and
looking forward to resuming his duties as president and will once again
be writing this column starting next
month. In the interim, Vice-President John Storfold will fill in for him
again.
The Editor

I

would first like to take a moment to bring everyone up to
speed on Jim Simpson’s surgery. All went well and they got the
entire tumor. Jim is home and will be
recovering there for a while. The SOFF
family wishes Jim a speedy recovery.
He thoroughly enjoyed the card and the
flies that we gave him from last month’s
meeting. He sends his thanks for the
thoughts and the prayers.
This month was busy with the NW
Fly Fishing and Tying Expo in Albany
Oregon. Southern Oregon Fly Fishers
volunteered to help at the front desk,
handing out the tyers welcome packages which gave us the opportunity to
meet and greet all the tyers. We were
fortunate this year, having more volunteers which allowed each of us to have
the opportunity to still thoroughly enjoy the Expo. I would like to personally
take this opportunity to thank all the
volunteers that helped out at the Expo;
Dave Grosjacques, Duane Chebul,
Jerry Keeling, Kevin Daniels, David
Archambault, Rich Steed, Jay Prouty,
Ron Cremo, Rich Redding, Pat and

Tom Beveridge, and Dale Heath. One
added benefit was that each volunteer
was given a free pass into the expo.
The Expo was filled with excellent
tyers and numerous classes on fishing,
casting, fly tying, line and knots, and
plenty of opportunity to empty your
wallet on items, such as rods, lines,
flies, tying material, books, trips, etc.
Everyone, I talked to, had a great time
and watched and learned from many exemplary tyers, all of whom were more
than willing to share their tricks and
techniques for creating flies for fishing and flies for show. The list of tyers
included the following members or our
own club; John Shewey, Ed Morphis,
Dave and Cathy Hamilton, Bruce Bochman, Marlon Rampy, and Dale Heath.
Also in March we had a great time
on a tree planting on Limpy creek. The
weather was very nice; we all got a little
exercise, and accomplished our planting goals in only a little over 2 hours.
I had the good fortune to meet some
new folks from our fellow conservation group. And I would also like to
acknowledge the volunteers who joined
me: Dave Grosjacques, Duane Chebul,
John Warszawski, Rich Steed, Jeannie
Steed, Tom Beveridge, Connie Kaler,
and Greg Carratt.
Last month I talked about why I
joined this and other fly fishing clubs
on my journey to learn more about fly
fishing and to meet new and interesting
new people and make new friends with
similar interests, but what does the club
do and how is it able to accomplish what
it does? If you look in the back of the
club directory, you will find the club’s
purpose and goals.
Especially for those new members
and just as a reminder for the rest of us,
our goals are:
1.       To provide public education in
the art of fly casting, fly tying, and fly
fishing tactics.
2.       To assist our governmental agencies with the fisheries related research
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and habitat enhancement projects.
3.       To promote the sport of fly fishing as a means of conservation of our
natural resources by fostering a greater
appreciation of our natural environment.
With those in mind, the club provides scholarships to students following a career path in fisheries at Oregon
State University. We help with our environment through involvement in riparian plantings, fish tosses (to enhance
the nourishments in our small streams)
and helping with donations and or manpower for stream restoration. The club
provides for education on all phases of
fly fishing; casting, fly tying, fly fishing techniques. It encourages conservation and helps members enjoy the great
outdoors and provides the camaraderie
with our outings, picnics, clinics, etc.
Now, how do we make those things
happen? The club does this through our
members’ generous donations of their
time, skills, and cash. Monetary donations from our members and generous
sponsors make of our annual auction
possible. A necessary fact of life is that
without volunteers our efforts would
come to a halt. When you consider what
makes a good club great is the cumulative energy and effort of their members.
In other words, the more people we have
volunteering the more we can do.
When I first joined the club I, like
many, was wondering what I can bring
Continued on Pg. 3

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Taprock Restaurant, Grants Pass.
The next meeting is scheduled:
Apr. 4th, 6:00pm or
the first Wednesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
May 17th
Jun. 21st
Jul. 19th
Aug. 4th
Aug 16th
Sep 20th
Oct 18th
Nov 10th

Michael Williams
Marlon Rampy
No Meeting
Wine Meeting
No Meeting
TBA
Kirk Deeter
Annual Auction

President’s Message Cont. From Pg. 2

to the table to help out. I soon found
out that man/woman power and a desire to help, was all that was required.
You did not have to be an expert; you
did not have to be overly strong, just
willing to lend a hand. Talk to any of
those who have volunteered, this is evident by Rich Steed’s wife’s experience
at the last tree planting. She is writing
an article from her perspective on the
outing.
If you have not volunteered in the
past I hope you will consider doing so
in the future. Maybe not today, maybe
not tomorrow but when the time is right
I hope you will know that you have what
it takes to help. There are many intangible benefits that volunteers experience;
sense of accomplishment, pride in helping and a job well done.
When I reflect on what we have
done and what we would like to do
there is always more that we would like
to do. And with the help of our members our club will continue to grow and
improved.
May you all have a great month!
TIGHT LINES EVERYONE
Next month is the program many of
us have been anxiously waiting for each
year. It is the night our best tyers and
a few guest tyers from the Umpqua Fly
Fishers, SOFT, and Cascade Christian
High School show off their talents and
we learn a little bit more about tying
better flies.

WHEN:

Apr. 19, 2012

TIMES:

See Below For Special
Times of Meeting And
Events.

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Annual Fly Tyers Night
April is the month that many of us can’t wait for each year. It is the night our
best tyers and few guest tyers from the Umpqua Fly Fishers, SOFT and Cascade
Christian High School show of their talents and we learn a little bit more about tying better flies. Here is the schedule and a list of tyers that will be showing off their
talent for you.
Evening Schedule:
4:30 pm Doors open for tyer set up.
5:00 pm Tyer demonstrations begin.
7:00 pm SOFF meeting
7:30 pm Dinner
8:15 pm Tying continues.
9:15 pm Raffle.
The preliminary list of tyers is below. I hope you will come out and enjoy the
evening.

2012 SOFF Fly Tying Expo
Tyers in Alphabetical Order

Bruce Bochman			
Kevin Daniels				
Jeff Fox				
John Graves				
Dave Grosjacques			
David Haight				
Dale Heath				
Joe Holzen				
Craig Ingram				

Joe Knapik
Marlon Rampy
Rich Redding
Dave Roberts
Mark Swanburg
Mark Teeters
Josh White
Paul Wolflick
Dane Scott

I hope you will join us for an entertaining and educational evening of expert
fly tying.
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AN ARGENTINE ADVENTURE

W

By Rich Hosley

hen I signed up for John RV park conveniently located within the public buildings, the Recoleta cemEdward’s fly tying class in fifteen minutes of three of our children etery, the port, and the neighborhoods
January of 1998 and joined the South- and their families. With thirteen grand- of Buenos Aires.
ern Oregon Fly Fishers in March of the children, ten years of age and younger,
Our group started gathering tosame year, I had little knowledge of how Janette’s schedule would be full with gether at the airport for an afternoon
my life was going to be influenced by basketball games, teas, babysitting, and flight to Resistancia, one and one half
this wonderful sport of fly fishing. The sleepovers.
hours north of Buenos Aires. Upon arSaying our goodbyes, she dropped riving we were met by representatives
intervening years have been a journey
me off at of the fishing lodge who drove for two
of fellowship,
Portland In- hours delivering us to the lodge at dark.
education, sert e r n a t i o n a l The lodge was located one hundred feet
vice, travel, and
and agreed above the bank of the Parana River, a
fishing not to
to pick me two kilometer wide river separating
mention providup seventeen Paraguay from Argentina. We checked
ing an answer to
days
later. into our rooms, had dinner, and called
those questions
My
flight it a day.
about what to
was
fourbuy for birthday
The next morning we started our
teen hours in fishing program which was to last for
and Christmas
length with a five days; 7:30 breakfast; 8:30-1:00
gifts.
two hour lay- fishing; 1:30 lunch; 2:00 to 5:00 siesta;
Two
or
The
boats
are
ready
for
a
day
of
fishing
on
the
over in Dal- 5:30 to 9:30 fishing; 10:00 dinner. We
three years ago
las, arriving were fishing eight weight rods with
I become aware Parana River.
in
Buenos floating lines and large 2/0 or 4/0 Deof developing
opportunities in the rivers of Bolivia Aires the next morning.
ceiver-type flies in primarily black/red
Since my connecting flight to Resist- patterns. The boats were eighteen feet
and Argentina to fish for Golden Dorado. This beautifully marked fish is a encia was not until the afternoon of the long, fiberglass hulled, and powered by
toothy, aggressive predator that makes following day, I had some time available 60hp Yamaha motors.
multiple jumps when hooked and grows to allow me to experience Buenos Aires,
Each boat was equipped with an
to sizes exceeding twenty pounds. Ob- the Paris of South America. With thir- electric trolling motor in the bow and
viously a fish such as this is what fan- teen million
had very adtasies are made of and it became one of people living
equate casting
mine. When the opportunity came to in the greater
decks both fore
Buenos
Aires
join a group of six fly fishers who were
and aft. We
planning a trip to Argentina, I jumped area, the city
traveled both
aboard. This particular venue featured is a large,
up and down
metropolitan,
floating lines and subsurface strikes.
river from the
Pretty exciting stuff! Because of the port city lolodge for ten
cost and distance of travel I was en- cated on the
to fifteen mincouraged to consider one of Argentina’s Rio de la Plautes until we
other fly fishing destinations to extend ta, the world’s
reached some
my trip. The options were one of the widest river.
areas
where
many locations in Patagonia, Jurassic Since Argenthe river was
Lake, or Tierra del Fuego. There was tina is con- Rich Hosley with a nice Golden Dorado.
broken up with
one of the lodges in Tierra del Fuego sidered the
midstream iswhich still had an opening, so I firmed birthplace of
lands creating channels fifty to seventhe
tango,
one
of
my
favorite
dances,
ty-five yards in width. The program
that up with a deposit.
Janette and I left for Portland I had to take in a dinner/tango show was to use the trolling motor to push
where we parked our motorhome in an which was outstanding. A four hour city us faster than the current as we moved
tour the next morning introduced me to
Continued on Pg. 7
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS

F

April Outing: Copeland’s Pond

or our April outing, the
Southern Oregon Fly Fishers will return to one of
our favorite destinations--Copeland’s
Pond. The pond, carefully managed
by SOFF life member Bob Copeland,
contains largemouth bass, bluegill,
crappie, bullheads, and carp. Bob requires all fish caught from the pond
be released; thus, allowing the fish to
grow to impressive sizes. In past years,
club members have landed crappie up
to 15 inches and largemouth bass up to

thing with more backbone. If you plan to
target bass or carp, a 6 to 8-weight rod
would be a good choice. Slow sinking
lines will likely be the most useful, but
bring your floating lines as well. Your
fly box should contain bass bugs, rabbitstrip flies, woolly buggers, leeches, and
nymphs. Small, olive or white woolly
buggers have worked well for both crap-

Dave Haight displays a nice bass taken
at a previous Copeland Pond Outing

Mark Swanburg with a nice carp taken at a previous Copeland’s outing

20 inches in length.
The pond has plenty of shoreline
access, but a float tube, pontoon boat,
drift boat, or other small watercraft will
give you better access to the water. For
panfish, 3 to 5-weight rods work well,
but if you hook into one of the big bass
or carp, which are abundant in the pond,
you probably will wish you had some-

2012 Outings
Apr 14
Apr 21
May 12-13
Jun 1-3
Jun 9		
		
Jun 22-24
Jul 21		
Jul 27-29

North Umpqua River
Copeland’s Pond
Pronghorn Lake
Lemolo Lake
Yami Ranch/ Hyde
Lake
Cascade Lakes
Umpqua Smallmouth
Lonesome Duck

pie and bass in past years.
Copeland’s Pond is near the corner of Applegate Avenue and Leonard
Road. Turn north off Redwood Highway onto Applegate Avenue then look
for the club signs just before Applegate
Avenue turns right and becomes Leonard Road. You can join us there anytime
after 8:30.
Deanna Copeland is again graciously allowing us to use her deck and picnic facilities for our noon barbeque. The
club will provide hamburgers, chips and
drinks. Those attending are requested
to bring a salad, side dish, or dessert to
share. If you plan to go, sign up at the
April meeting or call or e-mail me by
April 19, so I know how much food to
purchase.
With the opportunity to catch some
truly large crappie and bass, and enjoy
a picnic with fellow club members, the
outing to Copeland’s Pond is always one
of the most popular outings of the year.
It’s a great way to start off the spring
fishing season.

David Haight, Outings Chair
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North Umpqua Outing
As I mentioned in last month’s
newsletter, on April 14, I will be leading an outing for the Rogue Flyfishers
to the North Umpqua River, and members of the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers
are invited to attend as well. The North
Umpqua is a beautiful river, and has a
good run of winter steelhead in addition to its more famous summer run.
We will meet at Swiftwater Park
(just a little below Rock Creek and the
lower boundary of the fly water) at 9:00
AM. After a brief discussion about the
river and how to fish it, we will tour
access points and fishing holes in the
lower half of the fly water. We will
then spread out along the river to fish.
At that time, I will be happy to help
anyone looking for additional instruction about fishing the North Umpqua or
about steelhead fishing in general.
For additional information about
the outing, please see the article in last
month’s newsletter.

David Haight, Outings Chair
541-855-9043, tmdrhaight@
infostructure.net

The Rudder

By Redge Heth
A Special Relationship: SOFF
and the Applegate River.
“It may be the best stream in Oregon to catch a winter steelhead on a
fly”- David Haight.
Here David identifies a primary
reason for our special relationship with
that stream. With heavy winter flows
and difficult access, the Applegate
challenges and rewards the persistent
fly fisher, promising a chance for one of
the largest steelhead found in the Rogue
Basin. And winter brings the largest
number of steelhead into the river. A
look at SOFF history highlights our
Continued on Pg. 7
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FLY TYING CORNER

Mark’s Mexican Bait Buster

Hook: 			
Thread: 		
Gills:			
Eyes: 			
Wing:			
Body:			
Over Body:		
Lateral Line:		
Lateral Overlay:
Underbody:		
2nd Overbody:
3rd Overbody:		

Page 6

3/0 Gamakatsu Worm Hook.
Waxed Flat White 140 Denier.
Red Super Hair.
30 Moulded Silver Eyes, 7 mm in Size.
Barred Saddle Hackle.
White Craft Fur. 4 1/2 inches long.
Color of Choice.
Krystal Flash.
Extra Fine Holographic Flash.
Krystal Flash
Angel Hair
Dark Olive Krystal Flash.

Tying Instructions:
Turn hook upside down and tie in ¼” diameter bundle of white craft fur (leave enough room for the development of the
head.)
Turn over and repeat on top twice, (tying in two bundles of craft fur, on at at time, on top.)
Repeat with overbody color of choice (tan, green, blue, etc.)
Tie in wing (saddle hackle), on the top one on the left of center and, one on the right of center on top sides (when choosing
your hackle they should curve in, following the contour of the fly).
Tie in pearl or cream colored krystal flash under belly (about 8 strands).
Tie in pearl or cream colored krystal flash 4 strands each on lateral line of sides.
Tie in one extra fine holographic flash strand in center of lateral line on pattern.
Tie in about 10 strands of angel hair on top.
Tie in red gills w/super hair or any red dubbing and trim to shape and length.
Form head (size should be just a little larger than the eyes) and glue on eyes w/ epoxy.
Color head w/ silver and blue finger nail polish.
Finish head w/ epoxy.
This is a great bait fish imitation fly for the saltwater, especially down in Baja. We thank Mark Swanburg for another
beautiful fly(s).

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
)
Email:
Personal interests:				
Renewal:_____New:______
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

4-10
4-14

4-19
4-21

SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Outing - North		
Unpqua River.
Club Meeting Annual Fly
Tyers Night.
Club Outing - Copeland’s
Pond.
Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Outing - Pronghorn
Lake
Club Meeting - Michael
Williams.

ceeding decade, highlighted by the Forest Creek Project (1998) when 20 volunteers planted 2,070 trees and shrubs. At
Fish Hatchery Park (2000) 23 members
built an interpretive trail and planted
1,000 trees and shrubs.

Little Applegate Fish Habitat
Restoration Project. In 2000, the

Applegate have usually taken place in
March. Josh White and Jeff Fox have
teamed for eight, Steve Bonner has led
four. Kevin Daniels, Dennis Nagel and
others have led one each. Outings combined both clinics and fishing.

late Michelle Hanten, SOFF member
and owner of the Orvis endorsed Morrison’s Rogue River Lodge near Galice,
brought Orvis into a nationwide effort
to improve water quality and fish habitat on the Applegate River. The project
involved 45 landowners who used two
dams on the Little Applegate River for
irrigation. Those dams reduced summer flow and raised water temperature.
The water rights associated with the
dams were converted to instream water
rights provided by storage in Applegate
Lake. Tony Brauner led SOFF in donating $5000 to the project, the top dollar
amount from any similar group in the
United States. Many other organizations, including local businesses contributed. Orvis donated a spey rod, reel
and line to the 2000 SOFF auction in
honor of SOFF’s efforts.

Cleanups. In 1995, under the lead-

Today. The larger of the dams was

5-2
5-8
5 -12/13
5-17

The Rudder Cont. from Pg. 5

special mission as a keeper of that well
loved stream.

Outings. Eighteen outings to the

ership of President Bob Roberts (1995,
1996), SOFF “adopted” the Applegate
for cleanups to occur twice a year. In
May, 1996, 20 SOFF volunteers pulled
seven to eight yards of junk from the
river near Wilderville, including,
among many other things, a couch and
a refrigerator.

Stream Analysis and Riparian Restoration. In 1997, President

Tony Brauner (1997-1999, 2001), along
with the Applegate River Watershed
Council and Dr. Hans Rilling, initiated
a multi- year study of summer stream
flow/temperature and macroinvertebrate populations. SOFF supported
the work with funding and volunteers.
Efforts continued for much of the suc-

not removed when 2 irrigators backed
off the agreement. David Haight reports
that talks with the landowners continue,
and ODFW is scheduled to remove that
dam this summer.

Thanks to Bob Roberts who preserved the newsletters, photos, and documents from which this article is drawn,
and to Tony Brauner who directed efforts
on the Applegate during his four years as
president, and more years as habitat chair.
The Rudder. Who we were. Who we are.
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Argentine Adventure Cont. From Pg. 4

along the brushy banks requiring casts
of fifty to seventy feet placing the fly in
open pockets of brush, around the many
snags, and up against the steep banks.
We used long fast strips on our retrieves
and usually experienced a grab within
the first four strips. The Golden Dorado would appear out of nowhere, grab
the fly, and then rocket into the air at
the sting of the hook. Really exciting!
Besides Golden Dorado we were also
targeting Pira Pita and Pacu. It seems
Pira Pita were hooked in equal numbers
with Golden Dorado. We saw Pacu but
couldn’t get them to grab.
Our first day saw the temperature
rise to 98 degrees along with 85% humidity. Despite drinking water to excess, managing the heat, humidity, and
exertion became a struggle for all of us.
Thankfully the temperatures dropped
to 85 to 90 degrees for the rest of our
time. We all developed a schedule of
three cold water showers a day. The repetitive casting also presented its challenges from the standpoint of muscle fatigue. Using a watch, we calculated we
made six to seven casts per minute as
we moved downstream along the river
banks. That added up to somewhere between 2700 and 2900 casts per day. A
lot of casting!
The fishing was exciting. The Golden Dorado were beautiful, powerful,
and toothy requiring wire leaders. The
biggest fish our group landed was 16 lbs.
I lost one to a snag that was estimated at
that size. My largest was 10 lbs. However we didn’t find the number of fish we
had expected. Some of our group experienced ten or twelve grabs on their best
days, four or five on their slower days.
The guides said that a good day could
provide up to one hundred grabs. What
was our issue, full moon or bad karma?
No one really knew except the fish.
To Be Continued Next Month
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Editor’s Notebook

ell gang in the newsletter writing and editing
business it’s either feast
or famine. Either I’m underwhelmed
or overwhelmed with material. This
month I’m ‘loaded to the gills’ with
some really good stuff and as a result
this month I’ll spare you the usual ruminations of your kindly old editor and
turn over the majority of my column to
a worthwhile article that I just didn’t
have room to squeeze anywhere else in
the newsletter.
Before I give-up my column let,
me add two quick notes. First is our
annual Fly Tyers Night, when some of
our best and most innovated fly tyers
come out and demonstrate their talents
at the vise. If you’re a tyer or want to
be tyer, than this is the meeting for
you. If you didn’t get a chance to go
the big Fly Tying Expo in Albany this
year, then plan to attend this meeting
as this is the club’s version of the Expo.

Second, the Annual Copeland’s Pond
Outing. What really can be said about
this outing other than it probably is the
best attended club outing of the year.
It’s the only outing where you can fish
locally for some really big bass, crappie, catfish and every once in a while a
giant carp. Add to that the club springs
for lunch (hamburgers and drinks) and
pot luck for the rest; you certainly can’t
beat that, so plan to go.
Casting for Recovery is a program
that the Club has recognized and supported the last several years. It is a program that teaches breast cancer survivors how to fly fish. This year Casting
for Recovery is hosting a fund raising
golf tournament to fund this worthy
cause, so if you can, go on out and support it. For more details of the event,
see the following piece.
Casting for Recovery is hosting a
Golf Tournament at Eagle Point Golf

course on Saturday June 30, 2012 to
raise money to send breast cancer survivors to the Southern Oregon retreat
to learn how to fly fish. We are looking for tee sponsors. Tee signs advertising your business cost $100.00 each
or two for $150.00. We also are looking for golfers to participate in the
tournament. The cost to participate is
$100.00 per golfer and includes green
fees, a cart, and lunch. Prizes will be
awarded for the top three teams, longest drive, and closest tee shot to the
pin. Plus a new Mercedes will be
awarded for a hole in one. There will
also be a silent auction and raffle. If
you would like to purchase a tee sign
or are interested in participating in
the tournament, please contact Tanya
Haight at: tmdrhaight@infostructure.
net
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SOFF’ers are lucky to live in such a
bountiful area of diverse fisheries.
Not only are they blessed with various salmonoids, but they can also enjoy many warm water species.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Jim Simpson
President/Habitat
John Storfold
Vice President/Fly Tying Chair
Lucky Leavitt
Treasurer

Board Members

Another fine outing at Copeland’s Pond! A warm to hot day, little or no
breeze, the company of like-minded fly fishers, a fine repast of hamburgers, fixings, salads and desserts - what could be better than that? Well I’ll
tell you, how about big bass taken on a fly. Here John Storfold displays a
large bass that fell to one of his offerings.

David Grosjacques
Immediate Past President/Habitat

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718

Rich Steed
Secretary

Jerry Keeling
SOFF Wear
Tom Morris
Member at Large
Jay Prouty
Raffle Chair
Duane Chebul
Newsletter Editor/Web Master
E-Mail. dchebul@terragon.com

SPECIAL MENTION
Rich Hosley: 		
Ed Morphis:		
Gary Miller		
John Storfold:
David Haight:		
Sue Keeling
Redge Heth		

Membership
Fly Tying Instructor
Programs
Auction Chair
Outings Chair
SOFF Wear
Historian
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FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by
Jim Simpson

W

ell my friends and fellow SOFF members it is
truly great to be back in
action. I am still limited in what I can
do, however it seems I can get out and
wet a line. My first meeting back was
Tyers Night, which just happened to be
one of my favorite meetings of the year.
It’s always a relaxed atmosphere and
the talents on display are very impressive. I always leave the meeting with
a bit more knowledge than when I arrived and of course a few fly patterns in
my pocket. The key is to spend some
time at the vise and apply what I have
learned.
The Copeland outing seemed to
have a good turnout and from what I
could see there were plenty of fish being
caught. I know that it was a good day
for me; no actually it was a great day! I
was concerned that I would not be able
to get out on the water since I have not
been released to fish from a float tube.
Casting if done carefully seemed feasible and hauling in something over
10lbs. really didn’t seem likely. Getting out on the water was my only big
obstacle, then I received a call from
neighbor Brad asking if I could fish
from his drift boat? Well “heck yes”
I said and started getting geared up for
a good time. The outing landed on a
beautiful day and there were smiles as
far as the eye could see. David Haight
proved himself again as a fine Grill
Master and Tanya made sure all the side

dishes were lined up and ready to go.
Lots of stories being told, yes this outing had everything one could hope for.
I can only hope that every member will
have the opportunity to make one of the
many outings the club has planned for
this year. It’s not only a chance to spend
a day socializing with fellow members,
but it will also give you a chance to possibly learn a new technique or discover
a pattern that works just a little better
than ones used in the past.
I also encourage you to make as
many meetings as you can since no two
meetings are alike. The Board works
very hard to ensure that the meetings
are informative and enjoyable for everyone. I realize that you cannot please all
members; however I feel that we do a
good job. I always encourage suggestions and will take any that I receive to
the Board for review.
After everything that I went through
I want to thank all of you for the kind
words of support and prayers. It’s
something I would have never guessed
I would be subjected to. One thing it
taught me was to take a minute. Take
a minute to look at what is around you.
Take a minute and look at everything
you can, because it can all go before you
know it. While in the hospital I had several days to think about many things and
how good I had it when I was healthy.
Then I thought about the things I have
taken for granted for so many years. As
I walked around the ward after my surgery and was told the good news about
my condition I looked at those around
me and hoped that they to would be getting the same kind of good news. Some
will, but unfortunately there are many
that will not. Fish when you can and
always enjoy as much of the time you
have.
Have a great day and see you soon!

Limpy Creek Tree 		
Planting
By Jeannie Steed

When my husband, Richard, went
out on his first riparian tree planting,
I found myself wondering why more
trees needed to be planted. I grew up
in Hollywood, California and when we
moved to Oregon I saw more trees in
one day than I had probably seen during
my whole childhood.
Then, we found out there was going
to be another habitat outing. Again, I
wondered why. Once Richard explained
the project and what we would be doing,
I became very interested and definitely
wanted to help. By now, having lived in
this beautiful area for 18 months, I felt
the desire to “give back”.
On the day of the planting, we started the drive out Hwy 199, crossing over
the Applegate River and turning on to
Riverbanks Road. We have taken this
drive many times and I am always in
awe of how picturesque it is. Even in
winter, with fewer leaves on the trees, I
still marvel at the beauty. As we turned
on to Limpy Creek Road, I was still
wondering what to expect. The SOFF
salmon sign signaled where to turn. We
left the road and proceeded through an
open gate down towards Limpy Creek.
As everyone started arriving, I met
some great people from other Fly Fishing Groups, as well as Alicia Robe from
Stream Restoration Alliance of the MidContinued on Pg. 3

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Bank of the Cascades at 6th
and Savage, Grants Pass
The next meeting is scheduled:
May 2nd, 6:00pm or
the first Wednesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Jun. 14th
Jul. 19th
Jul. 28th
Aug 16th
Sep 20th
Oct 18th
Nov 10th
Dec 20th

Marlon Rampy
No Meeting
Wine Meeting
No Meeting
TBA
Kirk Deeter
Annual Auction
Brian O’Keefe

Limpy Creek Continued from Pg. 2

dle Rogue, one of the organizers of this
outing. Coffee (to warm us up) and donuts were provided so we would not go
out on our adventure on empty stomachs (or maybe it was to bribe us?). It
was a bit chilly out there, but the day
was clear with no rain.
Dave Grosjacques explained that
we were gathered together in support
of the salmon habitat and the structures
(big logs) that are in place to support
the spawning of salmon. We were
there today to plant trees in areas that
were made bare by the installation of
the structures. Once we all introduced
ourselves, it was time to get started.
Luckily we were able to drive pretty
close to where we needed to begin. Everyone piled into vehicles and off we
went, crossing Limpy Creek along the
way. We drove about a quarter mile,
parked, unloaded the vehicles and gathered the gear that would be needed. We
took a group photograph and hiked in a
little further, where the planting was to
take place. The process of planting was
easy work as the trees had been laid out
at various places along the site. Dave
G. and others used power augers to
drill the holes and the rest of the group
went about planting trees. So, there I
was on my hands and knees, playing
in the dirt and watching the formation
of what would become an important
component of the Limpy Creek project
It was so great to see all these people
(many of whom had just met for the
first time) working together to get this
accomplished. It took about two hours
Continued on Pg. 5

WHEN:

May 17, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Michael T Williams

Fly Fishing Teacher-Coach-Artist-Entertainer, Michael T Williams,
launched his career at age 10, when in 1955 he was introduced to fly tying
by his father, Tom Williams.
Michael T is a member of the Fly Fishing Federation of America,
the Cascade Family Flyfishers (Eugene, OR) and member of the Northwest
Outdoor Writers Association.
Today, Michael T is available for hire as Program/Workshop/Seminar
presenter and as a Fly Fishing Guide. Michael T’s photo illustrated presentations are among the best in North America. Michael T is an excellent
resource for guiding upon Oregon’s little known “pocket waters” east of
Eugene, OR. Urged by many to publish his numerous photo illustrated stories & how-to-do-it articles into book form, Michael T is presently engaged
in this endeavor.
Michael T accepts invitations to demonstrate & teach fly tying &
fly fishing at major events in the Western United States & Canada. Michael
T is the originator of the famous, “Michael T’s Percolator” & the recently
developing, “Michael T’s Animator”.
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AN ARGENTINE ADVENTURE
By Rich Hosley
Part II

Last month we saw Part I of Rich Hosley’s latest adventure to Argentina where
he fished the Parana River for Golden
Dorado and other fish. Part II continues
with Rich moving down to Rio Grande
River and the giant sea-run Browns that
it contains.
The Editor

from the Kau Tapen Lodge. After a one
hour drive we arrived at the lodge and
the clock started on seven days which
would be unlike any seven days I had
ever experienced. It was a multi-faceted
time for me and suffice it to say that I
was over my head and would struggle to
keep my feet on the ground. Kau Tapen
is an exclusive fishing lodge and is frequented by anglers who travel the world
with their fly rods pursuing Atlantic

lia; and steelhead in British Colombia.
The lodge guests were from Finland,
France, Italy, United Kingdom, and the
US. Outside of fishing for peacock bass
in Brazil there was little I could add to
the dinner conversation when it came
to fishing experiences. The Chinook
salmon of the Smith River, steelhead on
the Rogue and Umpqua Rivers, native
After five days one member of the
rainbow trout in the Klamath Basin, and
group, Gary Martin, and I returned
trout in the lakes of the Cascades didn’t
to the airport for our flight
gain a lot of traction in the
back to Buenos Aires. We
conversations.
checked into our motel,
The second facet of this
grabbed a late meal, and
overwhelming
experience
went to bed. The alarm
occurred around the dining
went off at 3:30AM so
table. All of the food was
that we could check in for
prepared from scratch in the
our 5:55 AM flight to Rio
lodge and designed to meet
Grande. This took us south
the expectations of European
for three and one half hours
gourmet palates. The bar was
to the province of Tierra del
open and fully stocked with
Fuego and the Rio Grande
spirits, wines, and aperitifs.
River. This province is
The scotch was Chevas Recompletely separated from
gal, the gin Bombay Sapphire
the rest of Argentina by the
and so on. The wines were
Strait of Magellon forming
all from Argentina and of rea large island, Isla Grande
serve quality. Hors d’oeuvres
de Tierra del Fuego, which
proceeded lunch and dinner.
is shared with Chile. This
Lunch was served with soup,
land was first discovered
entrée, and a choice of five
by Ferdinand Magellon in
desserts. Dinner was served
the early 1500’s and named
with soup, choice of one of
“Land of the Smokes” rethree entrees, and again a
sulting from the smoke of
choice between five desserts.
large fires which the natives
The entrée presentation was
built to warm themselves.
a good as it gets with sauces
Being only four hundred
drizzled artistically on the
miles from Antarctic the
plate along with some verticlimate is much harsher and
cal expression stuck in the
the landscape barren. It is
entrée. The wine glasses
absolutely devoid of flora
Rich Hosley and Gary Martin proudly pose with two 12 lb. class were continually refilled even
with the exception of hardy
though many times they were
browns that they hooked and landed simultaneously.
grasses. The fauna consists
still half-full. Argentina is
of wild guanaco (a llamathe land of meat, so every
like animal), grey foxes, 80 lb. grasssalmon in Russia, Norway, Iceland, and meal featured either lamb, beef, pork, or
eating beavers, and lots of sheep.
Quebec; tarpon in Cuba; giant trevally a combination. After a couple of days
We were met by vehicles and guides
in the Seychelles; taimen in MongoContinued on Pg. 7
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
Pronghorn Lake, May 19-20; Hyde Lake 6-9

S

OFF has the opportunity
to fish two different private lakes during May and
June. The cost to SOFF members
for each outing is $75 per person,
about half the standard rate. Send all
your money to the club. Do not contact the owners! Call Gary Miller
541-840-3426 with any questions. Here
is a quick summary of fishing at both
lakes, which are each about 150 acres.
Pronghorn-Somebody on the outing will catch a 10+ pound rainbow!
The lake is stocked with triploids, which
get big in a hurry. Stripping flies works
well, as do chronomids, especially midday when the surface is flat. Check the
web at pronghornlakeranch.com
Hyde Lake has an abundance of
rainbows, with most in the 3-5 pound
range. I have landed 75 pounds of trout
in one day at Hyde!
Pronghorn Lake near Bonanza,
about 45 minutes from Klamath Falls.
Begins at 1:00 pm Saturday, May 19,
and finishes at noon on Sunday, May
20.
Send your check to the SOFF PO
box marked ‘Pronghorn outing.’
There are 2 small cabins on the
premises; and each cabin has 4 beds
and room on the floor for 2 more bedrolls. There is an extra charge of $5 for

2012 Outings
May 19-20
Jun 1-3
Jun 9		
		
Jun 22-24
Jul 21		
Jul 27-29
Aug 11
Aug 18-19

Pronghorn Lake
Lemolo Lake
Yami Ranch/ Hyde
Lake
Cascade Lakes
Umpqua Smallmouth
Lonesome Duck
Williamson River
Sky Lakes Wilderness

a bed, so include that in your check.
There are hookups for 2
RVs. Restrooms are portapottys.
There is a large gas grill for your
use, so bring meat to grill and a side
dish to share for Saturday night pot luck!
Driftboats, pontoons and float tubes are
necessary.
Hyde Lake outing is Saturday,
June 9th. We have the lake to ourselves all day, so come as early as
you like and ‘fish ‘till you drop.’
Restrooms are primitive and there
is no drinking water. Bring your
own food and don’t plan to cook!
Driftboats, float tubes and pontoons
are necessary. Don’t plan to fish from
shore.
For both outings send a check
for $150 marked Pronghorn & Hyde.
Directions will follow after sign-ups.
Gary Miller

Lemolo Outing
June 1st - 3rd

T

he club outing for late May
and early June is to Lemolo
Reservoir. The reservoir is
about 10 miles north of Diamond Lake.
Dave Grosjacques will again be the host
of this outing, which will be on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, June 1st to the
3rd.
The lake is large enough for big
boats, but pontoon boats can also be
used in the numerous coves and inlets.
There are rainbows and brown trout
to be caught at Lemolo, using an intermediate sink or a floating line. Dave
will be up there all week, spending the
first few days at the Poole Creek campground.
For Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
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Dave has rented a cabin on the lake. It
is large enough to be a central meeting
place for barbecues Friday and Saturday
nights, and has a full kitchen and a bathroom.
There are rumors of a left-handed
casting contest and a fly casting obstacle
course on Saturday afternoon.
The small resort at the reservoir
rents rustic cabins, and has gas, a small
store, and an RV spot up away from the
lake.
Poole Creek campground has 60
sites, with room for 5th wheels and trailers. It does not have hookup sites.
If you want to go on this outing, or
if you need more information contact
Dave Grosjacques by email at: dasa29@
msn.com
Limpy Creek Continued from Pg. 3

to complete the work, but would have
been much longer if not for everyone’s
efforts. Going into this I thought “what
do I know about tree planting” but I
found it not only rewarding, but it was
easy and didn’t require me to be a female Paul Bunyan! The “city girl” was
becoming a “wilderness girl”.
Once we had completed the planting, we all hiked back to the vehicles
and were presented with more coffee
and goodies (pastry, donuts and cookies, yum!). We had more time to talk
with the others and getting to know
each other a little better.
Now it was time to head back to our
weekend chores and various other tasks
that awaited us. The tranquility of this
experience and the knowledge of having
helped the habitat could not be broken,
even by the sound of Dave G’s truck
bottoming out as he crossed back over
the creek. For a while we communed
with nature, made new friends and did
something worthwhile and gratifying.
Someone asked me if I would ever do
it again. My answer…just try and keep
me away!
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FLY TYING CORNER
Hook: 			
Pupal Shuck: 		
			
Rib:			
			
Body: 			
Thorax:		
Wing:			
Hackle:		
			
			
			

Adams Cripple
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Regular Dry Fly, #14.
Long Barbs of Soft (Hen) Hackle, Silver or
Golden Badger or Dun.
Mirage Opal Tinsel, Small (Don’t Confuse with
Pearl).
Gray Thread, 140 Denier or Dubbed Muskrat.
Muskrat.
Crinkled Z-lon, Light Dun Color, 3 Strands.
Brown and Grizzly Tied 3-4 Turns, only in the
Middle of the Mal-formed Wing. Tie in and
Wrap the Two Hackles Together, Long Saddle
Hackle Works Best.

Tying Instructions:
Cripple flies are known to trigger strikes when standard dry flies don’t. While it appears that the term “cripple” is of only
recent use, the concept goes back at least to the early 20th century. The H and L Variant is such a pattern, with a tail simulating a pupal shuck, although lacking damaged wing. The Adams is a generic mayfly pattern, and I have tied this example as an
Adams, but you can tie it in different colors and sizes to match the hatch. This is my version of a cripple pattern from Dennis
Potter, http://www.riverhouseflyco.com/patterns/mayfly-cripple/. If you would like step-by-step instructions and pictures,
check out his site. He is clear and concise, and you will find the site has other flies you might want to tie. Dennis designs flies
that are simple and clean, which I like very much, and I highly recommend his CDs.
Some people like to clip the bottom hackle on a cripple, to set it closer to the surface. You might want to experiment with
this. Also, hackle for a one size smaller hook is often used. Crinkled Z-lon and Opal Tinsel can be found at the following web
site. http://www.blue-ribbon-flies.com/shop/. Z-lon sheds water, other products do not. Opal reflects light and colors more than
pearl.
For those of you that like to have the instructions written in hard copy, I have copied Dennis potters instructions from
his website for your convenience.
1. With the hook in the vise, attach the thread at the eye and wrap a base of thread to over the barb and back.
Continued on Page 8

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
)
Email:
Personal interests:				
Renewal:_____New:______
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purchased a dozen flies from the lodge
which consisted of three articulated
5-8
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
leeches on size 6 hooks and an assortMobile Home Park in
ment of beadhead nymphs tied on size 10
Gold Hill.
and 12 hooks. These included the green
5-17
Club Meeting - Michael
machine, prince nymph, and various patWilliams.
terns of rubber legs. Our tippets ranged
5-19
Beginning Fly Fishing
from 12-16 lb. test.
		
Clinic - Rinehart Park
Unlike my experience up north, it
5 -19/20 Club Outing - Pronghorn
was cold. Multiple layers of polar fleece,
Lake.
fingerless gloves, fleece hat, and a good
6-1/3
Club Outing - Lemolo Lake hooded fishing jacket were essential.
6-7
Board Meeting.
The low temperatures ranged from 28 to
6-12
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
35 degrees in the mornings to 45 to 55
Mobile Home Park in
degrees during our sunny days. Those
Gold Hill.
were absolute temperatures and did not
6-9
Club Outing Hyde Lake.
figure in the wind chill. And the wind,
6-14
Club Meeting - Marlon
oh my goodness! You haven’t lived until
		
Rampy.
you stand in a river with 15” waves topped
Argentine Adventure Cont. From Pg. 4 with white caps generated by constant
I realized I couldn’t continue this pro- 50mph winds blowing at right angles to
gram and expect to have any pants that I the direction of your cast. Casting my
could button for the trip home. I started 8wt single-handed rod could be compared
leaving food on my plate, reducing my to elk hunting with a pellet gun. I imwine intake, and choosing sorbet for my mediately switched to my reserved twodessert rather than chocolate mousse or handed rod and never put it down. It was a
14’4” 9wt. Z Axis rod from Sage. Despite
crème brulee.
The third facet of this experience being at the beginning of the learning
curve with my
related to the
t wo - h a n d e d
fishing.
Our
casting, I hung
program was
in there and
breakfast
at
actually had
8:00; 9:00 rentimes when I
dezvous with
thought I was
our
guides;
doing a pretty
1:30
return
good job. The
to the lodge;
guides were
lunch at 2:00;
all
excel2:30 until 5:00
lent
instrucsiesta; 5:30 rentors and very
dezvous with
helpful.
As
the guides for
Rich
Hosley’s
biggest
brown
of
the
trip
a
20
lb.
an
aside
the
our
evening
behemoth is held by his Irish guide Matthew.
guides came
fishing; 10:30
from Ireland,
return to the
Sweden,
Russia,
France,
and
Argentina.
lodge; 11:30 dinner; 12:30 lights out.
On
the
third
day
of
fishing
a
13’4”
8 wt Z
I came equipped with my Sage 9’ 8wt
VPS rod, a Rio Versa Tip line, a set of Axis rod became available. For me it was
MOW T11 sink tips, and two poly lead- a better fit and I truly enjoyed casting it
ers. I had prearranged to use one of for the remaining days. Kau Tapen has
the lodge’s two-handed rods as well. I fishing rights on 220 km of river which it

shares with the Maria Behety Estancia.
This section of river consists of twelve
beats and seventy-two pools. The
guests rotated guides and beats every
day. During our week twelve guests
hooked one hundred sixty-four sea run
brown trout and landed one hundred
twenty-four,. Nine were landed over
20 lbs., the largest being a 31 lb. monster. My largest was 20 lbs. followed
by 17 lbs., 12lbs., and then others ranging from 4 lbs. to 10 lbs..
As seemed to be my luck on this
trip, the river was at its lowest level in
fourteen years creating problems for
the returning fish to get over the bar at
the mouth of the river. We worked hard
for the fish we caught. While a normal
average catch rate would be in the area
of six to eight fish per day, we averaged
slightly less than two fish per day. It
was still a thrill when you hooked one
of those monsters and doing so was a
distinct possibility with every cast.
So what is the bottom line for this
trip? Let me just say that in terms of
traveling with my fly rod, this was the
best experience I have had. Argentina
is a wonderful country to visit and the
fishing opportunities are addictive. I
am currently negotiating with Janette
for a return next year. The only change
I would make is to stay in a less exclusive lodge and hopefully find someone
in this great club of ours who would
like to join me. At seventy-one years
of age I thank God for the good health I
enjoy and the resulting opportunities to
pursue this great sport of fly fishing.

CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS
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Editor’s Notebook

hat’s happening gang,
for the second month
in a row, the muse of
the written word has smiled on me yet
again and provided more words that I
can handle in seven pages of this news
letter, once again forcing me to give
up my usual ramblings. I know it will
sadden some and gladden others, but
not to worry or despair, I’ll be back
next month.
One item that needs to be mentioned is the Beginning Fly Fishing
Clinic on May 19th at the Rinehart
Volunteer Park. For more information
contact Jerry Keeling at jerrykeeling@
msn.com.
Crippled Adams Cont. from Pg. 6

2. Using a small, soft hen feather,
pull the tips of the barbs out to the
side at a 90 degree angle to align the
tips.

3. Cut or strip a small bunch of the
barbs off of the stem. Tie them in well
behind the eye of the hook. The shuck
should be shorter than body length of
the fly. If using thread for the abdomen, wrap the thread back to the end
of the body and to the front again.
4. Tie in a length of Opal Tinsel or
Krystal Flash at the front of the body
and wrap the thread back to the shuck
and again to the front.
5. Wrap the rib forward and tie off.
6. Dub a round, slightly robust thorax,
staying well back from the hook eye.
7. Tie in three strands of Crinkled
Z-lon against the thorax. Do not tie
the Z-lon tight against the eye of the
hook.
8. Lift the Z-lon up and away from
the hook eye. Take several wraps of

thread between the Zlon and the hook
eye to lift the Z-lon up. Cut the Z-lon
about 1/8 inch behind the thorax.
9. Tie in the hackle behind the Zlon wing with a few wraps of thread
and a few wraps of thread in front of
the wing.
10. Take two wraps of hackle behind the wing and tie off in front of the
wing. Be sure not to block the hook
eye with the stem. Trim the stem and
remove the thread.

Fly Tied By: Ed Morphis
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SOFF’ers enjoy quality fish at the recent Pronghorn Lake Outing.
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coastal streams in an old pair of jeans
and converse sneakers. It was amazing
how much fun we had and at the same
time were miserable. Those would be
some good stories to hear from some of
you fine members out there. I’m sure
some of you have stories of facing severe elements and adversity just to wet a
line. Actually, now that I think about it
Lemolo Lake outings fit right into those
parameters. There is a great schedule of
outings and events for SOFF members
and their friends and family.
We also have some first rate programs coming to our venue, not to mention the winery meeting where the program is the members telling stories.
Jerry Keeling has been working
very hard trying to coordinate clinics
to help us become better in the various
fields of fishing.

producing some truly large rainbows.
Our “day” at Pronghorn Lake ran from
noon Saturday to noon Sunday. This

FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I

by
Jim Simpson

have not heard from anyone
that attended the Pronghorn
Outing, but I’m sure it was as
good as expected. That is truly one of
the many outings that I have on my “to
do” list. The other is Dave Grosjacque’s
Lemolo Lake Outing. It’s hard to pass
on an outing when the weather is guaranteed to be perfect. If you were at the
last meeting you will already have an
advantage in that Dave had a selection
of the best flies to use.
Diamond Lake should be about
ready by the end of the month and is
forecasted to produce another round
of decent trout. One thing about Diamond, you had better get there early or
be faced with a lengthy wait at the boat
ramp and a long walk from where you
finally found a place to park.
I feel very fortunate to live in the
Rogue Valley where there are so many
good places to fish. For many years
the Coos and Coquille rivers were my
best options. A couple of times a year
I would head down to the Elk River
for Steelhead and the occasional hike
down into the canyons of the upper sections for trout. The canyon trips were
physically demanding and I am glad to
have them locked away in my memory banks. Those types of excursions
are behind me for the most part. It’s
funny how as you age there are things
you look at before jumping into a steep
hole filled with thorns and poison oak.
I remember when I used to fish the

Rich Hosley with his nice Pronghorn
Rainbow.

Take care my friends and see you
soon.

SOFF Members
Had a Great Time at
Pronghorn Lake

A

dozen members of the
Southern Oregon Fly Fishers enjoyed a great outing to Pronghorn Lake on May 19 and

Russ Leavitt with his Pronghorn Lake
Rainbow

worked out great. We were able to
make a leisurely trip over on Saturday
morning, and get back at a reasonable
time Sunday evening. Pronghorn Lake
Ranch has two cabins and some RV
Continued on Pg. 3

Janette Hosley proudly displays a fine
Pronghorn Rainbow

20. Pronghorn is a private lake located
on the edge of the Langell Valley east
of Klamath Falls with a reputation for

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Bank of the Cascades at 6th
and Savage, Grants Pass
The next meeting is scheduled:
June 6th, 6:00pm or
the first Wednesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Jul. 19th
Jul. 28th
Aug 16th
Sep 20th
Oct 18th
Nov 10th
Dec 20th
Jan 17th

No Meeting
Wine Meeting
No Meeting
TBA
Kirk Deeter
Annual Auction
Brian O’Keefe
TBA

Pronghorn Outing Continued from Pg. 2

WHEN:

June 14, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Marlon Rampy

hook-ups at the edge of the lake that
provided comfortable accommodation
for the night. Plus, there were grills
and picnic tables available allowing the
club members to enjoy good conversation over a pot-luck barbeque dinner.

After a hard day of fishing at Pronghorn Lake, the participants gather for
a pot-luck dinner.

The fishing was great! Catch rates
were not especially high, but many of
the fish caught were large. Everyone
caught fish, and several rainbows in the
five to seven-pound range were landed.
David Haight landed the biggest fish
of the trip--an impressive rainbow that
weighted 17-pounds!
In addition to the good fishing, the
great company, and the nice accommodations; Pronghorn Lake is a beautiful
spot with an abundance of wildlife.
This all combined to make a really
enjoyable outing. Thank you to the
owner, Mike Tyrholm, for allowing us
to enjoy his property and the fantastic
fishery he has created.
David Haight, Outings Chair

Marlon Rampy - Marlon is originally from Southwest Washington. At the
age of 10 cut his fly fishing teeth on private streams just outside of Bozeman, MT.
Under the guise of working and staying with relatives for the summer, he found the
Montana trout streams to be more inviting than bailing hay.
After graduating from high school, he decided to see different parts of the
country. He attended and graduated from Lee University in Tennessee.   Discovering new trout water in the Great Smoky mountains of Tennessee and North Carolina was a treat. The intimate mountain streams of the Smokies offered a different
feel than the wide open Western streams.
In 1991 Marlon returned to the Northwest with a desire to get reacquainted
with the beautiful trout and steelhead streams of Oregon and Washington. At that
time, he discovered the truly awesome fishing in Southern Oregon. With a desire to
start a fly fishing guide service he started working at McKenzie Outfitters Fly shop
in Medford, Oregon teaching students to cast, tie and local stream knowledge.
It was at this time that he discovered Southern Oregon’s premiere Trophy trout
waters: The Klamath Basin. The Klamath Basin is a system of lakes and spring-fed
rivers that produce some of the largest native Rainbow Trout in the Lower 48.
From May thru October Marlon lodges on the banks of the Williamson River.
This is his river of choice for its challenging fishing and its rewards of truly sizeable
fish. Marlon has been fishing and guiding these waters for over fifteen years. He
has a lot of river days to share with you about the ins and outs of this water. Marlon
has appeared on ESPN’s Fly Fishing the World, with John Barrett fishing for Rogue
Steelhead and the Trophy fish of the Klamath Basin. The last nine seasons Marlon
has been working with the Lonesome Duck Lodge on the banks of the Williamson
River.
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CASTING ABOUT

New Last Cast Syndrome
By
John MacDiarmid, FFFCCI

Have you ever been fishing to a on the last cast without changing both
group of rising fish that moved just out the acceleration and stroke length deof range of your normal casting dis- stroyed the straight line path of the rod
tance? In an attempt to reach them, you tip. The line always follows the tip and
bring the line up, false cast with nice an erratic line path robs the cast of powloops, a good tempo and straight lines. er.
Then on the last (presentation) cast you
Regarding the first question, you
add a little more power only for the fly probably put the fish down with reline and fly
peated casts
to land in a
and the fish
cr umpled
moved furpile no further
out
ther
than
where you
previous
could
not
cast. What
bother them.
Happened?
Fish stealthPower in
ily with a
a cast must
cont rolled,
a c c ele r a t e
light touch
through the
and the fish
cast to prowill
not
g r e s sively
move out.
bend
the
You
will
rod.
The
not need to
stroke must Jeff Rejeff, all around casting champion, demon- cast further,
strates exactly what John MacDiarmid is talking
be smooth.
but that is a
about in a SOFF class held last April.
As the castfishing and
ing distance
casting leslengthens, more power is applied and son for another day.
the rod bends deeper, the stroke (or
cast) must start sooner and end later.
Editor’sNote: Look for additional
Always remember: short cast- short articles by John MacDiarmid on imstroke, long cast- long stroke. Match- proving your casting in upcoming ising the stroke with the amount of power sues of the newsletter.
or bend in the rod produces a straight
line path of the rod tip as illustrated in
the short cast and long cast depicted
below. The cast is stopped to produce
By
a straight line rod tip path and then
Dale Heath
pulled through or down to create room
for the fly line to travel over the rod tip.
To
my
angling
buddies:
Pull down too far and the loops open
The text below comes from the Homeup; stop it high, just under the unrollwaters Fly shop here in Eugene.
ing line and the loops are tight. This
The message caught me by surprise
illustration is taken from Mel Krieger’s
and it has thoughts worth sharing.
book The Essence of Flycasting.
Hence, you are receiving this. Might
Returning to the “What Happened”
want to pass it on to others.
in the first paragraph, the extra power

Thought For The Day
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Don’t bite tippet/leader materials.
Not only does biting tippets/leaders
wear grooves in your teeth, but you can
get Giardia and other nasties from a
little contact with contaminated water.
I looked up Giardia, contamination to
water from mammal, fish, reptile and
insect excrement also known as feces,
digestive waste, poo poo, manure or
crap.
So think it through instead of
using my nipper ($2.95) to cut my
tippet/leader I’ll just bite it off,
groove my teeth and ingest some
poo-poo-ca-ca.
Then I can suffer up to 14 days with abdominal
discomfort/pain, blood in my stool,
diarrhea, fever, weight loss, risk passing it on to friends and relatives. But
there is hope, Giardia comes with a 80
% survival rate, and you can see the
Doc and be prescribed pills to up the
survival rate, now where are those nippers? ? ?

Photo Potpourri

More photos of big fish taken at Pronghorn Lake, here Paul Renaud shows off
his big fish.
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
Lava Lake Outing

S

ummer is upon us, and that
means June is just around
the corner. With the arrival
of June comes the club’s Lava Lake
outing. This year we will be meeting
on Friday morning, June 22ndat 8:00
am at Lava Lake RV campground (just
look for the club’s signs-you can’t miss
us). We will be discussing where, when
and what flies to fish with. From there
we will head out for a wonderful day
casting flies in the abundant lakes and
streams this area has to offer. We will
have another meeting Saturday morning, same time and same place for
another day of fun fishing. Saturday

Special Opportunity
to Fish the
Williamson River with
the Lonesome Duck
Resort

T

he Lonesome Duck Resort
is again offering members
of the Southern Oregon
Fly Fishers and the Rogue Flyfishers a
fishing and lodging package at a very

Page 5

price for the weekend is $615 per person, about half of the normal rate.  The
guides, several of whom are members
of our club, are outstanding and know
both rivers well. Our club members
who have taken advantage of this opportunity in past years had a great time
and caught some really nice fish. If
you are interested in this great opportunity or would like more information,
contact Kellie Christensen at kclmbr@
msn.com or 541-776-4094.
David Haight, Outings Chair

Photo Potpourri

This is one of two cabins you’ll be staying
at that will house 6 people at Lonesome
Duck Resort
Lava Lake participants swapping stories
after a hard day fishing.

evening we will meet at John Storfold’s
camp site to share some food and fishing stories. Please bring a side dish
or dessert and any adult beverage you
prefer. The club will provide the main
dish and sodas/water. If you plan to attend this year’s outing, please sign up
at the dinner meetings or email me at
jerrykeeling@msn.com.

special rate.  The Lonesome Duck is a
beautiful lodge located along the Williamson River, a river famous for its
excellent angling for trophy rainbow
trout.  The package starts with dinner on

I never get tired of seeing large fish, so
here’s another view of Dave Haight’s giant 17 lb rainbow taken at Pronghorn
Lake.

2012 Outings
Jun 9		
		
Jun 22-24
Jul 21		
Jul 27-29
Aug 11
Aug 18-19
Sep 15-16

Yami Ranch/ Hyde
Lake
Cascade Lakes
Umpqua Smallmouth
Lonesome Duck
Williamson River
Sky Lakes Wilderness
Fourmile Lake

				

While all breakfasts at Lonesome Duck
are served inside the cabins, the dinners
were served outside under the pines

Friday, July 27 and runs through Sunday, July 29. It includes two nights
lodging, all meals, and two full days of
guided fishing on the Williamson River and possibly the Wood River. The
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FLY TYING CORNER

Dave’s Real Skunk

Bead Head:		
Hook: 			
			
Weight: 		
Thread:		
Tail: 			
Rib:			
Body:			
			
Hackle:		
Collar:			
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1/8” Black Bead
Daiichi 1560, Mustad 3906B, Tiemci 3761; Size
10-14.
8 Wraps of .015 Lead Wire.
Black 8/0.
Black Guard Hairs From Skunk Skin.
Fine Copper Wire.
Black Fur (Guard Hairs and Undercoat) From 		
Skunk Skin.
Black CDC (Optional).
Black Ostrich Herl.

Tying Instructions:
This month’s fly is a reprise of Dave Hamilton’s Skunk Fly. This is one of the flies that Dave tyed at the recent intermediate fly tying class. So for all of you that were unable to attend, here is the recipe and tying instructions for Dave’s
Skunk.
The Editor
Smash hook barb and put bead on hook. Wrap 8 wraps of lead on hook and slide into the bead. Cover the lead with wraps of
thead and wrap back to the bend of the hook. Cut a clump of black fur off the skunk skin ( about the size of a wood pencil), cutting as close to the skin as possible, and remove the undercoat from the guard hairs. (Save the undercoat for dubbing the body.)
Stack the guard hairs and tie in for the tail. The length of the tail should be equal to the length of the shank of the hook. Add the
trimmed (waste) guard hairs from the tail to the undercoat for dubbing the body. Tie in the wire rib on the bottom of the hook. Dub
the undercoat (and trimmings from tail) for the body from the tail toward the beadhead, leaving room for the hackle and collar.
Counterwrap the rib and tie off. If used, wrap the CDC hackle 1 - 1 1/2 turns. Wrap the ostrich herl collar (1 - 2 strands) 2 - 3 wraps
and tie off. Whip finish, tying off on the bottom of the hook. Apply a small dab of head cement on the bottom of the hook at the bead.

Fly tied by Dave Hamilton
John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
)
Email:
Personal interests:				
Renewal:_____New:______
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

6-1-3
6-7
6-12

6-9
6-14
		
6-22-24
7-5
7-19
7-21
		
7-28
		
8-1

Club Outing - Lemolo Lake
Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Outing - Hyde Lake.
Club Meeting - Marlon
Rampy.
Club Outing - Annual Lava
Lake Outing.
Board Meeting.
No Club Meeting.
Club Outing - Umpqua
Smallmouth.
Special Club Meeting Annual Wine Dinner.
Board Meeting.

Editor’s Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8

on the kids.
How does it happen? Two weeks
gone in a blink of an eye, and the ‘living was easy’; it’s time to pack up and
head for home. Maybe our intrepid fly
fisherman didn’t get in as much fly fishing as he would have liked, but enough
to whet his appetite for more to come.
In the meantime the realization
sets in that he did have a good time
with his wife or partner and the kids,
all the while thinking that next year
will different!
Now for a few announcements: Just
a reminder that the June meeting is being moved forward week to the second
Thursday which is June 14th, the reason
being that so many members take part
in the annual Lava Lakes outing.
Also to advise the membership that
the club will be dark for the months of
July and August and in lieu of the regular meetings, there will be the annual
‘wine meeting’ to be held July 28th.
And lastly, even though we won’t
be meeting, during July and August,
there will still be a newsletter each
month. As I have carved out my two
week vacation as to speak, I’ll be fishing so the newsletter will be delayed
towards the middle of the month.
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Boat For Sale

16.5’ Fish Rite Drift Boat with all the Amenities
		
includes:
Rod Holders
				
Oars
				
9.5 H.P. Motor
				
Anchor
				
2 Nets
				
Trailer
Price: $3500. If interested call Don Sortwell at 541 2262689.

I know you’ll be asking yourself
how can I fly fish on the family vacation, it’s easy. I surrender my credit card
to my wife and take my son, who is
over 50, fishing. Both problems solved.
Yes, ‘the living is easy’ and ‘the fish are
jumping’.

Casting For Recovery
Casting for Recovery is hosting a
Golf Tournament at Eagle Point Golf
course on Saturday June 30, 2012 to
raise money to send breast cancer survivors to the Southern Oregon retreat to
learn how to fly fish. We are looking for
tee sponsors. Tee signs advertising your
business cost $100.00 each or two for
$150.00. We also are looking for golfers
to participate in the tournament. The cost
to participate is $100.00 per golfer and
includes green fees, a cart, and lunch.
Prizes will be awarded for the top three
teams, longest drive, and closest tee shot
to the pin. Plus a new Mercedes will be
awarded for a hole in one. There will
also be a silent auction and raffle. If you
would like to purchase a tee sign or are
interested in participating in the tournament, please contact Tanya Haight at:
tmdrhaight@infostructure.net
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Editor’s Notebook

ell it was bound to happen! After two months
of abundance, thanks
in large part to that excellent article
by Rich Hosley, when my cup overflowed as to speak, I graciously gave
up my regular column to insure that
all the other material had a place in
the newsletter, and then the well went
dry. Not dry entirely, but dry enough
to require me to come up with some
words of wisdom for this month’s issue. So here they are.
“Summertime, and the living is
easy, fish are jumping, and the cotton is high” those were some great
lyrics by George Gershwin for his
folk opera of Porgy and Bess. And
they are just as meaningful today as
they were when he wrote them some
77 years ago; although maybe not so
much for the cotton being high. Summer time is still that time of the year
when working fly fishermen carefully

carve out a two week window to not
only satisfy the wife or significant other and the kids, but with any luck at all,
a few days of solitude for themselves
on some stream or lake plying the long
rod.
Generally the family vacation involves some type of camping either in
a tent, a trailer or a motorhome; hopefully on the banks of a river or the lakeshore where the ‘fish are jumping’ and
are ready to attack a fly placed anywhere near them. Can it get any better than that? I guess that this would
be the part where ‘the living is easy’
would come in to play.
In the world of the mind this is
how the well planned vacation would
play out, but in the real world, this is
how it would probably go. First off,
if the wife or significant other isn’t a
fly fishing person there is trouble in
paradise right away. Our fly fisherman might hear “it’s my vacation also

and I don’t want to sit around all day
while you’re out fishing. I want to go
out and see things and shop”. Right
away the lion’s share of the two week
vacation has been pared away, but not
to worry there will still be a few days
to wet a line!
Now the kids come in to play.
We want to go fishing with you, Dad.
What father wouldn’t be thrilled by
those words, being able to teach his
children the art and joy of flyfishing?
Most of us know how that goes. After some rudimentary instruction, the
interest wanes, to be taken up by seeing just how far a rock can be skipped
or just plain throwing rocks into the
water. What was that about ‘fish are
jumping’? Old Dad still thinks he can
do a little fishing, but soon comes to
the realization that flyfishing is just
about impossible while trying to keep
one eye on the fly and the other eye
Continued on Pg. 7
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FROM THE BOARD
designated as "The Host". A checklist
is being put together to aid this person
in identifying areas that need to be addressed when hosting an outing. Not
all outings are the same, each can have
its own set of obstacles and there is
always the last minute crisis you may
need to be ready for.
This is just intended to be a guideline to use, feel free to make any adjustments you deem necessary for the
outing you decide to host.
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
There is no reason why you shou Id
by
do this alone; there are several members
Jim Simpson
willing to help without actually hosting
an outing themselves. At a few outings
must say that the last generfood is provided, however 1 believe that
al meeting left me wishing I
number is getting smaller.
cou Id take better pieDelegating some of these
tures. l 'm sure a big part of it
duties could be key in keeping
is having a quality camera and
your anxiety levels down. What
lens, however having the abilwe are hoping to gain from this
ity to see a good picture and
is other club members feeling
capturing it takes a lot of pracbetter
about stepping up and
tice. I'm sure all of us at one
getting
more involved.
time or another has-+ancled- that ~
The same goes for other
"Big One" only to discover that
positions within SOFF, I know
there is no one to take the pie
that taking the chair of SOFF
with you holding that memoPresident was very intimidating.
rable fish.
What I found was an enormous
Then it seems that when
amount
of support and advice
you do have someone there,
from Past President Dave Grosthey are unfamiliar with how
jacques and other Board Memyour camera works. You could
give them a quick overview, Another fine example of Marlon Rampy's skill as a pho- bers.
Go ahead and find an outbut that would most certainly tographer. This shot was entitled 'An evening on Crooked
ing that you like and host it, or
give them a chuckle if nothing Creek'.
come up with an entirely new
worth a photo was landed.
Marlon Rampy had one of the best brought to my attention are that there
Continued on Pg. 3
series of photos I have ever had the has been some confusion as to who is
pleasure to view at a meeting. The actually the host or contact person for
ATTENTION!
clarity and brilliant colors were noth- an outing. This can become a real probBoard
Meeting
lem for an outing that requires a fee.
ing short of awe inspiring.
The Board of Directors meet in
The funds need to be received in a
Taking pictures has changed drasthe conference room of the
tically with the introduction of digital timely manner, therefore confirming a
Bank
of the Cascades at 6th
cameras where you can instantly view head count. Some outings require payand Savage, Grants Pass
ment to the landowner the day of the
the photo and decide if it's worth keepouting;
having
an
accurate
head
count
The
next meeting is scheduled:
ing. You can also take photo after
prior
to
the
outing
makes
this
much
easphoto without having to worry about
July 11th, 6:00pm or
exposing film or trying to change a roll ier to deal with.
the first Wednesday
The SOFF Board has spent a lot of
on the bank during a rain storm .
of the month
Next I would like to address one time discussing this topic and has decidAll members welcome
of the topics of discussion amongst our ed that there needs to be just one person

I

membership. Club Outings and who is
actually running them! David Haight
is the Outings Chair and has done a
great job facilitating and hosting several outings. A few members like Dave
Grosjacques and Gary Miller have also
stepped up and hosted an outing or two.
If any of you have taken it upon yourself
to host an outing, I applaud you. It's that
sort of dedication to the club that l feel
speaks volumes about your character
and dedication to SOFF. You, by your
actions have gone above and beyond the
normal members duties to ensure your
fellow members enjoy a special day or
weekend.
The concerns that have been

..-~~~~~~~~~~~
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Aug 16th
Sep 20th
Oct 18th
Nov 10th
Dec 20th
Jan 17th
Feb 21st

No Meeting
Craig Nielson
KirkDeeter
Annual Auction
Brian O'Keefe
TBA
TBA

WHEN:
July 28, 2012

TIMES:

WHERE:

5:00 PM
Social Hour
7:00 PM
Remarks by the
President
7:15 PM
Dinner

Wooldridge Winery,
18 Slagle Creek Rd, GP

Winery Social and Dinner
President's Message Cont. From Pg. 2

outing that the members may enjoy.
This is a great club full of great members and your participation is very
much appreciated.
At the last meeting there were a
few quotes read so I thought I would
add one to my article. "My biggest
worry is that my wife (when I'm dead)
will sell my fishing gear for what I said
I paid for it." ~ By Koos Brandt~ Have
a great day and see you at the meeting!

To The Surface
An Original Poem
By Teresa Kasza
To the surface
the blue wings rise
Circles upon
the river's sheen
showing off the sip
of a hungry troutsky
on the feed
tempting the fly grrrl to fill
her need

Picture yourself and others sitting below stately oaks out among the vineyards enjoying the "fruits of the vineyard" as so to speak while the smells of the
barbecue wafts over those in attendance. This can be your experience when the
SOFF presents its third annual summer social "Dinner among the Vines".
Since the Club is going to be dark for the months of July and August for
regular meetings, it was decided that going two months without a meeting was
way too long. So a combination July and August social meeting was proposed as
a solution to problem.
The winery meeting is going to be held on Saturday, July 28th at the Wooldridge Winery. The time for the meeting will be almost the same as always, with
members wanting to arrive between 5:00 and 5:30 and dinner at 7:15 . The dinner
(barbecued pulled pork and chicken with all the trimmings) will be catered by
Morning Wood Barbecue, with dinner costing $18 .
There will not be a formal program, and the members can talk fishing or
not. The night is for good food, good wine and good camaraderie -vvith a fish tale
sprinkled in here and there for good measure. This is the perfect time to bring the
wife or significant other to a club event that's mainly social in nature.
The winery has a covered patio, which will be set up for us. So come on out
and enjoy a beautiful evening in the Applegate Valley.

SOFF NEWS
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CASTING ABOUT
Rod Tip Paths and Resulting Loops
By

John MacDiarmid, FFFCCI
ast time we learned about is difficult to override. The tailing loop
the last cast syndrome, how "cast" and the distance cast of 75' are
extra power in the presentathe most frequently missed casting retion cast without increasing the stroke- quirements on the test.
the length of the cast- resulted in a dip
So the two rod tip paths covered
of the rod tip and a deterioration of the so far are straight line which can procast. It manifest itself in a tailing loop. duce a perfect loop and concave resultThe unrolling loop of a cast consist of ing in a tailing loop. The third path is
two parts: the fly leg on top and the rod convex or igloo roof. Beginning casters
leg on the bottom. The legs in a perfect often wave the rod by breaking the
loop are close and parallel until of course wrist simulating a windshield wiper in a
the line rolls out into a straight line and tropical storm. The rod tip and the line
fal Is to the wago way down
ter. A tailing
in back and
loop develway down in
ops when the
front. This
top (fly) leg
is a very
drops
and
ineffective
crosses the
cast and the
bottom (rod)
rod is not
leg before it
Toaded(bent)
is rolled out.
and stopped
Several
(unbent) to
bad casting
sling
the
habits
will
line.
The bane of any fly caster is to cast a tailing loop.
show up as
The
tailing loops
beauty
of
and it can be very difficult to absolutely knowing the relationship of rod tip path
know the cause. Generally, they are and loops is you can self-diagnose your
produced with an inappropriate applicacast by watching your loops and making
tion of power and/or too short a casting adjustments. If the loops are big, stiffen
stroke either of which will cause the rod your wrist and search for a straight line
tip to drop below the desired straight path of the rod tip. If they are tailing,
Iine rod tip path . The power can be too try backing off on the power and applymuch at the end, not a smooth acceleraing it smoothly. Also experiment with
tion or a hit of power somewhere in the the length of your casting stroke. If you
middle; it can be very subtle and diffi - feel you have a straight line path of the
cult to detect; the slightest casting in- rod tip and your front loops are large,
fractions will produce tailing tendencies try leaving the rod tip higher as the loop
where the fly leg dips down but does not rolls out.
cross the fly leg. The casting test for
Editor'sNote: Look for additional
th e FFF Casting Instructor Certification articles by John MacDiarmid on imrequires the caster to throw a "tai I" on proving your casting in upcoming iscommand. The caster gets into a false sues of the newsletter.
cast rhythm and the tester says,"on your
next forward cast I want to see a tailing
loop." ft is not that easy; muscle memory has developed to cast correctly and it

L

Bob Quigley's Obituary
By Mike Ireland
This obituary was excerpted from
one written by Mike Ireland of the
Rogue Flyjishers who was a close persoal friend of Bob Quigley.
The Editor
Bob passed away on Tuesday, June
12th at 12:23 pm at his new home in
Central Point. He died surrounded by
his long time partner, Shirley Wentworth, and other friends. He fought a
courageous battle with cancer for the
last three years and the last year was
exceptionally hard and painful for him.
Among many things, Bob will be
fondly remembered for was his fly tying which was second to none. He had
the ability to know what the fish wanted
no matter where he was at. Fresh water, salf wa ter, oceans, Jakes; rivers -and
especially spring creeks, Bob drilled
them! His flies won the famous "One
Fly Contest for several years. His Quigley Cripple changed spring creek fishing for everyone and his tying articles
graced the pages of our most popular fishing magazines thru the years.
Many of you got to be friends with
Bob, or got a flytying tip from him, took
one of his classes or went on one of his
trips, so you know how special he was.
Bob was a first class entertainer.
This year when you go fishing make
itapointtocatchafish with one ofBob's "
Quigley Cripples" and give that fish a big
kiss for Bob ......thats the way he'd want it.
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
July Outing: Smallmouth Bass on The
Umpqua River
s the weather heats up in will provide a map identifying places to
July, the trout fishing in fish from the bank. Smal !mouth bass can
many of our favorite lakes
be found in the pools and backwater arslows down; however, this is the perfect eas, and even in the slower riffles. They
time to head to the Umpqua River to especially like to hold along the bedrock
fish for smallmouth bass. Smallmouth ledges and around the boulders. They
are abundant throughout the main Umwill readily take poppers, Clouser minpqua and in the South Umpqua up to nows, wooly buggers, streamers, and
large
nymphs.
Tiller. They are
Floating or slowaggressive fish,
and will readsinking
lines
ily take a fly.
fished on a 4 to
6-weight rods are
For those that
would like to
ideal. If you are
give this fishery
interested in goa try, the Southing, call or email
ern Oregon Fly
me, David Haight
Fishers will host
(541-855-9043,
an outing to the
tmdrhaight@inUmpqua River
fostructure.net).
on July 21. We
Please
let me
will meet at 6:30
know if you will
AM for breakbe bringing a boat,
fast at Shari's
and if you have
Restaurant, on
room for a passenAgness
Avger.
enue just off
the Grants Pass
David Haight,
A friend of Dave Haight's with a small-

of dollars. The participants had lots of
good questions and were fast learners.

A

Outings Chair
Parkway by the mouth bass taken from the Umpqua.
south I-5 interchange. If you
don't want to eat, show up by 7:30. We
can car pool to the Umpqua from there.
We will float a section of main Umpqua,
so if you have a driftboat or pontoon
By Dave Grosjacques
boat, please bring it. If you don't have
a boat, we will try to find you a ride, or
he SOFF again offered a beginning fly fishing clinic this
spring on Saturday, May 19rh
at the Reinhart All Sports Park. The
Umpqua Smallmouth
Jul21
instructors were SOFF club members
Lonesome Duck
Jul 27-29
Jerry
Keeling, Dave Grosjacques, BobWilliamson River
Aug 11
bie White and Larry White. The twelve
Sky Lakes Wilderness
Aug 18-19
participants received instruction in knot
Fourmile Lake
Sep 15-16
tying, equipment, safety, casting and
Middle Rogue SteelOct20
more. One of the things we stressed was
head.
that a person who is new to the sport can
Coastal Chinook
Nov 17
get started without spending thousands

SOFF Beginning Fly
Fishing Clinic 2012

2012 Outings

T

Jerry Keeling and Dave Grosjacques
address some of the issues raised by the
clinic students.
Many found some of the knots easier
than they thought, and got through the
confusing labeling systems we use that
assign larger numbers to larger fly rods

Clinic students learning various knots
under the watchful eye of Dave Grosjacques.
and smaller hooks. All of them thanked
us for a good day of instruction and left
full of enthusiasm and plans to give fly
fishing a serious try in the near future.
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FLY TYING CORNER
Black Diamond
Hook:
Weight:
Tail:
Body:
Rib:
Hackle:
Color Variations:

Size l 0 or 12, 3X Long (TMC 200R or Equi.).
(Optional) 6 or 8 Turns of .015 Lead Wire.
Black Moose Mane or Hackle Barbules.
Black Seal Sub . (Jay Fair) or Pseudo Seal
(Spirit River).
Fine Copper Wire.
Black Saddle Hackle Tied Back at a 45 Degrees
Over the Thorax.
Dark Olive or Cinnamon Tail, Body and Hackle.

Tying Instructions:
Wrap a layer of thread over the body and tie in the tail so it's just a bit shorter than the hook shank.
Tie in a piece of copper wire for the rib and lay it back out of the way. Dub the rear 2/3rds of the body with black dubbing,
keeping it thin. Then counter-wrap the rib over it.
Dub the thorax thicker than the body, trim off any stray dubbing hairs that stick out.
Tie in the hackle, shiny side forward. Do three or four wraps and tie off and trim end. Grasp all of the hackle in front of
the hook eye and pull it back at a 45 degree angle over the thorax. Do several wraps of thread back over the hackle, so it stays
back over the thorax.
This fly was in Denny Rickard's book: Tying Stillwater Patterns for Trophy Trout. Denny got it from an angler who was
catching fish on almost every cast on Diamond Lake one day thirty years ago. He modified it to make it more durable. It is a
very easy fly to ti.e and it wo.rksJ l,ba~ us.edit with.an intermediate sink line and slow 5 or 6 inch twitches (the famous Buck
Woodburn twitch!). In shallow water or when the fish are near the surface I have used it with a floating line, using either the
weighted or the un-weighted version. The fly imitates an emerger or a mayfly nymph near the surface and possibly a dragonfly
nymph when using a weighted fly and an intermediate sink line when it is fished near the bottom. I caught more fish on this
fly than on any other offering at this year's Lemolo Lake outing.
Fly Tied By: Dave Grosjacques

John Storfold

r

-

-

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

- - - ,

-

Membership Form
c:J Regular.......................................... $35.00

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

D
D
D
D
D

Family............................................ $45.00
Youth .............................................. $10.00
Contributing.................................. $50.00
Lifetime (Individual) ................... $350.00
Lifetime (Couple) ......................... $450.00

Name(s): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City:________
._.St....a....te._·_ __
Zip·
Phone: Home (
Wor k : < - - - - - - - - - Email_•---------------Personal interests:
Renewal:
New:

L-----

.J

I
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS
7-11
7-19
7-21
7-28
7-27-29
8-1
8-11
8-18-19

9-6
9-11

9-20

Board Meeting.
No Club Meeting.
Club Outing - Umpqua
Small mouth.
Special Club Meeting Annual Wine Dinner.
Lonesome Duck Outing
Board Meeting.
Club Outing - Williamson
River.
Club Outing - Sky Lakes
Wilderness.
Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting.

Editor's Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8
The silver salmon as well as others that
l caught in the Karluk River together
with the fish I caught out in the salt water, silver salmon, halibut, black bass,
etc., has primed my pump to venture
north once again. Maybe next year if I
can collect enough bottles and cans to
defray the costs!
What else is happening? The third
annual Winery Dinner holds sway on
July 28th at the Wooldridge Winery
up in the Applegate Valley. After last
year's event there was some unhappiness that it was scheduled the same
weekend as the 'Back to the Fifties'
custom car parade. This year the club
made every effort to avoid that conflict
by trying for another weekend, but alas
that was the only weekend open. This
year as last year, we'll be having the
Morning Wood Barbecue people at the
grill once again. What an outstanding
barbecue they produced from the meat,
to the side dishes to the desert - homemade ice cream - wow.
Good wine, good food , great camaraderie, it doesn't get much better
than that. If you don't want to miss
out, I would suggest you get your reservations in early. For those of you that
would like to see a hot rod, we have

persuaded Ron Cremo to bring his fine
custom car out once again. There you go
- the best of both worlds.

Lemolo Outing
By

Dave Grosjacques
fter a guarantee of good
weather for this outing,
Dave Grosjacques welcomed 12 enthusiastic SOFF members
to Lemolo Reservoir for some mountain
views
and
decent fishing.
This
outing was
held for the
third year
in a row the
weekend
after
Memorial Day.
After a sol id
week of rain
in 2010 and
snow
and
cold weather in 2011, it The group that made the
was time for Dave's Annual Outing.
some sunshine. The people who came up to fish
stayed in the Forest Service campground
at Poole Creek or at the small RV park at
the resort. We did find some mid-sized
rainbow and browns that were willing
to bite the flies we offered, and even a
few smaller kokanee.
A gathering for refreshments and
fish stories was held on Friday at 4 at
the cabin Dave had rented for the outing, with all 12 participants in attendance. Stories were told and plans were
made for fishing that evening and the
next morning. Some rain late Saturday
night dampened some of our plans, but
the fish were biting Saturday morning
despite the damp and cooler weather.
One of the reasons we have outings
in our club is to get members to try a
new fishing spot. Those who attended

A

this outing had a lot of fun and almost
all of them had never been to Lemolo.
Most all of them said that they would
be back next year.
Another reason for our outings is
social, outings give members a chance
to fish with friends and have some fun.
Newer members Bill Bryan and his
wife Anne, and John Warzawski and
his wife Caroline got the chance to
meet and swap stories with the rest of
the group. Dave has already contacted
the Resort about reserving the cabin for
the weekend
after Memorial Day next
year. Those
who
were
there don't
even need a
good weather guarantee for next
year,
they
will be there
and ready to
fish in 2013.
Hopefully
trek to Lemolo Lake for
there will be
others who
will be willing to give Lemolo a try. The fish will
be waiting.
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Editor's Notebook

J

ust got back from a successful fly fishing venture to California! The stars must have
been aligned for the fish gods smiled
upon us; however I can't say the same
about the weather gods. Granted that
the sun shone, the temperature was
moderate, but the winds blew like
there was no tomorrow. Ah, the trials
and tribulations of pursuing fish with
the long rod. For a more detailed story
about my adventure, look for my piece
in next month's newsletter.
I would assume as summer reaJly gets into high gear, the majority
of the membership has already been
out a time or two or more giving those
'rascally trout' a hard time to hoe. I
hope you all were successful and had
your cameras at the ready to record
the event of catching the big one or
not so big one, then passing the photos onto your 'old editor'.
Where else can I go is probably

an often heard remark by the membership, I sure know that is the case for
me. One of the places that I'm hoping
to get to this year is the Williamson
and Wood Rivers over in Chiloquin. I
fished there for a couple of days two
years ago and the success l had fishing
with Teresa Kasza and Marlon Rampy
as part of the Lonesome Duck outing
merely whetted my appetite for more.
Added to this was the fact that my
biggest fish of the trip, a giant seven
pound rainbow, was the catalyst that
stoked the fires even brighter for me to
return. I'll be back, maybe not staying
at the Lonesome Duck Lodge, but still
fishing the Williamson once again.
For those of you who may not be
aware, the Williamson is about a two
hour run from Grants Pass, a doable
day trip. The only down side to either the Williamson or Wood, is that
majority of the property surrounding
the two rivers is private, necessitating

some type of floating device to be able
to fish it. Although you could do it on
your own, it is highly recommended
that you hire a guide, at least for the
first time to get the lay of land, as to
speak before trying it on your own.
Talking about fishing trips, I can't
help recalling my last year's 'great
Alaska adventure'. What a difference
a year makes! This time last year, I
was voraciously searching for patterns to tie, new rods to purchase and
other equipment I thought necessary
to take with me. As with any newbie,
l completely over did the equipment,
clothing and other items that I took.
The only thing I really accomplished
with all this 'stuff' was to have two
suitcases that tickled the upper limit
of my baggage allowance.
Still, just thinking about that trip
and viewing the many pictures that
I took had me reliving the the event.
Continued on Pg. 7
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Southern Oregon Fly Fishers are making the trek over to the Wood and Williamson Rivers and are scoring big on
some large trout.
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Jerry Keeling and Tom Beveridge shared an outing won at last year's auction for a guide trip with Josh White and Jerry landed this outstanding 26
inch rainbow taken on the Wood River. Jerry says that this was the largest
trout he ever caught and be estimated the weight at 7 lbs plus. Jerry said
that it took him a good 15 minutes to land the monster.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
by
Jim Simpson
must say I am completely
blown away that we only had
three people attend the Hyde
Lake outing at Yamsi Ranch. I have
been on that outing a couple times
and always felt it was a good
time, both while fishing and
while visiting club members
that were camping out. We
are a club that has 264 members; I guess that's the part
that has me puzzled. I would
have thought around twenty
or so people would have been
interested in going. I guess I
have no room to talk since I was busy
that weekend also and could not make
it. I really need to find out what went
wrong and how we can avoid a small
turnout like this next year. Outings like
Hyde Lake only come around once a
year and there is a fair amount of work
that goes into hosting something like
that. Not to mention that the owners
of the lake reserve it just for our club
that day. One thing that we have been
hoping to get from members attending
our club outings is some kind of report
to put in the newsletter along with a
few pictures. Let us know how it went
and what fly seemed to work best. This
would be a good thing for the host of
the outing to do, just to wrap it up unti I
the next one.
The SOFF Auction is just a few
months away, have you given some
thought as to what you would like to do

!
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to help? John Storfold has already been
gearing up for this annual event and
there is so much more that still needs
to be done. My hat is off to John and
his crew, this is a big project to take on.
This is the one event that lets the Board
Members know what kind of a budget they will have the following year.
Some years are better than others, but
even last year in an economy that has
seen better days we did alright. I always
enjoy watching a good bidding war or
even better yet, being in the mix myself.
I learned some time ago, however that
my wife is much better at the reins when
it comes to bidding than I am.
By the time this article is out we will
have had the Smallmouth Bass outing
on the Umpqua River and the Winery
meeting. That's two events that you can
almost guarantee a good time had by

--

--

-

--

KC of Morning Wood Barbecue at the
helm, producing yet again another succulent barbecue for all those that attended the Winery Dinner.

if they should attend the Winery meeting or the car cruise. There was a great
effort to schedule for a different night,
but there were no openings to be had.
We will have to see what we can do for
next year's event, since I'm fairly sure
we will do this again.
We have a Board Meeting in August, but no General
Meeting so-refer to the SOFF
Newsletter to keep up to
speed on the August outings
and lots of other cool stuff. I
look forward to seeing you
all at the meetings and that's
the honest truth. Take care
and drive carefully.
"Nothing makes a fish bigger than
almost being caught"
- Author Unknown -

"The SOFF Auction is just a
few months-away, have you giv-en some thought as to what you
would like to do to help?"
all. It has been years since I fished the
crystal clear waters of the Ump qua, but
remember it as though it happened yesterday. Trying to sleep on the riverbank
with borderline second degree sunburns
to keep me warm and cozy at night. I
remember catching fish ALL day long,
every day we were on the water.
The Winery meeting is also a very
enjoyable time. It is by far the most relaxed meeting of the year. The venue is
beautiful and the food is over the top. We
are very lucky to have KC and his crew
from Morning Wood BBQ catering the
event again this year. Jay Prouty will
have lined up some nice items for the
raffle including a few bottles of Wooldridge's fine wine and an Anderson rod.
This is always a great time to catch up
with friends or make new ones.
I apologize to those having to decide

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Bank of the Cascad.es at 6th
and Savage, Grants Pass
The next meeting is scheduled:
August 1st, 6:00pm or
the first Wednesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS
Future Programs
Sep 20th
Oct 18th
Nov 10th
Dec 20th
Jan 17th
Feb 21st
Mar 21st

Craig Nielson
Kirk Deeter
Annual Auction
Brian O'Keefe
TBA
TBA
TBA

WHEN:

TIMES:

Aug 16, 2012

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00PM
Meeting
7:30PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:
Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

No Meeting

SOFF Habitat Partners
By Dave Grosjacques
he steelhead and salmon
populations of our part of the
Rogue River Basin rely on
the tributaries for much of their spawning and rearing. Coho salmon and steelhead in particular use local streams like
Pickett Creek, Shan Creek, Jumpoff
Joe Creek, Limpy Creek, Quartz Creek
and Taylor Creek to spawn. The young
coho and steelhead spend from one to
two years as juveniles in these streams,
growing and preparing for their migration to the ocean.
The Stream Restoration Alliance
of the Middle Rogue has focused their
stream restoration efforts on these
tributaries and others in the area. Our
club is a partner of the SRA, donating money and providing volunteers
to help with projects that help provide
quality fish habitat. These projects are
expensive, with many of them requiring heavy equipment to move large
logs into position in the stream channel, forming structures that help form
pools, catch spawning gravel and provide over-wintering habitat for fish.
The SRA must write a grant proposal
and get funding from various sources
to do a project. Part of the grant proposal is matching funds, in which the SRA
gets local groups to pledge funding and
labor to help with the project. The Middle Rogue Steelheaders and the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers are two groups
who are often used to provide matching
funds for these grant proposals. Our
SOFF budget has a habitat line item of

T

Continued on Pg. 7

No Meeting in August
Photo Potpourri

Dick Adams landing a fine Williamson rainbow in a photo captured by Marlon Rampy

Andy Sandeen with a Williamson rainbow which was
the largest trout that he had ever caught.
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CASTING ABOUT
Hot Creek - A Tradition
By
Duane 'The Editor' Chebul

What is a tradition? According to Jack Daniels or single malt scotch sit- so a relaxed breakfast after the mornWebster, it is "an inherited, established ting on the porch on an evening discuss- ings conversation, then rig or re-rig and
or customary pattern of thought, action ing the day's angling success and you you're good to go.
or behavior". This seems to be an ac- have for better or worse a long estabAs I said earlier the ranch property
curate definition of an annual ritual that lished tradition.
is limited to dry flies only which somehas transpired over the last 33
times is a daunting task particuyears and that is :flyfishing with
larly when there is no hatch and
my son and a friend at Hot Creek
you have to pound the fish up. A
Ranch in the eastern Sierras.
caddis fished in a size 18 to 20
It is always the same thing.
is probably the best all around
For the at least the last ten years
fly going. It's used not only for
we have stayed in cabin nine of
a hatch, but to entice the trout
nine, prior to then it was in one
when there is nothing on the
of the other eight cabins.
water. Baetis and PMD are used
The meals are always the
when a hatch is indicated and
same, lasagna the first night,
when all other flies fail, a beetle
steak the second night and barhas been known to save the day.
becued chicken the last night.
This year a new fly was added to
Among the food traditions is
the arsenal - a Trico size 20 to
the obligatory apple pie and
22. This fly is so small that even
...,,..__ half gallon of vanilla ice cream
threading on a tippet is a monuThe cabins at Hot Creek Ranch basking in the shadows
that generally is never eaten bemental task for me and seeing it
of the Sierras
cause we get in late from fishing
on the stream is all but imposand by the time dinner is done
sible. So instead of 'setting the
no one feels like eating any pie or ice
I suspect one of the things that has hook' on shadows or what I thought
cream.
made this trip so enduring is not only was a fish, I utilized the two fly system;
the fishing, but the chance to be with
my son Duane Jr. Over the years as he
has grown and matured, our life paths
veered with each of us going our separate ways. Work and eventual retirement
was my path whereas his was, school,
starting a career, marriage and family.
Although we were able to see each other
throughout the year, there was never a
time when we could sit and have an in
depth heart to heart conversation. Over
Morning at Hot Creek Ranch with a cup the years there were many a morning Duane Jr. stands by the creek after reof hot coffee and some good conversa- when he and I sat on the porch of one leasing yet another nice fish.
tion.
of the cabins shortly after sunrise over
a size 16 Caddis as the point and the
The flies we use are always the same a steaming cup of coffee and really dis- Trico as the trailer. I still couldn't see
ones. Since Hot Creek Ranch is run as a cussed what was on our minds. Many the fly, but if the Caddis did anything
dry fly only fishery, the patterns remain a topic was discussed with the depth of I'd set the hook.
consistent. Caddis primarily, Baetis, some that was even surprising to me.
Over the years, I've caught my fair
But all of this was a prelude of
PMDs and on occasion Black Beetles
share of fish on the stream, and so as
things to come. Hot Creek is a gentlemake up the list of flies that are used.
not be forced to fly the 'skunk' flag I
Add to this the customary cigars man's fishery in that you don't need to
and a couple of fingers of Gentleman be on the stream until 10:00 am or so,
Continued on Pg. 7
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
August Outing: Sky Lakes Wilderness
e will head to the Sky
Lakes Wilderness ~rea
for our August outmg.
The Rogue Flyfishers will join us for a
hike into the Sky Lakes Basin on August
18. This beautiful basin has a number of
lakes which have good populations of
brook trout and a few rainbows as well.
From the Cold Springs trailhead, it is
by far the easiest access into the Sky
Lakes Wilderness. We will have an
easy hike of less than three miles with
minimal elevation gain into the basin.
The mountain trail sets off amid mountain hemlocks and red Shasta fir up to
4 feet in diameter. Expect ripe red and
blue huckleberries along the trail.
Our goal will be Isherwood Lake,
an 18 acre lake that supports brook and
rainbows in the 12-14 inch range. In addition to Isherwood, there are several
other fishable lakes a short hike from
Isherwood.
Those that want to spend the night
in the basin will need to bring the appropriate backpacking gear. We will be
practicing "leave no trace" camping.
For those that don't, it is a short enough
hike that it is easy to make a day trip.
We will meet at the Apple Peddler
Restaurant in White City (on the west
side of the Hwy 62/Hwy 140 intersection). Come at 7:00 AM if you want to
eat breakfast. Otherwise, be there by
8:00AM.
Bring your usual stillwater trout
gear: 3 to 5-weight rods; floating, clear
intermediate, and sinking lines; and an

W

2012/ 2013 Outings
Aug 11
Aug 18-19
Sep 15-16
Oct20

Nov 17
Jan 1

Williamson River
Sky Lakes Wilderness
Fourmile Lake (Post
poned).
Middle Rogue Steelhead.
Coastal Chinook
Holy Water Chili
Feed

assortment of flies. The brook trout in
these high lakes tend to be opportunistic
feeders, so a wide variety of flies will
likely work. Small black or olive woolly
buggers and leeches, small nymphs,
midge patterns, damselflies, callabaetis emergers and adults, and terrestrial
patterns (ants, beetles, yellow jackets)
would be good choices. Bright attractor patterns can also be effective. Don't
forget to bring your favorite dry flies
- elk hair caddis is mine - they can be
very productive when the sun is off the
water or there is a light chop.

A group from a past outing to Sky
Lakes. Note all the floation devices that
they are also packing with them.

Although there is some bank access,
a float tube or inflatable raft will be a
useful asset at Isherwood. Be sure to
bring sunscreen, insect repellant, food,
water, and appropriate hiking gear.
Since there will not be an August
meeting to sign-up at, if you're planning on attending olr have any further
questions, contact Jerry Haynes at 541
292-6927 or erp.ail him at gdhaynes04@
msn.com.

Jerry Haynes

Williamson River Outing
n August 11, Gary Miller
will lead an outing to the
Williamson River to fish
for the trophy redband trout the Klamath Basin is noted for. Those interested
in attending the outing should meet
Gary at 8:00 AM for breakfast at Melitas Restaurant on Hwy 97 in Chiloquin.
For those that want to head over the day
before, Melitas also has a motel (541783-2401 ). Collier Park, located on
Hwy 97 north of Chiloquin is a good
place for those that want to camp.
Gary recommends that participants bring a driftboat or pontoon boat.
As for fishing equipment, bring 6 or
7-weight rods, floating and clear intermediate lines, and leaders that taper to
5 or 6X. Useful fly patterns include
streamers, buggers, small nymphs, and
soft hackles.
Gary fishes the Williamson frequently, and knows it well. This is an
excellent opportunity for those club
members that want experience this exciting fishery.

O

David Haight, Outings Chair

Fourmile Lake Outing
Postponed
For those planning ahead, we have
an outing to Fourmile Lake scheduled
for September 15. I am the host for that
outing and now have a conflict. I have
been unable to find anyone to take over
the outing, so it will be postponed (unless someone contacts
and offers to
be the host). Due to other activities on
our calendar, it will be rescheduled to a
date October.

me

David Haight, Outings Chair
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FLY TYING CORNER

I

Glass Bead Grizzly Hackled Bugger
Hook:

Thread:
Tail:
Bead:
Body:
Wire:

Hackle:

8-12 Nymph Hook
Black 6/0.
Burnt Orange Marabou.
Red Glass Bead with Silver Lining.
Peacock Herl Rope.
Any Size the Tyer Wants. I Used Copper for this
Particular Fly.
This Particular Hackle is #1 Magnum Hen Neck
by Metz But You Can Use Whatever is in Your
Material Box.

Tying Instructions:
Pinch the barb on the hook. This helps putting the bead on the hook. Dress the hook with the thread.
Tie in the Tail. Now tie in your wire. I like to tie mine the full length of the hook for a more uniform body.
Tie in about 5 strands of peacock herl and make a herl rope. Wrap the herl rope forward just behind the the bead.
Counter wrap the wire forward (this helps make the herl more durable) Now tie in the hackle by the tips.
Wrap the hackle about three wraps folding the hackle back on the stem as you wrap. This helps keep you from traping
·
the hackle as you wrap.
Make a small head behind the bead and whip finish or half hitch (your preference). Now lets get this fly wet and go fishmg.
I have no idea if this combination has been tied beforn or not. But that is the beauty of fly.: tying. Your vice is your kitchen
and you can adjust any recipe to suit your desires. This fly is my adaptations of some methods I have picked up from some
outstanding tyers. The addition of the glass bead is an idea I got from Bruce Boehman. I have added it to some other flies

and seem to increase my hits.

Tied by: John Storfold
John Storfold

r

-

-

Fly Tying Chair

Ph.660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

- - - ,

-

Membership Form
CJ Regular.......................................... $35.00

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

I .

D
D
D
D
D

Family............................................ $45.00
Youth .............................................. $10.00
Contributing.................................. $50.00
Lifetime (Individual) ................... $350.00
Lifetime (Couple) ......................... $450.00

I
I
I
I

Name(s): - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City:________
S....,.t...,a...,te.....• _ __
Phone: Home (
Work: ( _ __..,.._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Email-·---------------Personal interests:
Renewal:

L-----

New:

.J

..

~~

COMING EVENTS
8-1
8-11
8-18-19
9-6
9-11

9-16
9-20
10-3
10-18
11-10

Board Meeting.
Club Outing - Williamson
River.
Club Outing - Sky Lakes
Wilderness.
Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Picnic at Rinehart
Volunteer Park.
Club Meeting with Craig
Nielson.
Board Meeting.
Club Meeting with Kirk
Deeter.
Annual Club Auction.

SOFF Habitat Partners Cont. From Pg 3

$3,000. The SOFF Board of Directors
gets a request for matching funds from
Habitat Chair Dave Grosjacques, who
is the angler representative on the SRA
Board. The Board votes on the request
(which is usually between $500 and
$700), and if the request is approved
Dave signs the SRA grant proposal for
that amount.
We hope to continue as a club to
help the SRA with these restoration projects that are so vital to the populations
of fish in the Rogue Basin. This summer new projects will be done on Shan
Creek, Pickett Creek and Quartz Creek.
The members of our club are united in
their support of these efforts. Dave will
be putting together a display showing
where the projects are located and the
types of structures that are placed in
the streams. To get more involved with
SOFF and SRA habitat projects, talk
to Dave at an upcoming general meeting. The club has provided volunteers
in the past for tree planting, checking
fish traps, carcass placement and project monitoring. More volunteers will be
needed in the next year. You can get involved and by doing so help protect and
restore habitat for the fish runs that we
value so much in Southern Oregon.

Hot Creek Cont. from Pg. 4

concentrate on that first fish. After that
I spend a lot of time watching my son
and our friend, Steve Hagins, fish. I've

Just goes to prove that 'old pops' still has
it when it comes to landing a Hot Creek
brown.
Our friend Steve Hagins with a fish taken from the stream.

taught both of them to fly fish and over
the years I've watch as they both have
steadily improved; to where today their
casting ability is excellent, their reaction to a rise is outstanding. Adversity
or times of plenty sees them both fishing
with the same intensity. If there is one
thing that disturbs me a bit is that they
don't share the fanaticism for fly fishing
'old pops' does and can revert to 'gear
fishing' at the proverbial drop of a hat.
Still when they fly fish it is all business.
Over the years I have tried to en-

Even 'old pops' gets into the action with
a nice brown ready for landing.

courage them to learn how to tie flies
'
but neither have displayed an interest
and why should they when they have
'old pops' to supply their needs. Sure
they buy some of their flies if they don't
think mine will do the trick, but they're
just as fast to return to the fold as to
speak if they see mine work. Oh well,

Over these many years it has been
a combination of all these things that
have made this tradition so special,
particularly to me. What does the future entail, who knows? I'm certain of
one thing though as long as I can and
the boys want to, the tradition will continue!

Club Picnic On Tap
By Jerry Keeling
OFF club members, we are
bringing back the soff swap
meet for the picnic. Bring
your extra fly fishing gear and make it
available for club members to swap for
or buy.
The club picnic, to held at the Harry and David pavillion at the Rinehart
Volunteer Park is set for Sunday, September 16. The swap meet and castingclinic will start at 12 noon. Bring your
stuff and sell/swap.
At 1:00 PM, a potluck lunch of
barbecued tri-tip and chicken will be
served.
After lunch, the popular casting
games at the casting pond will take
place with cash awards given out to the
top place finishers

S
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Editor's Notebook

A

s usual, my comments
are the last thing that
gets written every month
and by the time I begin work on it the
~ ~ V dP' '
:~ just about finished.
i"hts month was no different and
as I write this piece, I can't help
but think of all the fine photos
that I have included in this month
issue. From the cover to those
on Page 3 of this issue and to
the ones I've received and yet to
print, all have something in common - they are all of big fish. In
many cases, they are the largest
trout that the club member has
ever caught. Even the old editor
has recorded his personal best a 7 Y2
pounder taken from the Williamson a
couple of years back.
A common characteristic of all
those fish is that they were caught in
one of two rivers - either the Wood
or WiJJ:,,'11.son both of which attract

their fish from Upper Klamath Lake.
Considering that Klamath Lake is a
relatively shallow body of water that
heats up excessively during the sum-

mer which in turn forces the fish to
seek refuge from it in either Wood or
Williamson, it still must have something in it that causes the fish to grow
to some gigantic proportions.
On August 11, the club will be
having an outing on the Williamson

River, hosted by Gary Miller. If you
have never fished the Williamson,
this would be the perfect time to do
so as I certainly could use some additional photos of big Williamson
rainbows. For more information
refer to the outing notice on page
5 of this issue.
Once again the winery dinner was an outstanding success.
We had almost 50 people in attendance, who enjoyed an evening of
good fellowship aided in part by
Wooldridge Winery's great wines
and a fine barbecue put on by KC
of the Morning Wood Barbecue
Co. In fact the dinner was so successful that arrangements are already
in the works for next year's event at
Wooldridge with KC and Morning
Wood at the barbecue helm. KC has
promised an even more spectacular
spread for next year, so plan on attending - you won't bP
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After a two month summer hiatus,
Southern Oregon Fly Fishers are once
again ready to enjoy their monthly
club meetings.
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Marlon Rampy sends along this photo of Katie Elliott and Jeanie Forman
who spent the day with him drifting the Williamson River. This was just
one of several nice fish caught by the two ladies. Incidentally, Katie and
Jesse Elliott and Mark and Jeanie Forman were enjoying a stay at the
Lonesome Duck Lodge the result of a winning bid at last year’s auction.
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that this club is loaded with support; not
just from the fellow Board Members, but
also from the general membership. If
you know someone that you feel would
do a good job, do this club a favor and
talk with them. They may not be aware
of the talent they possess and just need
someone to mention it to them. Give
them some food for thought.
I’m sure you’re getting tired of me
pushing the Clinics and Outings but
what better way to meet new members
and make some good friends. One thing
that I would like to see at all club functions is everyone socializing. There is
no reason why anyone should feel intimidated or left out when any of us get
together. This club stands out for many
reasons and giving everyone the feeling

within this club. It will also give you
the chance to meet people from other
clubs since Habitat projects are generally open to the other fishing clubs
in the valley. If you ever want to see
a huge grin on Dave’s face, just have
more SOFF members show up to help
on one of these projects than the other
clubs.
I will remind you again that the
auction is coming, so if you have not
started gathering donations and items
than now is the time to start. John
Storfold will be your contact person
until I hear otherwise and I’m sure
his anxiety level is on a steady rise
and will continue until after the auction. One thing that will help him out
is volunteers willing to tackle one of
the many tasks required to
pull off a successful auction. John I’m going on
record here, You’re The
Man Brother!!!
Jerry and Sue Keeling
are putting together our
club picnic again this year
(see what I mean) and it
will be a good time. I feel
confident with that statement since they always
put a lot of work into it.
This fine event is scheduled for September 16th and will include the “Swap Meet” so bring some
things that are fishing related that you
feel others may want to purchase. We

FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

by
Jim Simpson
his year is slipping by pretty fast, before long we will
be looking to fill the chairs
of the outgoing Board Members. The
Current Board has discussed this several times
and we hope to get some
new members motivated
to step up and get involved. As with most
clubs, it seems that it’s
always the same people
having to carry the majority of the load. When
you have a great membership as we do with as
many members, there is
no reason why we cannot
rotate through these chairs on a regular
basis.
The meetings and outings just
don’t happen on their own, they are
the result of members driven to provide everyone with the opportunity to
enhance their skills, enjoy a day with
friends and meet once a month to stay
in touch. You can be that member that
takes the helm and steers this club on
a winning course. It’s very simple; all
you have to do is ask! Ask any of the
Board Members where you can help or
what you can do to be more involved.
Nobody is going to leave you hanging
or set you up for failure if you decide
to take the challenge. Like I have said
before, one of the first things I learned
when I became President of SOFF is

T

“The meetings and outings just
don’t happen on their own, they
are the result of members driven
to provide everyone with the opportunity to enhance their skills,
enjoy a day with friends and meet
once a month to stay in touch”.
of being welcome should be right up towards the top.
This club has outings every month
for you to enjoy, but there are several
other things you can do that does not require a rod and reel. I am talking about
all the Habitat projects you can attend.
Some are on the weekends for us working folks to attend and some are during the week. If you have an interest
in helping out (and I hope you do) then
your best contact would be Dave Grosjacques. He is what I would consider the
quintessential motivated member. He
can drill holes in a riparian area faster
than you can slap trees in the ground.
He has several projects coming up on
Shan, Picket and Quartz Creeks just to
name a few. Like I mentioned earlier

Continued on Pg. 3

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Bank of the Cascades at 6th
and Savage, Grants Pass
The next meeting is scheduled:
September 6th, 6:00pm or
the first Wednesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS

Future Programs
Oct 18th
Nov 10th
Dec 20th
Jan 17th
Feb 21st
Mar 21st
Apr 18st
May 16st

Hal Janssen
Annual Auction
Brian O’Keefe
TBA
TBA
TBA
Fly Tyers Meeting
TBA

WHEN:

Sept. 20, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Craig Nielsen - Fly Fishing Freestones

President’s Message Cont. From Pg. 2

will also have a raffle of sorts and an
Anderson rod. Well I have taken up
enough room so I will leave you with
a quote and hope to see you either on
the banks or at a meeting. Take care
and be careful my friends.
“The two best times to fish is
when it’s rainin’and when it aint.” ~
By Patrick MacManus ~

Be A Part Of SOFF
History
Want to know the history of SOFF;
the people, events, achievements that
resulted in this special club? You don’t
need to know club history. You will
learn as you go, and may be surprised
at what you learn. I will leave the post
of Historian at the end of the year, and
will coach any member who will volunteer.
As historian, you will collect and
maintain club records and have fun
researching them. You will also collect information on current events and
club activities, write an occasional
newsletter article, create displays for
club meetings, and more.
For more specifics contact me at
redgeheth@gmail.com, or call me at
541 472 1581.

Redge Heth

C

raig Nielsen is the owner and operator of Shasta Trout. A Northern
California native, he has been chasing trout with a fly rod for over
50 years and has guided professionally since 1992. Having fished
all across the western states, B.C. and Alaska he especially appreciates the angling diversity Mt. Shasta offers. From presenting tiny dries to selective
Fall River Rainbows, swinging streamers with switchrods for the Klamath’s fabled
steelhead, dry fly fishing on the McCloud, or nymphing the Upper and Lower Sac
for trophy ‘bows, Craig enjoys it all. Everyone appreciates his patience, angling
versatility and local knowledge.
A certified casting instructor, he has taught at Mel Krieger’s school and was
one of the first authors on switchrods. Craig has been a featured guide for Flywater
Travel, The Ashland Flyshop, Leland, Ted Fay, Fish First, The Clearwater House
and The Flyshop. He has presented to dozens of Fly Fishing clubs in California and
Oregon and as a celebrity in the west coast ISE and Fly Fishing Shows. He holds
a Teaching Credential and a Master’s degree from Chico State where he worked as
an Instructor, Administrator and Counselor before following his passion to guide
full time.
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2 Hands @ Tou Velle
A Spey Gathering on the Rogue
Tou Velle State Park, White City OR
***********

Saturday, Sept. 22nd, 2012 9am - 3pm
Free Lunch! Plan to spend the day with us while you listen to the experts, try
out the equipment, and learn more about spey fishing.
DEMONSTRATORS:
* Jeff Putnam - FFF certified, professional spey-casting instructor
* Lee Davison - FFF certified spey-casting instructor
* John Hazlett - guide & FFF certified spey-casting instructor
* Craig Nielsen - guide & switch rod specialist
* Jack Cook - Scandinavian shooting head specialist
* Steve Godshall - fly line welding instruction
* Charles Gehr – Fly Water Travel
EXHIBITORS:
* Anderson Custom Rods - rods, reels & lines
* R.B. Meiser - rods, reels & lines
* Beulah - rods & lines
* Snake River Outfitters - rods & lines
* Air Flow - lines
* Echo - rods
* Hardy - reels
* Saracione - reels

** JEFF PUTNAM SPEY CASTING SCHOOLS **

Jeff Putnam will offer 5 days of schools on the Rogue. Price includes a 4 mile float, lunch,
and instruction. Rods supplied if needed. 4 - 5 students per day.
Sept. 21 (9 - 4pm) - $295
Sept. 23, 24, 25 (9 - 4pm) - $295
NEED ANSWERS OR INFO?? CALL GARY (541) 582 - 4318
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
Scholarship Winner Cont. From Pg. 7

sociated with the rod tip quivering
from a barely noticeable fish investigation on a fly, or the Goosebumps
that only come from reeling in and
fighting a wild and beautiful rainbow or impressive steelhead.

I, again, thank you all for this generous contribution you have given to
me for my educational pursuits. I look
forward to attending one of your meetings to thank you all in person!
Sincerely,
Megan McKim

Fourmile Lake Outing
Postponed

12:00 pm. It is requested that you bring
a blanket or table to put anything you
want to sell. Also beginning at 12 noon
is the casting clinic taught by Larry and
Bobbie White.
The picnic BBQ will begin at 1:00
pm with the club providing the meat
(Tri-tip and Chicken) barbecued to perfection, and water/sodas. Cost is $5.00
per person.
As usual we will be having a raffle
with some nice raffle items including a
Gary Anderson rod.
As this is a pot luck, members attending with the last names beginning
with A-L are to bring a dessert, while
names beginning with M-Z are to bring
a salad/side dish.
We still hope to have the casting

For those planning ahead, we have
an outing to Fourmile Lake scheduled
for September 15. I am the host for that
outing and now have a conflict. I have
been unable to find anyone to take over
the outing, so it will be postponed (unless someone contacts me and offers to
be the host). Due to other activities on
our calendar, it will be rescheduled to a
date in October.

David Haight, Outings Chair

Annual Club Picnic On
Tap

Just a reminder that the Club’s annual Picnic is on Sunday, September
16th at the Harry and David Pavilion at
the Reinhart Volunteer Park.
It will begin with a swap meet at

2012/ 2013 Outings
Sep 15-16
		
Oct 20		
		
Nov 17
Jan 1		
		
Jan 19		

Fourmile Lake (Post
poned).
Middle Rogue Steelhead.
Coastal Chinook
Holy Water Chili
Feed
TBA

Getting the right temperature for the
chicken and tri-tips.

games beginning at 3 pm, if someone
volunteers to run them. For those of you
that might be thinking of volunteering
to run the casting games, it couldn’t be
any easier; put out the rings, measure
the distance of the casts and award the
prizes – simple enough. Remember this,
you don’t have to be an expert caster to
run the games, your only duties are to
measure and award and cast if you wish
to!
In order to know how many tri-tips
and chicken to throw on the ‘barby’,
Jerry and Sue Keeling requests that you
email them if you are planning to attend to jerrykeeling@msn.com with the
number in your party.
Thank you very much,
Jerry and Sue Keeling
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Fly of the Month Cont. from Pg. 6

Rogue Blue Dancer

catch a nice steelhead on one of these,
take a moment and look to the heavens,
give a big smile and say thanks Al.

Fly Tied By: John Edwards

North Umpqua Fly Tying Festival
The Umpqua Fly Fishers invited
you to their North Umpqua Fly Tying
Festival in Glide, Oregon. It’s a free
event featuring tyers from the West
Coast. The festival runs from 9:00am
to 4:30pm on Saturday, September 22,
2012.
There will guest speakers discussing how to get started in fly fishing as
well as presentations on fishing in Central Oregon.
There will also be raffles, casting
demos by Frank Moore, vendors, displays and food.
The event will be held at the Glide
Community Center near the Umpqua
River. Why not turn it into a fun camping/fishing weekend?
For more information, please contact the Umpqua Valley Fly Fishers at
www.uvff.org.
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FLY TYING CORNER

Rogue Red Dancer

Hook: 			
Thread: 		
Tag:			
Tail: 			
			
Rib:			
Body:			
Hackle:		
Under Wing:		
Wing:			

Page 6

TMC 700, Size 8 or 10.
Red (Blue) 8/0.
Red (Blue) Tinsel.
Layd Amherst Pheasant Tippets Dyed Red
(Blue).
Red (Blue) Wire.
Small Black Chenille.
Black Hen Neck.
Red (Blue) Flashabou.
Black Kid Goat or Similar.

Tying Instructions:
s many of you know the late Al Brunell was a prolific fly tier and developed many fly patterns over the years.
The last two patterns that he developed for the Lower Rogue (Agness area) were the Rogue Red & Rogue Blue
Dancers. Unfortunately Al passed way before he had a chance to put them to use. If you are planning a trip to the
Lower Rogue you might want to give these a try.

A

These are very straight forward wet flies and are easy to tie. Begin by tying in the tinsel for the tag and making two or
three wraps forward. Next measure and tie on the tail. Now tie on a length of the wire for the rib.
Tie on the black chenille and wrap forward to form the body. Trim off the excess and wind the wire rib forward over the
body and trim off the excess.
Tie on the hen hackle by the tip and make a few turns to form a full collar.
Now tie on a few strands of Flashabou and trim to the desired wing length.
Next cut and stack the desired amount of kid goat, measure and cut to length and tie on over the Flashabou. Now form a
neat head, trim the thread and coat with head cement.
Take some of each color on your next trip to the Lower Rogue and fish them using the traditional wet fly swing. If you
Continued on Page 5

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
Email:
Personal interests:				

)

Zip:

Renewal:_____New:______
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CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

9-6
9-11

9-16
		
9-20
		
10-3
10-9
10-18
		
10-20
		
11-10

Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Picnic at Rinehart
Volunteer Park.
Club Meeting with Craig
Nielson.
Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting with Hal
Janssen.
Club Outing - Middle
Rogue Steelhead.
Annual Club Auction.

Editor’s Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8

free salmon egg meal. It’s at this time
that the steelhead can be tempted with a
well placed salmon egg pattern.
It is also at this time of the year that
my thoughts go to other fishing styles for
steelhead. What would it be like to cast
a 12 – 15 foot spey rod? Although I have
never cast a spey rod, I keep thinking
about it. And if you are like me thinking
about, but never doing it, we’re both in
luck as Gary Anderson, along with several other rod makers, put on an annual
spey clinic at Tou Velle Park. For more
information on the clinic refer to page 4
in this newsletter.
Lastly, I’m interested in catching a
steelhead on a ‘swung’ fly. I want to cast
the fly down and across and wait for that
explosive tug from the fish.
Although casting is one phase of
this type of presentation, the fly itself
is another phase. While there are many
patterns to choose from, I have included
an interesting pair of patterns from the
late Al Brunel in this newsletter. They
are his Red Rogue Dancer and his Blue
Rogue Dancer. These were Al’s last patterns before his passing.
Fall is good – football and steelhead,
it doesn’t get much better than that!

Page 7

Megan McKim Awarded the Southern
Oregon Fly Fishers Scholarship

		

Megan McKim was selected as the recipient of the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers Scholarship for the 2012 - 2013 academic year. Megan is a senior in the Fisheries Sciences Program at Oregon State University. Besides excelling academically
in course work tailored to her future career, Megan has gained valuable experience
in other ways. She has served as President of the Student Chapters of the American
Fisheries Society and The Wildlife Society, and as President and Co-Liaison of the
Student Sub-unit of the Oregon Chapter of the American Fisheries Society. She
has performed volunteer work for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife and
the Columbia River Intertribal Fish Commission. She also has spent the last three
summers working as a seasonal fisheries biologist: one summer with the US Fish
and Wildlife Service in Washington and two summers with the US Forest Service
here in Southwest Oregon. After she graduates, Megan plans to pursue a career
managing native fishes here in the Pacific Northwest.
Megan sent the following letter to the club:
Dear Southern Oregon Fly Fishers,
Firstly, I would like to convey my genuine appreciation and sincerely thank
you all for your generous gift of the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers Scholarship.

Since fishing is deeply rooted in my family’s tradition and has always
been a passion of mine, the receipt of this scholarship is especially significant and honorable to me; I am deeply touched to be recognized and awarded with this incredible scholarship.
I greatly appreciate your belief and support in my future career in fishery
science. In the fishery field, I plan to make a difference by not only pursuing the science aspect of fishing, but also by maintaining and managing
this amazing resource so we all may continue to pass this magical pastime
of fishing down to our children and grandchildren. That future generations
may never be unknowing of the unique thrill and intense emotions only asContinued On Page 5
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Editor’s Notebook
Over the years while living up
here in the Pacific Northwest I have remained sort of ambivalent to the football programs at the various schools
and universities in our area. Not to
say that I was totally disinterested,
but approached their programs just as
football, not partisan football. Look
up ‘partisan football’ in Webster’s dictionary and you see a picture of Dave
Grosjacques, so you’ll know what I
mean.
As for me, I was a southern California lad whose favorite university team
was the Southern California Trojans.
Even after living up here for 12 years,
the infatuation continued – gloating
and feeling euphoric when they beat a
team from the Pacific Northwest and
diving into the pits of despair if they
lost.
Well friends and neighbors that
all about to change. It seems my eldest
granddaughter has returned from a
visit to several universities in Wash-

ington and Oregon and after the dust
cleared, she decided that she wanted to
become a “DUCK”. Granted that she is
just starting her senior year in a private
high school, but with her grades and
SAT scores there is no reason to believe
that she won’t become a ‘DUCK’.
Well that gives me one more year
to wean myself from the ‘Crimson
and Gold’ to the ‘Green and Yellow’. I
may become a rabid fan of the Oregon
Ducks with the pre-requisite big O decal on everything that moves, the shirts,
sweaters and whatever else signifying
my allegiance to the Oregon Ducks.
With that said though, I have to draw
the line at those green shoes that Dave
Grosjacques seems to favor. There are
sport fans and there are sport fans.
Fall is finally here and with it
brings steelhead and football, not always in that order. As a person dominated by professional football, the first
sign of fall reassures me that I have
found my way out of the desert of other

team sports. No longer will I be deluged by how many home runs this or
that guy hits, how many basketballs
were dunked or how many hat tricks
were made. Who cares? Once again I
have football. I have studied the papers
and magazines looking for trades and
releases and other issues affecting the
sport. I have renewed my subscription
for the NFL package to DirecTV and
I have gazed into the crystal ball in
hopes of determining who will be the
eventual Superbowl winner.
Ah, what a glorious day Sunday
is! Anywhere from 12 to 15 games will
be played and I get to watch each one.
Granted there is a lot channel surfing
going on as I try to watch every game
almost at once, but that’s the price I
pay for football.
The other fall sport is steelhead.
Each year in September, the salmon
come up to spawn, followed up by
those greedy steelhead trying to get a
Continued on Pg. 7
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Southern Oregon Fly Fishers are still
reaping the rewards of fishing the
Williamson and Wood Rivers. Some
of the rainbows being caught in both
rivers are in the mid to high 20’s.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Jim Simpson
President/Habitat
John Storfold
Vice President/Fly Tying Chair
Lucky Leavitt
Treasurer
Rich Steed
Secretary

Board Members
David Grosjacques
Immediate Past President/Habitat
Jerry Keeling
SOFF Wear
Tom Morris
Member at Large
Jay Prouty
Raffle Chair
Duane Chebul
Newsletter Editor/Web Master
E-Mail. dchebul@terragon.com

Marlon Rampy sends along this photo of Rich Hosley with one of the many
fine rainbows that he caught on a recent outing on the Williamson.

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718

SPECIAL MENTION
Rich Hosley: 		
Ed Morphis:		
Gary Miller		
John Storfold:
David Haight:		
Sue Keeling
Redge Heth		

Membership
Fly Tying Instructor
Programs
Auction Chair
Outings Chair
SOFF Wear
Historian
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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of it due to a medical issue, but as I have
from there.
I was hoping to take my annual Dia- pointed out before, you will never be
mond Lake trip this month, but time is left hanging or blindsided.
The auction will be held Saturday
something that I do not have a surplus
of these days. However, I have heard re- November 17th and I suspect it will be
ports that the fishing up there is pretty a great time. Several people are putting
fair which is good to know. There were in a lot of time to make sure this event
so many disappointing days to be had on not only goes off without a hitch, but
Diamond, fish all day and catch nothing that it is also a good time for all those
but Chub. Those days are gone and with in attendance. If you know of any donaany luck the fishing will just get better tions or contributions to be had please
and better. As I have stated before, I am do not hesitate to get in touch with John
very envious of those that have put in Storfold or any of the Board members
their time and are now retired. To think and we will see what we can do to make
that someday I could get up and just go contact and obtain the items.
fishing because it didn’t seem like a good There will be some special things
day for golf. The way I see it, if I keep going on at the October meeting so
coming to the meetings and hit all the make sure you bring some extra cash

by
Jim Simpson
ell summer break is
over and it’s time to
get back to our regular
meeting nights. There were a
for the raffle. Take care my
few unfortunate incidents that
friends and see you soon.
happened over the summer.
“Catch and Release fishing
The O’Malley’s had their home
is a lot like golf. You don’t have
broken into and had several
to eat the ball to have a good
items stolen. I’m very thanktime. “
ful that they were not injured
~Anonymous
and hope they are able to recover the stolen items. The
clubs storage shed behind the
TapRock Event Center was also
broken into and we lost several
club items. Hopefully that will
be the only time this happens
to the Club and its members.
All you can do is be aware that
Jim Simpson participating in the casting games at the
there are people like that and Club’s annual picnic.
take the appropriate steps to
prevent it from happening to
you. We are supposed to be able to wet outings I can, eventually in about twelve
our lines all day with other concerns years when I retire I will have this fly
besides worrying about the security of fishing dialed in pretty good. Until then
ATTENTION!
our homes.
I will try to glean as much information
Board Meeting
There is a calendar in the mix with that I can from our speakers and other
The Board of Directors meet in
important SOFF dates coming in 2013. club members.
the conference room of the
The Board has decided to have one put
I mentioned this before and I will
Bank
of the Cascades at 6th
together soon to help members plan on keep bringing it up that we are going to
and Savage, Grants Pass
attending outings and habitat projects need some people to fill the chairs that
The
next meeting is scheduled:
as well as other club functions. If you will be vacant in 2013. My chair as PresiOctober 3rd, 6:00pm or
are aware of something that needs to dent for one, Jay Prouty will be stepping
be added please take a look at the cal- down as Raffle Chair and Redge Heth
the first Wednesday
endar and then get in touch with our is looking for someone to take on SOFF
of the month
Editor Duane Chebul or Rich Steed our Historian. My experience as President
All members welcome
Board Secretary and they will take it has been very uplifting. I did miss part

W
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Future Programs
Nov 17th
Dec 20th
		
Jan 17th
Feb 21st
Mar 21st
Apr 18st
May 23rd

Annual Auction
Western Rivers
Conservancy
TBA
TBA
TBA
Fly Tyers Meeting
TBA

WHEN:

Oct. 18, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

Page 3

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Hal Janssen

New Last Cast Syndrome

By John MacDiarmid FFFCCI

H

ave you ever been fishing to a group of rising
fish that moved just out of
range of your normal casting distance?
In an attempt to reach them, you bring
the line up, false cast with nice loops,
a good tempo and straight lines. Then
on the last(presentation) cast you add
a little more power only for the fly line
and fly to land in a crumpled pile no
further than previous cast. What Happened?
Power in a cast must accelerate
through the cast to progressively bend
the rod. The stroke must be smooth.
As the casting distance lengthens,
more power is applied and the rod
bends deeper, the stroke (or cast) must
start sooner and end later. Always remember: short cast- short stroke, long
cast- long stroke. Matching the stroke
with the amount of power or bend in the
rod produces a straight line path of the
rod tip as illustrated in the short cast
and long cast depicted below. The cast
is stopped to produce a straight line
rod tip path and then pulled through
or down to create room for the fly line
to travel over the rod tip. Pull down
too far and the loops open up; stop it
high, just under the unrolling line and
the loops are tight. This illustration
is taken from Mel Krieger’s book The
Essence of Flycasting. Returning to
the “What Happened” in the first paraContinued on Pg. 5

Hal Janssen, nationally known writer, artist, lecturer, video personality has
been fly-fishing over 50 years in fresh and saltwater. Golden Gate Casting Club
“old-timers” adopted him as a child, giving him a shooting head, teaching him to
cast. His rare naturally polarized eyes enable him to quickly analyze stream conditions, taking fish when others are unsuccessful. Growing up in the 50’s Hal was
an active member of the Rivers of a Lost Coast greats group and a consummate
stillwater authority, Hal’s self-confidence and fiery enthusiasm seem to guide him
in everything he does.
As a fine artist, Hal Janssen has illustrated all the fly drawings and paintings
for Anglers’ Calendar for over 20 years and has illustrated many magazine articles.
When Hal gets involved he usually gets “Best of Show,” as with his fish carvings.
He calls them “Living Wood” because of their unique life-like realism. In his spare
time Hal restores classic cars and has achieved professional pin striper status.
Hal has written over 25 articles for leading fly-fishing magazines. He has
contributed to 21 books as both artist and author. Hal gained broad recognition as
an instructor for his stillwater fly-fishing seminars and schools, and has entertained
thousands in fly club presentations, as a member of the Coors Outdoor Team, and
Ed Rice’s International Sportsman’s Exposition Pro Staff. He helped found the
Diablo Valley Fly Fishers Club and is a fisheries consultant to conservation groups.
Hal’s book “Fly-Fishing Secrets Stillwater” is full of never before available stillwater information, revolutionary fly patterns and instruction on how to tie and fish
them.
Hal is a member of the Federation of Fly-Fishing Hall of Fame and is a member
of the prestigious California Outdoor Hall of Fame. He is an exceptional individual
who has made significant contributions to the sport of fly-fishing.
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YOU ARE ALL INVITED

Southern Oregon Fly Fishers
2012 Annual Auction
Guided Trips, Fly Fishing Equipment and accessories,
Artwork, Lodging getaways, and more
Come Join the Fun
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Taprock Event Center
955 SE 7th St. Grants Pass
Date: November 17, 2012 at 5 PM
Silent Auction: 5 to 6:30 PM
Meeting: 6:30 to 6:50 PM
Dinner: 6:50 to 7:30 PM
Oral Auction 7:30 to 9:00 (approximate)
Dinner Reservations: E-mail info@soff.org or call 541-955-4718 (please, no later than Thursday Nov 15,
2012)

Your auction committee is working hard to acquire multitudes of goodies for your bidding. But we do need everyone’s
help with additional items for the silent and oral auction. If you have items to donate to the silent or oral auction please contact
any of the auction committee (John Storfold, Tom Morris, Chuck Rund, Ed Morphis, and Sonya Nisson) or any of the SOFF
board members. Items for the auction don’t have to be fishing items. We have had a wide spectrum of items, new or used that
someone will find a new purpose for someone.
So far we have a few new items with more coming in:
One of which is Guided Fishing Trip on the Missouri River: One day fishing for two on the Missouri river with Headhunters Fly Shop working out of Craig, Montana. We also picked up a trip with Shasta Trout from Craig Nielsen, last month’s guest
speaker.. That is a one day guided trip for two (walk and wade on the McCloud, Upper Sacramento, Pit River or Hat Creek,
a drift boat trip on the Klamath, Lower Sac or Trinity river with one of their great guides.
We will have a variety of fly rods and reels, with guided trip from many of our local guides, get aways, and much, much
more.

DONATIONS FOR SILENT AUCTION
Sonja Nisson, chair of the Silent Auction, Ed Morphis and I have been trying to come up with ideas to “spiff up” the silent
auction and make it more enjoyable. One idea we had is to ask for donations of fly fishing items you have in your possession,
that you purchased, thinking they “wonderful,” but you really haven’t used much. I think most of us have such things that are
too valuable to dispose of in most ways, so we just keep them. We suggest you donate them to the auction, letting someone
else have the use of them, with SOFF benefiting!
I know fly tiers have many such things. I have a couple of spinning tools that truly are wonderful, but with my style of
tying, I don’t really use them, so they will be donated. There are several types of valuable tying materials I don’t and won’t
use. It will be a benefit for me to be rid of the clutter.
Auction Continued on Pg. 5
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Middle Rogue Steelhead Outing

ur October outing usually
takes place on the Rogue
River near Grants Pass.
The fall Chinook are spawning, and
the steelhead can be found in pockets
and troughs below the spawning salmon feeding on stray salmon eggs and
nymphs that are dislodged by the salmon’s activities. This is usually a great
outing, and many new club members
have caught their first steelhead during
this outing. With the biggest return of
summer steelhead to the Rogue River
we have had in a long time, this year’s
outing, scheduled for October 20, has
the potential to be even better.
As we have in past years, we will
meet for breakfast at 7 AM at Shari’s
Restaurant, on Agness Avenue just off
the Grants Pass Parkway by the south
I-5 interchange. If you don’t want to
eat, be there by 8:00. After a brief strategy session, we will head to the river.
There are a number of good locations in the Grants Pass area for bank
anglers to access the river, and several
good drifts for those with boats. A
six to eight-weight rod or light Spey
rod with a floating line will work well.
Since the steelhead will be actively
feeding on eggs and nymphs, flies imitating these items are among the most
productive. Effective patterns include
Globugs, Hare’s Ears, Pheasant Tails,
Prince Nymphs, Copper Johns, Ice
Nymphs, and Stonefly Nymphs. The
flies should be lightly weighted or

2012/ 2013 Outings
Oct 20		
		
Dec 1		
Jan 1		
		
Jan 19		
Feb 8-9
Mar 23

Middle Rogue Steelhead.
Coastal Chinook
Holy Water Chili
Feed
TBA
Cow Creek Outing
TBA

weight should be attached to the leader
to help get the flies down near the bottom. For those that prefer a more traditional approach, swinging steelhead
patterns can be productive as well.
This outing is always popular with
our new members, and it would be great
if they all had the opportunity to join us
on a float down the river. I would really like to encourage members with
driftboats to come to the outing and
take some of these new folks down
the river and share with them your
knowledge about the Rogue River
and its steelhead.
If you have any questions or would
like additional information, contact David Haight.
David Haight, Outings Chair

November Outing Changed
Since the club’s auction was moved
to November 17, the date originally
scheduled for the Coastal Salmon Outing, that outing will be moved to December 1.
David Haight, Outings Chair
Auction Continued From Pg. 4

Please start thinking seriously
about items you have that you would
be willing to donate, and help make the
auction even better than in the past.
Another idea we came up with is
asking you to think about using your
hobby or special skill to make something related to fly fishing that you
think would appeal to others. I am doing that by customizing some items I
bought at last New Year’s sale for just
that purpose. Who knows how that will
turn out.

Page 5

Those of you who donate your flies
for the auction, we really appreciate
your donations. Try and get them in
as early as possible. Ask Jerry or Sue
Keeling for SOFF fly boxes to put them
in.
We have some other ideas about
organizing items, and also we would
like any ideas you have about how to
make the silent auction more successful
and fun. Just call Sonja, 541-582-4833
or Ed 541-660-7477, if you have items
you want to donate, or suggestions you
want to make. Please, everyone needs
to help to make our auction a success.
Put this NEW date November 17th
on your calendars and join the fun.
We will have more previews of major
items up for bid as we get closer to the
auction. Hope to see you there. Good
food, lots of fun items for you bid on
and most of all, at least I think this is
the best part, a great evening with good
company.
See you there

John Storfold, Auction Chair.
Last Cast Continued from Pg. 3

graph, the extra power on the last cast
without changing both the acceleration
and stroke length destroyed the straight
line path of the rod tip. The line always
follows the tip and an erratic line path
robs the cast of power. Regarding the
first question, you probably put the fish
down with repeated casts and the fish
moved further out where you could
not bother them. Fish stealthily with a
controlled, light touch and the fish will
not move out. You will not need to cast
further, but that is a fishing and casting
lesson for another day.
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Beadhead CDC Prince Nymph

Hook: 			
Thread: 		
Bead:			
Weight:		
Tail: 			
Rib:			
Body:			
Collar:			
Wing:			

TMC 2457 Size 6.
Black 6/0.
Gold 3/16 Bead Head.
0.25 Lead Wire.
Black Biots		
Gold Wire or Tinsel.
4-6 Peacock Herls.
Dun CDC.
White Biots.

Tying Instructions:
Pinch the barb to allow you to slip on the bead on, hollow side towards the back of the hook. Wrap 10 wraps of 0.25 lead
and push it forward on the hook into the hollow of the bead. Start your thread behind the lead and build a ramp down from the
lead down to the back of the hook. At the back of the hook, tie in 2 black biots tails split. Tie in gold wire in front of the tails
and wrap your thread forward to just behind the bead. Tie in the peacock herl. Pull it back to the tail and wrap your thread
over it making it secure. Make a dubbing loop and then wrap the thread forward to just behind the bead. Twist the herl and
the dubbing loop into a herl rope and wrap forward to just behind the bead. Tie off and trim of the remaining rope. Counter
wrap the wire rib forward and tie it off just behind the bead. Tie in 1 CDC feather by the tips and wrap 2-3 times and tie it
off and cut the remainder. Tie in 2 white biots as wings and whip finish.
This is a great summer steelhead fly for the Rogue. I fish this with a floating line and a 9 ft leader. Also a smaller (size
12-16) nymph is very productive fished dead drift as a dropper with 18” tippet, tied on the bend of the hook of a prince nymph.
Fish it dead drift or under an indicator.

Fly tied by: Kevin Daniels.

Good fishing!

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
Email:
Personal interests:				

)

Zip:

Renewal:_____New:______
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Whitney give casting instruction to Jay.
After some 20 minutes to a half an hour
of instruction, Jay put down his rod and
asked Ron Cremo if he wanted to try
his rod. Ron took the rod and fumbled
around for a couple of minutes, at which
time Whitney returned and proceeded

what was going on. Frustrated by his
inability to show me how to cast or by
my inability to learn, Jay went off in
pursuit of Whitney. Whitney took me
in tow and after a half an hour I had the
basics down – sort of.
One of the things that I did learn
was the three facets of spey or switch
rod casting – setting the point, getting
the ‘D’ loop and pulling down on the
rod handle to facilitate the cast. The
last concept was the hardest for me
to learn. As an old time single hand
caster, I wanted to cast the switch
rod in the same manner. In reality the
downward pull of the rod butt is what
imparts the energy to the rod with the
right hand, the traditional casting hand
merely holding and guiding the rod. A
simple concept in reality, but changing
one rooted in years of single hand casting, hard to accomplish.
I must say that I was really impressed with Whitney. She was there
more as a spectator, but she gave the
three of us an hour and a half of her
time. Are we any better for the effort, I
would say we are particularly me. For
the first time I actually saw how the
spey or switch cast was accomplished,
rather than reading and hearing about
it and I had personal hands instruction
to show me how to do it.

CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

10-3
10-9

10-18
		
10-20
		
11-7
11-13
11-17
12-1
		
12-20
		

Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting with Hal
Janssen.
Club Outing - Middle
Rogue Steelhead.
Board Meeting
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Annual Club Auction.
Club Ouitng - Coastal
Chinook.
Club Meeting - Western
Rivers Conservancy.		

Editor’s Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8

Ron Cremo taking a turn at casting Jay
Prouty’s switch rod.

Next was Lee Davison, also a past
SOFF dinner speaker and FFF certified
spey casting instructor. Like the speaker before him, he gave demonstrations
using a spey rod, along with techniques
and tips.

Jay Prouty learns a little more as Whitney Gould gives hands instruction to Ron
Cremo.

Jay Prouty getting instruction in casting
his new switch under the watchful eye of
Whitney Gould.

Although there were other speakers, I decided to walk back to where the
rods were and check them out. It was
at this time that I saw Jay receiving
casting instruction from a young lady.
I later learn that this young lady, Whitney Gould, was a two time national ladies spey casting champion, who had
come up from California to take in the
event and to do a little fishing on the
Rogue. I was fascinated as I watched

to give Ron a 20 minute or so lesson.
Jay was just about to break his rod
down when he asked if I wanted to give
it a try. Sure I did! How hard could it be
to cast his switch rod? Hadn’t I just been
down streamside watching the demonstrations? I had listened closely and
watched what they did, so this should be
a snap. After a few casts, I realized that
I must have missed something as my
casts, for lack of a better word ‘sucked’.
Jay noticing the difficulty I was
having casting, came over to give me a
little instruction. I would liken this not
so much as the blind leading the blind,
rather the visually impaired leading the
blind would be a better description for

Jay and Ron with Gary Anderson, the
event’s host.

Before I left, I told Gary Anderson, that I would be encumbering a line
item in the old family budget and that
I would be coming in soon to purchase
my own switch rod.
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Editor’s Notebook

ave you ever been interested in casting a switch
or spey rod? I can’t say
that I have overwhelmed with the
thought of casting either rod. Although I’ve heard and read many
things about these rods, owning and
using one has never been a high priority in my fly fishing experience. I
guess I also figured that I had enough
rods and didn’t see much need in encumbering the old family budget for
a rod that wasn’t a ‘must have’ in my
fishing arsenal. Little did I know that
all that was about to change.
If you remember back to the last
issue of the newsletter that was a full
page ad, highlighting the “2 hands @
Tou Velle, subtitled: A spey gathering on the Rogue”. This is the annual spey casting affair, hosted each
year by Gary Anderson of the Gary
Anderson Rod fame. Gary brings
in a host of big time spey casters to

demonstrate techniques and offer tips
on casting the switch and spey rods. It
is also a time that several rod makers,
including rods built by Gary, are showcased and anyone wishing to try out
one of these rods are welcome to do a
little lawn casting or if you’ve got your
boots on head on down to the Rogue
for a little on the water experience. Not
only that, but Gary springs for a free
lunch.
I have seen Gary’s advertisements
before and with the exception of last
year when I arrived just before closing
I had never been to one of his events.
This year, I decided I was going to go,
what could I lose and besides I would
get a free lunch out it.
In checking around, I found out
that club members Jay Prouty and Ron
Cremo were going and the three of us
hooked up together.
At the last dinner meeting, I found
out that Jay had just purchased a 6

weight switch rod from Anderson’s
and he was told if he came out he
could get some instruction on how
to use it. So a little after nine in the
morning, we arrived at Tou Velle Park
along with a couple of dozen or so of
other anglers eager to get some free
casting instruction.
Each hour, a different instructor
would take to the water and demonstrate just what these type of rods
could do. The first up was Craig Neilsen, who was our September dinner
speaker. He shared that due to a rock
climbing injury that he incurred to his
right arm, his ability to use a regular
fly rod was greatly marginalized so
he adapted the use of a switch rod for
the majority of his nymph fishing. He
demonstrated how he uses the switch
for this purpose. And all this time I
thought a switch or spey rod was only
used for steelhead or salmon.
Continued on Pg. 7
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Southern Oregon Fly Fishers’ annual
fund raising auction is on tap for November 17th. All monies raised goes
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It’s that time of the year again, when the club conducts its annual auction fund raiser. This year as in past years, Wayne Liska, our auctioneer,
coaxes and cajols the membership to dip deep into their pockets and bid on
the many prizes that the club has procurred for this event.

Dinner Reservations: E-mail - info@soff.org
or call the Club at (541) 955-4718
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respectful of those that have the floor.
In case you missed it, I was hit with
several waves of anxiety every time I
looked at my watch during the Chair
Reports. When there are people missing that normally give you a chair report you end up with time to fill in and
a room full of people looking at you
wondering what’s next. If the food was
ready it would be simple, you just start
the meal early and have everyone dig
in. Unfortunately the food trays are not
ready until 7:30 if on schedule. I laugh
when I think of that night, because I
would look at my watch and see that I
had at least 15 minutes left and then I
kept looking over my shoulder hoping
that by some miracle the food would
have materialized. I was standing right
next to the table, there was no way the
food could be set out without my knowing it yet I kept looking anyway. As it
turned out there were some great fishing stories told and Gary Miller threw
a quote into the mix since Dave Grosjacques was unable to be there. Things
worked out just as they always have and
will continue to. We have a great group
of members and seem to be recruiting
more and more. I would like to thank
everyone that gave a little extra to our
raffle in order to help build up our donation to Casting for Recovery, one of
the great causes that our club supports.
There will also be a raffle donation at
the December meeting, this time it will
be Project Healing Waters. So mark
your calendar and bring a few extra
dollars to help support those that have
given so much. I hope to have a couple
of the Vets that have gone through the
program there at the meeting to maybe
get their thoughts and comments.
By the time this article comes out
I may or may not be processing several pounds of bull elk meat. We may
or may not have a new President sitting
in Washington D.C., but one thing is for
certain. We live in a beautiful valley
with several excellent fisheries to be enjoyed by all. Its members like you that
help to make this a reality. Take care

my friends and see you at the meeting.

FROM THE BOARD

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

by
Jim Simpson
uction night is approaching very quickly, have you
decided what your hoping
to bid on? One thing I know will be
there are several fly boxes with expertly
crafted flys. Actually from what I have
heard it will be another great night with
lots to bid on. It will be the standard
format of events with silent and oral
auction mixed with a great food and
drink to make for an enchanting evening. Even if you do not plan on bidding it’s always fun to watch some of
the “bidding wars” take place. Bring
your friends and family and have a
great time.
Our last general meeting was held
at TapRock restaurant rather than the
usual venue at the Events Center. This
was due to a scheduling issue that we
hope will not repeat itself; however that
being said it really was not that bad. The
food was great and I did not hear any
complaints, which are odd for a change
in meeting locations. Perhaps I tuned
them out or just was not listening; my
wife will back you up on that one. One
thing that I noticed was the acoustics in
the room were such that even the slightest side conversation was easily heard
from a distance. This was not an issue
during the social hour prior to the meeting, but quickly became very annoying
during the Chair Reports and the while
Hal Janssen was giving his program. I
would encourage you to take your conversation out to the lobby in order to be

A

“The only reason I ever played golf
in the first place was so that I could afford to hunt and fish.”

~Sam Snead

        Special Raffle
By Rich Hosley

There will be a special raffle at our
January meeting. Participation will
be limited to those members who have
paid their 2013 membership dues. The
winner will receive one of Gary Anderson’s custom fly rods. In order to
be able to participate, your dues must
be paid prior to January 1, 2013. If you
mail your check to the club PO box, it
must be postmarked January 1 or earlier.
This raffle has been approved by
the club’s board of directors as motivation for the membership to pay their
dues in a timely manner. Unfortunately, we cannot include the fifty-five
life members in this raffle. While your
commitment to our club is significant
and appreciated, we are focusing on
those members whose membership status requires a yearly renewal.
Article II, Section 3 of the blub’s
by-laws reads: All dues shall be due
and payable prior to January 1 of
each year.

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Bank of the Cascades at 6th
and Savage, Grants Pass
The next meeting is scheduled:
November 7th, 6:00pm or
the first Wednesday
of the month
All members welcome
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Future Programs
Dec 20th
		
Jan 17th
Feb 21st
Mar 21st
Apr 18st
May 23rd
Jun 20th

Western Rivers
Conservancy
TBA
TBA
TBA
Fly Tyers Meeting
TBA
TBA

A Trip with Brian Chan
in British Columbia
By Gary Miller

To begin, my wife, Bonnie, and
I would like to thank all our SOFF
friends who offered their best thoughts
and prayers for us after our accident in
Canada. In case you missed Duane’s
email, our 36 foot diesel motor home
was ‘totaled’ by a sleeping driver.
Somehow, by the grace of God and the
protection of a diesel pusher we walked
away uninjured. In the two weeks prior
we had visited the Canadian National
Parks, taken pictures of many ursus
americanus, walked the ice fields, and
donated blood to ravenous mosquitos.
The crash occurred on the way to Fernie to fish the famous Elk,Wigwam and
St Mary Rivers, which remain unfished
until the next trip.
Fortunately I had the good sense to
plan a day’s guided fishing with Brian
Chan, the retired fish biologist for the
Kamloops area of BC. Brian is a frequent writer for several fly fishing magazines and is on our list of ‘speakers
we would like to have.’ The Kamloops
region is known for excellent stillwater
fishing, with many small lakes not far
from town.
Brian said that the midge hatch was
from 11-1, so that we didn’t want an
early start and that I only needed a halfday trip. We drove about 40 minutes on
a gravel road to a public lake with a few
campsites. One friendly couple told us
that fishing had been slow and that yesContinued on Pg. 5

WHEN:

Nov. 17, 2012

TIMES:

5:00 PM
Social Hour and
Silent Auction
6:50 PM
Meeting
7:00 PM
Dinner and Auction
Annual Fund Raising Auction

Page 3

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.
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YOU ARE ALL INVITED

Southern Oregon Fly Fishers
2012 Annual Auction
Guided Trips, Fly Fishing Equipment and accessories,
Artwork, Lodging getaways, and more
Come Join the Fun
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location: Taprock Event Center
955 SE 7th St. Grants Pass
Date: November 17, 2012 at 5 PM
Silent Auction: 5 to 6:30 PM
Meeting: 6:30 to 6:50 PM
Dinner: 6:50 to 7:30 PM
Oral Auction 7:30 to 9:00 (approximate)
Dinner Reservations: E-mail info@soff.org or call 541-955-4718 (please, no later than Thursday Nov 15,
2012)
Cost of Dinner: $20 for an upgraded menu including wine at every table.

Your auction committee is working hard to acquire multitudes of goodies for your bidding. But we do need everyone’s
help with additional items for the silent and oral auction. If you have items to donate to the silent or oral auction please contact
any of the auction committee (John Storfold, Tom Morris, Chuck Rund, Ed Morphis, and Sonya Nisson) or any of the SOFF
board members. Items for the auction don’t have to be fishing items. We have had a wide spectrum of items, new or used that
someone will find a new purpose for someone.
So far we have a few new items with more coming in:
One of which is Guided Fishing Trip on the Missouri River: One day fishing for two on the Missouri river with Headhunters Fly Shop working out of Craig, Montana. We also picked up a trip with Shasta Trout from Craig Nielsen, last month’s guest
speaker.. That is a one day guided trip for two (walk and wade on the McCloud, Upper Sacramento, Pit River or Hat Creek,
a drift boat trip on the Klamath, Lower Sac or Trinity river with one of their great guides.
We will have a variety of fly rods and reels, with guided trip from many of our local guides, get aways, and much, much
more.

DONATIONS FOR SILENT AUCTION
Sonja Nisson, chair of the Silent Auction, Ed Morphis and I have been trying to come up with ideas to “spiff up” the silent
auction and make it more enjoyable. One idea we had is to ask for donations of fly fishing items you have in your possession,
that you purchased, thinking they “wonderful,” but you really haven’t used much. I think most of us have such things that are
too valuable to dispose of in most ways, so we just keep them. We suggest you donate them to the auction, letting someone
else have the use of them, with SOFF benefiting!
I know fly tiers have many such things. I have a couple of spinning tools that truly are wonderful, but with my style of
tying, I don’t really use them, so they will be donated. There are several types of valuable tying materials I don’t and won’t
use. It will be a benefit for me to be rid of the clutter.
Auction Continued on Pg. 5
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Coastal Salmon Outing

he Coastal Salmon Outing
scheduled for November
17, has been moved to December 1 to accommodate the club’s
auction, which had to be rescheduled.
For this outing, we will travel to the
Southern Oregon Coast and fish for
fall Chinook salmon as they return to
the estuaries in preparation for their
spawning runs up some of the small
coastal rivers.

Auction Continued From Pg. 4

portunities for bank anglers on many of
the streams.
The plan is to fish the Sixes River,
but with the unpredictable weather and
river conditions on the Oregon Coast in
the late fall, that is subject to change.
Those interested in going on the outing
should sign-up at the November meeting, email me at tmdrhaight@infostructure.net, or call me at 541-855-9043
with your contact information so I can
provide you with last minute details.

David Haight, Outings Chair
Brian Chan Cont. From Pg. 3

Here’s the type of fly you’ll need to attract and then hook a fall Chinook.

Chinook salmon are big, strong fish
and require heavy gear. A 10-weight rod
with a good reel spooled with a shooting head system is the tool of choice.
Bring shooting heads in a variety of
densities to cover the different conditions we will likely encounter. Useful
fly patterns include Clouser minnows,
comets, and various shrimp patterns
in combinations of orange, chartreuse,
green, olive, brown and white. You
should also bring 15-pound leader material, waders, and rain gear. You can
bring a boat as well, but there are op-

terday had produced three rainbows; not
encouraging, but they didn’t have the
best guide either! I was starting to rig up
my mono sink line when Brian said, “If
you want to catch anything you might
want to fish chronimids.’ The hatch
started slowly. Brian applied the pump
to the second fish to check the contents.
He is careful to only take samples from
the esophagus which does not harm
the fish, holding them upside down
for a few seconds to ‘calm them.’ The
old addage,’The further north, the bigger the bug,” held true. Size 10-12 grey
chrinomids with white fuzzy heads.

Coastal Chinook
Holy Water Chili
Feed
TBA
Cow Creek Outing
TBA
TBA
TBA

Please start thinking seriously
about items you have that you would
be willing to donate, and help make the
auction even better than in the past.
Another idea we came up with is
asking you to think about using your
hobby or special skill to make something related to fly fishing that you
think would appeal to others. I am doing that by customizing some items I
bought at last New Year’s sale for just
that purpose. Who knows how that will
turn out.
Those of you who donate your flies
for the auction, we really appreciate
your donations. Try and get them in
as early as possible. Ask Jerry or Sue
Keeling for SOFF fly boxes to put them
in.
We have some other ideas about organizing items, and also we would like
any ideas you have about how to make
the silent auction more successful and
fun. Just call Sonja, 541-582-4833 or
Ed 541-660-7477, if you have items
you want to donate, or suggestions you
want to make. Please, everyone needs
to help to make our auction a success.

Put this NEW date November 17th
on your calendars and join the fun.
We will have more previews of major
items up for bid as we get closer to the
auction. Hope to see you there. Good
food, lots of fun items for you bid on
and most of all, at least I think this is
the best part, a great evening with good
company.
See you there

2012/ 2013 Outings
Dec 1		
Jan 1		
		
Jan 19		
Feb 8-9
Mar 23
Apr 20
May 18

Page 5

John Storfold, Auction Chair.
Brian Chan at the helm.

Just as Brian had said, the hatch finished about 1pm, after we had landed
at least forty fish, most in the 12“-17”
Continued on Pg. 7
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Hal Janssen’s Comet

Hook: 			
Thread: 		
Tail: 			
			
Rear Body Egg:
UnderBody:		
Overbody:		
Hackle:		

#2-#8 Mustad 94840 or Equivalent.
Black or Green 6/0.
Black Squirrel, Bear or Bucktail, Tied Comet
Style.		
Depth Ray Nylon Wool Florescent Orange.
Silver Tinsel Medium.
Vinyl Rib Florescent Chartruese.
Green Neck Hackle.

Tying Instructions:
I did not get a chance to watch Hal tie this fly but he did give me some flies as a sample. Based on my inspection, and
some minor variations, I came up with this fly and the following instructions.
Dress the hook with your thread and tie in your tails just above the barb. The tail should be longer than usual, just longer
than the hook. Make one wrap under the tail to keep it up and parallel with the hook shank. I cut the tail material off at an
angle to help taper the body. Tie in your nylon wool orange egg just in front of the egg. Tie in your tinsel and rib material. I
tie those in on the underside of the hook and about 2/3 the shank length to help keep the body even. Wrap the tinsel forward,
one wrap with a slight overlap to just behind the eye of the hook. Now wrap the rib material forward, one wrap up against
the other to the front of the hook and tie off and trim. Build up a base over the end of the rib to make a good place for the
hackle. Tie in your hackle. Wrap one to two wraps back and then forward and tie off. Whip finish and if you choose, use
head cement to finish.
I thought this fly would be timely not only because we just had Hal Janssen here as our guest speaker, but we have our
coastal salmon outing coming up December 1st. You can use this basic pattern and add chain link eyes, your choice. As I have
said before, it is your vice and your fly. Have fun experimenting to find the fly that works for you and lands that big one.
I am looking forward to catching my first salmon on a fly. Enjoy and tight lines.

Fly Tied By: John Storfold
John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
Email:
Personal interests:				

)

Zip:

Renewal:_____New:______
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in Montana. Of course, I do have to
be grateful that I managed to travel to
Montana thirteen out of the last fifteen
summers. And I should not whine about
spending seven weeks exploring sixteen
rivers in Montana and Wyoming this
year.

landed the fish as I took the camera and
made ready for a “Duane shot”. She removed the hook and started to raise the
fish for the picture, but a big squirm by
the fish ended the photo opportunity.

CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

11-7
11-13

11-17
12-1
		
12-5
12-11
12-20
		
1-1
		
		
		

Board Meeting
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Annual Club Auction.
Club Ouitng - Coastal
Chinook.
Board Meeting
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting - Western
Rivers Conservancy.		
Club Outing - Annual
Chili Feed with the
Medford Club at the Holy
Water.

Editor’s Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8

live auction. As has been the trend over
the last past couple of years, items for
the auction have not been limited to fly
fishing only, but includes many nonfishing items that will appeal to the
wife or significant other. And speaking
of the wife or significant other, there is
no better time to bring them out to a
dinner meeting then the auction meeting. Give them a chance to enjoy a
great dinner, wine at every table and
the opportunity to bid on many items
of interest.
For additional information concerning the auction, refer to page 4 of
this newsletter.

Home from the Wilds of
Montana and Wyoming
by John Iding

Have you ever returned from a vacation feeling like you just hadn’t had
enough time away and that you really
did not want to come home? I felt that
way today while standing on a ladder sanding one of twenty-eight gable
braces on our new house in preparation
for staining. We got home two weeks
ago, and I could have happily stayed

Karla Peterson with trout she caught on
Rock Creek.

Needless to say, we had a wonderful trip. Karla and I spent almost every
day hiking rivers; some were old favorites and some were new treasures.
We often fished side by side, taking
turns prospecting for the big one. Like
one morning on the Big Hole River in
a backwater where the water was like
a small stream. We approached a nice
riffle with what seemed to be a shallow
holding area. Karla was up and made
the first cast to the nearest drop-off,
putting a golden stone dry over the suspect water. A 14” brown rose to the occasion and Karla hooked/played/landed
the nice fish. I was up and decided to
cast to the far riffle, which appeared to
have a little more depth. Of course, it
was just on the far side of a fast current
and a good distance away. My hopper
slid over the spot and a nice fish did a
“not today” refusal. So I turned to Karla
and said, “You’re up”. She eyed the far
riffle, looked in her fly drier, pulled out
the flying ant, and smiled. I stepped
back as she moved into place and began
casting to the big fish. She made a grand
cast and dropped the fly three feet above
the trout and right on the line. We both
grinned as that 20” brown took her flying ant and provided a nice fight. Karla

John Iding with a fish taken from the
Shoshone River.

We had many wonderful memory
moments like that on our trip. And just
so Duane gets a few pictures, we have
included a few shots from the trip, almost all taken by Karla.
Brian Chan Cont. From Pg. 5

Gary Miller with his big fish of the day
while being guided by Brian Chan.

range. The brag picture was the biggest of the day. I have a new respect
for ‘strike indicator fishing,’ thanks to
Brian. If you travel his way, take advantage of his knowledge and cheerful
spirit for a great day on the water!
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Editor’s Notebook

ell gang, I just returned
from a 10 day trip to
Steamboat
Springs
Colorado and I’m pleased to report
that there wasn’t a day that I had to
fly the ‘skunked flag’. Does that mean
that I caught a lot of fish – no, but
sometimes all that is necessary is just
being on the water in a new area and
being able to ‘score’ on those waters
with flies that you tied.
Although I’ll be doing a story on
my adventures in a future issue (The
Green River Boys meet the Waters
of Steamboat Springs) I’ll give you a
few highlights.
I’m sure all of you remember
a television show that was on a few
years ago “The Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous”, well let’s say that for a
few of those 10 days I was able to experience that lifestyle.
To begin with, our group stayed at
the owner’s house on the Sugarwood

Ranch a working cattle and horse
ranch that gave us private access to 4
or 5 miles of the Elk River. The river
along the entire boundary of the ranch
had been engineered in that large boulders had been placed in strategic locations in the river, along with other flow
control measure to insure fish survival
in low water years. Although the river
was low, trout and white fish were only
too eager to jump on my flies.
Another place that we were able to
fish was called “Marabou”. This had
been a working ranch that had been
sub divided into lots of several acres
each. The minimum price for a lot is
2 million dollars and up and houses
that had been built were valued at 10
million plus. Added to this was ‘HOA’
dues of $10,000 per year.
And what did you get for all this
money? Besides a great view and a
spectacular house, if you wanted to
fish, you had 3 to 4 miles of the Elk

River, along with 7 mini lakes of various sizes. If you didn’t have a fly rod
not to worry, the association would
provide one. Didn’t have waders or
boots, not to worry, they also would
be provided. Not fluent in fly fishing,
a professional guide would be provided to instruct and then guide you on
the river or on one of the lakes. Don’t
have any flies, they are also provided.
It goes on and on from there, but I
think you get the idea.
I will tell this much, I chose to
fish the lakes for the two days that
I was there and needless to say that
fishing was great, what else would
you expect?
Mark your calendars for November 17th and come out and support the
club at its annual fund raising auction. John Storfold and his committee
have once again done an outstanding
job in obtaining items for this year’s
Continued on Pg. 7
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FROM THE BOARD
camp. The “open country” we hunt has
a DEEP canyon that the elk really like
since most hunters think twice before
venturing down into the bottom. The
stretch of canyon we hunt is a little over
five spectacular miles long and has a
creek that meanders through the bottom. The width of the canyon bottom
ranges between 30-100 yards wide.
There are several real nice holes,
some up 20ft across and 6ft deep. There
is no shortage of trout through the entire
stretch and someday I hope to slip a 3wt
(when I get one) into my hunting pack.
The average sized fish is around 6” but
they fight like the big boys and there are
lots to catch.

Page 2

mile on the way out which was that
steep climb back to the truck. I kept
thinking about Dr. Dowd’s good work
on both my knees and how I hoped not
to have a “set back” stepping over a log
or a rock with a loaded pack frame.
Then in the distance up ahead I
heard loud splashes coming from the
other side of the willows. There were
several places that the trail ends and
you have to cross the creek in order to
get back onto good ground. So in hearPRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
ing the splashes I could only hope that
by
the youngster slipped on a rock while
Jim Simpson
making one of his squirrel moves and
he 2012 SOFF auction is
was in the process of getting baptized.
behind us and I would like
Much to my horror the kid was
to thank everyone that
hurling rocks into the creek, like I
helped make the evening a great
mentioned earlier there are several
success. John Storfold and his crew
trout through this stretch. He said
put many hours into making the evehe was going to kill some fish just
ning enjoyable for all in attendance.
like the Indians had. I went balMark Teeters did a great job
listic and with all the willows to
of making sure everyone had the
choose from I was ready to invoke
opportunity to see the items besome good old streamside justice
ing called, John Iding and Lucky
upon this young boys hide. His faLeavitt also got in on the action.
ther was quick to step in and move
I’m not sure but I would almost bet
the young lad along, however with
that Lucky does a little modeling on
such actions going unpunished I
the side.
figured this kid will eventually get
Wayne Liska truly has come
an education.
through for the club; I was surprised
We loaded our packs and startThis is what makes enduring the rigors of elk
to find out that he had been the Auc- hunting all worthwhile.
ed our hike out; the lad kept his distioneer at the clubs first auction so
tance and stayed far enough ahead
many years ago. His lovely crew
to keep from having to help with the
really had things dialed in for taking
Normally it’s just me and my hunt- meat. The last half mile went about as
receipts and keeping the line moving. ing partner that drop down into the can- I had expected, climb about 50yds and
I know there are many people to thank, yon, then have to pack out the elk quarContinued on Pg. 3
that’s what makes this such a great ters on pack frames. We have had to do
club.
this a few times, but this year we had
ATTENTION!
I have only been able to make it to several friends and family along to help
Board Meeting
a couple of auctions due to a conflict pack out a big 6x6 my partner shot.
The Board of Directors meet in
with my Eastern Bull Elk season, but
One of the guys had brought his
the conference room of the
since the date of the auction was pushed 12 year old son with him, and the kid
Bank
of the Cascades at 6th
back I was fortunate enough to make must have had a few too many energy
and Savage, Grants Pass
both events. It was a great feeling to be drinks because he would just not slow
The
next meeting is scheduled:
able to attend the auction knowing that down or stop talking. He reminded me
December 5th, 6:00pm or
I had a nice 4x5 bull in the freezer.
of one the many pine squirrels that hang
The area that I hunt is extremely around our camp.
the first Wednesday
rugged and contains either thick timWe had about a 2 ½ mile hike in to
of the month
ber or fairly open desert depending where the elk was killed and all the way
All members welcome
on which direction you take out of I tried not to think about the last half

T
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PROGRAMS

Future Programs
Jan 17th
Feb 21st
Mar 21st
Apr 18st
May 23rd
Jun 20th
Jul 18		
Jul 20		

Skip Morris
Jay Nicholas
David Haight
Fly Tyers Meeting
Phil Rowley
Jason Borger
No Meeting
Wine Meeting

President’s Message Cont. From Pg. 2

WHEN:

Dec. 20, 2012

TIMES:

6:00 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
7:00 PM
Meeting
7:30 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:

Taprock Event Center
955 S.E. 7th St. G.P.

Jim Cox - Western Rivers Conservancy

stop and rest just enough to keep from
stepping on your tongue. I always look
back down into that canyon and swear
I’m never going back down that steep
bastard again. For what it’s worth I say
that every year.
Take care my friends and see you
at the meeting.
“If you’re not miserable you’re not
elk hunting” ~ Jim Simpson

Thank You From
Casting For Recovery
By Tanya Haight

The Casting for Recovery volunteers would like to thank the members
of the Southern Oregon Fly Fishers for
your support of our rod and quilt raffle.
The rod ticket sales this past year raised
over $1000, which will go towards our
annual retreat for breast cancer survivors. Tickets are still being sold for
the quilt, and that drawing will be held
in April. Thank you also for the donation of the proceeds from your October
raffle. The winning ticket for the rod
was drawn on Nov. 14th. The winner
was Barbara Hansen who gave the rod
to her son-in-law Jeffrey Bernard (a
SOFF member) as an early Christmas
gift. Congratulations Jeff! Thank you
again for the support you have shown
the Casting for Recovery program.

Jim joined Western Rivers Conservancy as Director of Donor Relations in
2011. He has more than 25 years’ experience working professionally in the nonprofit sector. Jim is a past steering committee co-chair of the Nonprofit Association of
Oregon, and is an active member of the Northwest Planned Giving Roundtable. Jim
holds a Bachelor of Theatre Degree from Willamette University. In his free time,
you can find him fly fishing and hiking along the outstanding rivers of the West.
Sometimes, to save a river you have to buy it.
Western Rivers Conservancy (WRC) protects outstanding river ecosystems in
the western United States. WRC acquires land to conserve critical habitat, provide
for compatible public use and enjoyment and cooperate with other agencies and
organizations to secure the health of whole ecosystems. Jim will discuss how and
where WRC works and highlight some of its projects, past and present, on the great
flyfishing rivers of the West. Come prepared for beautiful pictures of rivers and
fish!
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Shootout at Reinhart Park
By Rich Steed

he Southern Oregon Fly
Fishers annual picnic held
on September 16th featured
a swap meet, fly casting instruction by
Larry White, great food, a raffle and a
fly casting contest that produced some
interesting results.

Lucky Leavitt, Karla Peterson, and
Jeannie Steed vying for the prizes. In
the end, Lucky took first place for accuracy with Karla coming in second.

Bobbie White providing a little casting
instruction before the ‘shootout’

Our president, Jim Simpson, not to be undone, joins the fray and shows his stuff

At stake were prizes consisting of
first and second place gift certificates
for both men’s and women’s categories
for fly casting accuracy and distance.
The accuracy contest involved landing a fly in five two circled targets for
points with the top two casters in each
category receiving prizes.
Kevin
Daniels, Dave Grosjacques, Jim Simpson, Russ Leavitt, and Chris Tomer,
squared off initially by taking turns
casting to the five hoops. At the end
of the first round, Dave G. and Kevin
D. were tied. A second round ensued
with Dave G. squeeking out a win over
Kevin for first place. Kevin accepted
the second place prize.

Kevin Daniel and Russ Leavitt talk a little strategy before entering the shootoff.

The women were up next with

Lucky L. with a whopping cast of 67
feet. four feet longer than the winning
cast for the male category. Suddenly,
all the side remarks being made by the
men ceased.

Granted that the ‘shootout’ was an intragal part of the anuual picnic, the real
star of the show were those tri-tips and
chicken breasts being grilled to perfection by John Storfold and Jerry Keeling.

The distance casting contest was
also segregated between the men and the
women for what some believed were obvious reasons. Dave G., Russ L., Kevin
Notwithstanding a comment overD. and Chris T produced three of their
heard from a
best swings
certain
docfor distance.
tor that he will
In the end,
never hear the
Russ L. took
end of the confirst
place
test results, the
with a decent
fly casting concast of 63
test was great
feet. Kevin
fun and expecD. was a
tations are for
close second
even
greater
with a cast
pa r t icipat ion
of 61.5 feet.
Both
ac- The eventual ‘shootout’ winners - Dave Grosj- for subsequent
cepted their acques, Russ Leavitt, Lucky Leavitt, Karla Pe- picnics. There
is also now a
prizes and tersen and Kevin Daniel.
suggestion
circulating
that
the categothe male contestants then stood back,
arms crossed and smiling slightly, as ries should be eliminated and everyone
they prepared to watch the women cast just go head to head.
One final note; Larry White profor distance.
Lucky L., Karla P. and Jeannie S. vided valuable guidance and assistance
all took turns with distance casts each. relative to setting up and conducting
None seemed to be intimidated by com- the casting contests, which was greatly
ments being made by the male observers appreciated.
as they gave their best throws. When
all was said and done, Karla P. snagged
the second place prize with a cast of just
over 51 feet. First place was taken by
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New Year’s Day Chili Feed

ur next outing will be the hatch. If you are going to fish, rememNew Year’s Day chili feed ber to get your 2013 fishing license.
at the Holy Water. This
We need a few volunteers to make
annual event for the Southern Oregon pots of chili, and a person or two to bring
Fly Fishers and Rogue Flyfishers began some fire wood. If you can help with eias a celebration of the fly fishing only ther of these items, please contact David
rule for the Holy Water over 20 years Haight. Others can help out by bringing
ago, and has
cornbread, salbecome one
ads, desserts,
of our club’s
or other items
longest-runto share. The
ning tradiclubs will protions.
vide hot drinks
We will
and table sermeet at the
vice.
picnic shelter
In
past
near the parkyears, we have
ing lot on the
exper ienced
south
side
warm, sunny
of the Holy
weather and
Water. The
cold, snowy
fire should be Redge Heth, John Iding, Joe Holzen and Jim Te- weather; we
going by 10 han enjoy the chili, coffee and comaraderie from have enjoyed
a previous New Year’s outing.
AM, and the
great fishing
chili will be
and challengserved about noon. There will be op- ing fishing; however, one thing has been
portunities to fish both before and after consistent, we always have a great time
we eat.
at this event.
It’s difficult to predict what the
David Haight, Outing Chair
weather and river flow will be like
come January 1, but if conditions are
favorable, we should enjoy some good
fishing. Stripping or drifting small
By Rich Hosley
marabou leeches, woolly buggers, or
nymphs along the bottom can be proThere will be a special raffle at our
ductive during the colder months. If the January meeting. Participation will be
weather and flows cooperate, we could limited to those members who have paid
have a blue-winged olive or midge their 2013 membership dues. The winner will receive one of Gary Anderson’s
custom fly rods. In order to be able to
participate, your dues must be paid prior to January 1, 2013. If you mail your
Jan 1		
Holy Water Chili
check to the club PO box, it must be
		
Feed
postmarked January 1 or earlier.
Jan 19		
TBA
Feb 8-9
Cow Creek Outing
This raffle has been approved by the
Mar 23
TBA
club’s
board of directors as motivation
Apr 20
TBA
for the membership to pay their dues
May 18
TBA
in a timely manner. Unfortunately, we
Jun 28-30
Lava Lake
cannot include the fifty-five life mem-

Special Raffle

2013 Outings

Page 5

bers in this raffle. While your commitment to our club is significant and
appreciated, we are focusing on those
members whose membership status requires a yearly renewal.
Article II, Section 3 of the blub’s
by-laws reads: All dues shall be due
and payable prior to January 1 of
each year.
Freight Train Cont. From Pg. 6

River railroad tracks. This purple and
black pattern again offers good visibility under low-light conditions and offcolor water.
On all four of these patterns you
can vary the size and dress according
to conditions. Randall has suggested
that flies be underdressed for summer
steelhead, the rear section of the twopart body can be tied in as a tag with
an under-wrap of tinsel for that glow
when wet. I’ve also seen the series tied
as great looking spey flies. Give them a
try on the Rogue for steelhead this winter and let me know how they work.
Tying Tips - Wild Marabou
I just finished some marabou steelhead flies to restock my flybox. We all
know that dampening these fluffy devils makes handling much easier. But
keeping a bowl of water on the bench
for dipping the fingers is an accident
waiting to happen and licking your fingers repeatedly can be very unhealthy.
I keep a small spray bottle of water on
the bench (an emptied bottle of eyeglass
lens cleaner works perfect for this task).
It sprays a fine mist, it’s refillable, and
it’s small and travels well in a portable
kit. Give it a try.

Fly Tied By: Dan Kellogg
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Freight Train Krystal Flash

Hook: 			
Thread: 		
Tail: 			
Body, Rear 1/4:
Body, Second 1/4:
Body, Front 1/2:
Rib:			
Collar:			
Wing:			

Size 8 -2 Steelhead/Salmon.
Black 6/0.
Purple Hackle Barbs.		
Fluorescent Red/Orange Floss.
Fluorescent Red Floss.
Black Chenille.
Fine Oval Silver Tinsel.
Purple Hackle.
Blue Krystal Flash over Pearl Kyrstal Flash.

Tying Instructions:

1. Tie on in front and wrap thread base to just before the hook point.
2. Tie in a small bunch of purple hackle barbs ½ the body length, then tie in the tinsel.
3. Tie in the red/orange floss ¼ body length; the red floss ¼ body length; the remainder in black chenille.
4. Wind the tinsel forward 5 even turns and tie off.
5. Tie in the soft purple hackle 3 - 4 turns for a collar and wind back on barbs to achieve the proper angle.
6. Tie in a small bunch of blue krystal flash, then, on top of that, a small bunch of pearl krystal flash for the wing.
7. Form a small head, whip finish and cement.
The Freight Train was originated by Randall Kaufman in the late 70’s and evolved in the early 80’s when Randall was
operating a fly fishing school on the Deschutes River in Central Oregon. The original sported a white calf tail wing. Later versions used flashabou and finally a krystal flash wing. Then Randall designed the Coal Car, a darker version of the Freight Train,
a mostly black fly and most effective on dark overcast days or at dusk. This combination doesn’t seem to spook fish but has
enough color to grab their attention. In 1989 Randall Kaufman introduced his version of the Green Butt Skunk, the Flat Car.
It too is most effective at dusk, shows a bulky silhouette and its fluorescent green stays effective in fading or low-light conditions. The last pattern in his “Railroad” series was the Signal Light, named for the colorful signal lights along the Deschutes
Continued on Page 5

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

Ph. 660-6584

E-mail: steelyjon@q.com

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:
State:
Phone: Home (
)
Work: (
Email:
Personal interests:				

)

Zip:

Renewal:_____New:______
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almost $400. Three of the more unusual
items in the raffle were homemade pies
crafted in reusable pie plates by Sue
Keeling and Karla Peterson.

club through the generosity of its members realized a gross of $15,468 between the silent, oral auctions and the

CHANGING LINES
COMING EVENTS

12-5
12-11

12-20
		
1-1
		
		
		
1-3
1-8
1-17
1-19
		

Board Meeting
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting - Western
Rivers Conservancy.		
Club Outing - Annual
Chili Feed with the
Medford Club at the Holy
Water.
Board Meeting.
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in
Gold Hill.
Club Meeting - Skip Morris
Club Outing - Location
to be Announced.

Editor’s Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8

and decided that there had to be a better way of doing it, then what was done
in the past. So before the first item was
set down, they offsite had laid out and
mapped all the items as to where each
and every one would go. All the items
were categorized as to class and laid out
accordingly. No longer would one have
to wander around all the tables looking
for flies, fly tying equipment, clothing,
etc, instead all the specific items were
displayed over one or two tables making bidding and re-bidding a lot easier.

Bidders looking the items over before
bidding.

As part of the silent auction, we
had a mini bucket raffle thanks to Sonja
Nisson, who secured the items for the
raffle. Besides Sonja, Dale Heath was
busy selling raffle tickets to the tune of

Dale Heath selling tickets for the bucket
raffle.

After the silent auction closed, everyone sat down to a dinner specially
prepared for the event. The menu included prime rib and sword fish in a
raspberry sauce, along with the usual
side dishes. As the Event Center always
does, they prepare an overage of food
giving those that wanted the opportunity for seconds. The meal was accompanied by cabernet and chardonnay
wines at each table, followed by a tasty
dessert. I also have to give credit to the
Event Center for going out of their way
and providing a vegan dinner on request
by two dinner participants.

Sally Grosjacques holding up the family
interests with a winning bid.

After dinner, Wayne Liska, auctioneer extraordinaire, took over and as he
has done for over a dozen years, encouraged, coerced or wheedled every dollar
he could on the more than 65 items up
for the oral auction.
When the dust finally settled, the

Ron Cremo and Jay Prouty talking
strategy over what to bid on next.

bucket raffle. The club would like to
thank each and every one of you who
came out and financially supported the
club.

Lucky Leavitt with a winning bid.

I close now by including a few
words from John Storfold:
We had another great auction and
fund raiser thanks to the efforts of my
dedicated team, but I would be remiss
if I didn’t focus on the real heroes in
this effort. It was through the generosity of the merchants and individuals that
donated to the auction with either cash
or merchandise that made the evening
memorable. Also I would like to thank
all those that attended and opened their
hearts and wallets to make the evening
an outstanding success.
I am proud to be a member of this
fine organization that has given me the
opportunity to make many friends and
fishing buddies.
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Editor’s Notebook

t was a nail biter! Up to two
days before the recent annual
auction, I had only received
sixty reservations. As this is the club’s
only fund raising activity for the year,
the prospects looked bleak, to say the
least, that we would have a successful
fund raiser.
Let’s backtrack three months,
when John Storfold, auction chair,
and his committee (Tom Morris,
Chuck Rund, Ed Morphis, Sonja Nisson, Rich Hosley and Tom Brandes)
went to work. Have you ever tried to
extract water from a rock? That is
just about what each auction committee member had to do to secure the
many items that were later to adorn
the tables of the silent auction room as
well as all the tables surrounding the
meeting room. One would say that the
current economy played a big part in
the difficulty in obtaining items and
they would be right. Compound this

with the fact that the big companies are
asked to donate not only to our club,
but to various clubs and organizations
across the country and you become
faced with a daunting task. So it’s with
gratitude and many thanks not only to
those companies that donated items,
but to the many local merchants and
individuals that donated to the auction
with either cash or merchandise that
provided the cornucopia of items for
the auction.

Setting up the silent auction room.

So it was with a little trepidation
when I viewed the early response
from the club members for dinner reservations. Knowing from the past that
we needed a full house, as to speak,
to insure that we had enough auction
participators to generate the needed
revenue for the coming year, my worry level began to rise. “Ye of so little
faith” should have been the proverb
that I should have taken to heart, as
by the day of the event the reservation
list almost doubled to over 100 reservations.
The day of the event saw a dozen or more volunteers come out and
spend a couple of hours unloading
and arranging all the items up for auction. Auction committee members,
Sonja Nisson and Ed Morphis assumed the responsibility for the silent
auction room. Both of them had participated in the silent auction before
Continued on Pg. 7

